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Abstract 
Granulation is a process for agglomeration where powder material is combined with liquid 
binder solution to facilitate the formation of larger, free-flowing granules. Granulation has 
become a mainstream process amongst the industries with applicability in numerous areas. 
which include the pharmaceuticals, mineral processing, fertilisers and in the production of 
a range of commodity products. A major driving force for the production of granules from 
their ungranulated counterparts arises from the economic savings i. e., increased bulk density 
permits savings to be made in transportation and storage. Furthermore, granules may be 
tailored to possess certain desirable attributes that will suit their final application. 
Granulation is an example of a process that exhibits complex interactions between the un- 
derlying granulation phenomena such as nucleation, consolidation, aggregation and breakage. 
In addition, the granule properties are distributed heterogeneously across the entire particle 
population, posing as a particular challenge in generating a mathematical model that is able 
to accurately describe the granulation behaviour. The modelling approach used in this study 
is different from common practices, which tend to rely on heuristics and empiricism for the 
operation of the granulation process. This empirical approach signifies a disconnect from our 
understanding of the underlying physics of the process, and is an impediment towards the 
efficient operation of granulation processes. The work presented in this thesis attempts to 
address this disconnect by applying a three-dimensional population balance with mechanistic 
representations for the underlying granulation rate processes. The population balance frame- 
work is ideally suited for this particular process. as it enables the evolution of the granules 
to be tracked with respect to differentiating particle traits, e. g. the granule size distribution. 
The selection of the distributed particle properties is influenced by the importance of these 
particle properties on the end granule product, and also by their influence on key process 
mechanisms. 
A novel mechanistic nucleation kernel is developed incorporating fundamental material 
1) 
properties pertaining to the powder substrate and the liquid binder solution. The model 
form of the nucleation kernel is formulated by drawing a parallel with the collision/transition 
state theory. There are few literature reports on the inclusion of nucleation phenomena in the 
population balance models of granulation processes, let alone a mechanistic nucleation model. 
This study is one of the first in this regard. The recent recognition of the importance of the 
wetting kinetics and the nucleation thermodynamics on the nucleation phenomenon has been 
factored into the nucleation kernel by explicitly accounting for the effects of the liquid flow 
rate and the physicochemical properties of the material properties (surface tension. contact 
angle, and spreading coefficient). 
Batch granulation experiments were conducted obtaining granule measurements with re- 
spect to the size distribution, porosity and fractional binder content. Preliminary results for 
the validation of the population balance model with the experiment-measurements showed a 
good agreement, providing partial albeit valuable validation of the population balance model. 
This is also one of the first studies to model and validate a three-dimensional population bal- 
ance model for granulation. 
Model based analyses were also carried out under a variety of processing conditions, which 
included the effects of changing formulations, droplet size effects, feed size distribution and the 
effects of powder and binder properties. The proposed model demonstrated the interactions 
for a range of feed formulations in tandem with granulating operating conditions, establishing 
qualitative agreement with similar findings derived from past experimental studies. These 
qualitative agreements along with the quantitative validation mentioned above give positive 
insight into the predictive capability of the model. 
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Nomenclature 
Roman symbols 
A cross-sectional area of pellet 
Ao constant 
0* size dependent part of the aggregation kernel 
, 30 size independent part of the aggregation kernel 
ß aggregation kernel 
Ca dimensionless capillary number 
c constant 
Cl constant 
Dd droplet diameter 
Dp particle diameter 
Dop original pellet diameter 
Dp average particle diameter 
F particle density function 
Fload force 
H pellet height at a particular time instance 
Ho initial height of the granular pellet 
knuc nucleation kernel 
k Boltzmann constant 
1sat liquid saturation of the granule 
LS fractional binder content 
NP number of primary particles 
\". A Avogadro number 
p refers to the particle 
Q liquid binder flow rate 
J 
Nomenclature 6 
r particle radius 
rd droplet radius 
R ideal gas constant 
Rpore pore radius 
Rnuc rate of nucleation 
Baggre rate of aggregation 
Rbreak rate of breakage 
Stde f dimensionless Stokes deformation number 
Str* dimensionless peak flow stress 
T granulation operating temperature 
uo relative collision velocity 
V volume 
VO volume of a single droplet 
Vpenetrate volume of binder droplet that penetrates into the powder bed 
V (t), VVp volume of binder droplet remaining on the powder surface at time t 
W Fuch's stability ratio 
WCs work of cohesion for a solid 
WCL work of cohesion for a liquid 
WA work of adhesion for an interface 
x fraction of primary particles 
Greek symbols 
E particle porosity 
Ee ff effective porosity of the granule 
strain rate 
A spreading coefficient 
P viscosity of the liquid binder 
Wa dimensionless spray flux 
ps particle density 
pi liquid binder density 
0 particle shape factor 
Q stress 
Nomenclature 
8 contact angle made between the solid-liquid interface 
'y interfacial energy 
vplaten velocity of platen 
natural strain 
Subscripts 
S denotes the solid phase 
L denotes the liquid phase 
G denotes the gas phase 
n, nuc refers to the nuclei particle 
Superscripts 
upp upper limit of particle size 
Abbreviations 
API active pharmaceutical ingredient 
PSD particle size distribution 
GSD granule size distribution 
PBE population balance equation 
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Introduction 
1.1 Granulation process 
1.1.1 Introduction 
Granulation is an example of a size enlargement process in which smaller particulate entities 
are brought together forming a larger semi-permanent aggregate, whilst the constitiieiit par- 
ticles that comprise the granule structure remains distinguishable from the main body of the 
granule matrix (Snow et al., 1997). 
The granulation process has been established across a wide range of industries producing 
final agglomerated products to cater for many of the end-user applications. notably in the 
production of speciality chemicals, pharmaceutical industry. mineral ore processing and the 
production of fertilisers to name the least. As a result of the broad usage of this process 
different technologies are available for the production of granules exhibiting characteristics 
`tailored' towards their final end-use application. The particular method of granulation will 
largely be dictated by the final application for the product since each type of granulation 
equipment will produce granules of varying attributes (see Table 1.1). The desired prop- 
erties from granulation and the advantages conferred to the granules as opposed to their 
un-granulated counterparts are given below: 
. Flowability: 
To improve the flow properties and in particular to reduce the tendency for 
particulate materials to form lumps (e. g. hygroscopic materials). Poor flow propertie> 
may lead to a wide weight variation in the final product originating from variable fill 
of tablet dies. which could be minimised or avoided altogether by improving the flow 
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properties in the blend. 
. Densification: To reduce losses via handling or transport due to particulate material 
in their un-granulated form in addition to lower cost of storage and transportation as 
a result of higher bulk density. 
. Solubility: To prevent the lumping of fine powders in fluids thus facilitating the disper- 
sion of the powder in the fluid medium. 
. Immobilisation: In granule form the activity of the principle component 
(e. g. cata- 
lyst/biocatalyst in fabric washing powders) is preserved whilst in this so-called carrier 
form, else the activity will rapidly deteriorate in solution environments. 
Segregation: Particle segregation is primarily due to the differences between the particle 
densities and sizes. It is important to achieve uniform composition of the particles with 
respect to multiple components to avoid segregation related problems. 
In addition to the aforementioned desired properties, granulation can be used to obtain 
controlled release of active ingredients within the granule. The enhanced attributes of gran- 
ules provides added value to the final product, in particular foodstuffs will benefit significantly 
where both the taste and the appearance can improve its market appeal. From a pharma- 
ceutical perspective, controlling the granule size distribution is equally important. Despite 
not having segregation of multi-components, if there is a wide granule size distribution, seg- 
regation of granules with size will occur, which will lead to variations in bulk densities. This 
is undesirable in applications such as tablet machines, which fill according to volume and 
not by weight resulting in products with large weight variations, and an uneven 
dosage of 
the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) in the final batch. This situation is undesirable 
where the objective is to obtain content uniformity with respect to the ingredients. 
Owing to the broad usage of the granulation process across numerous industrial sectors, 
it is not surprising that various terminologies are adopted depending on the 
industry under 
consideration. For instance, granulation has been referred to in the past as agglomeration, 
pelletisation and dry granulation. Therefore in the context of this research, the primary 
focus 
will be on the study of wet granulation, i. e., size enlargement 
by agitation with the addition 
of a liquid binder. 
Typical examples of the various production methods employed utilising different types of 
equipment to achieve granulation are rotary drums 
(Figure 1.1), which achieve granulation 
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through repeating cycles of tumbling motion within the drum. Alternatively. mixer aggloni- 
eration units (high-speed flow-type mixers. Figure 1.2) which employ fast moving impeller 
blades to ensure good liquid dispersion accompanied by the mixing action of the impellers 
subsequently leading to granule formation under permitting conditions (Hoornaert et al.. 
1998). Fluidised-bed spray granulators (FBSG) are also commonly used. in which granules 
are formed through the combination of a hot gaseous fluidised-bed and a fluid spray nozzle 
that sprays the liquid binder directly onto the fluidised particles (Figure 1.3). 
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of a rotary drum granulator. 
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of a Lödige mixer granulator. This particular granulator unit has 
chopper blades to facilitate the break-up of any material build-up against the 
internal walls 
of the equipment. Adapted from Hoornaert et al. (1998). 
The granules produced from each of the different granulator units will possess 
different 
physical attributes. For instance. the granules produced 
from either the FBSG or the high 
shear mixer will produce granules within size ranges typically 
between 0.1 -2 nlm. which is 
in contrast to those produced in a low shear drum granulator which are capable of producing 
granules in the range of 0.5 - 20 nlni. 
In addition to each configuration of the granulator 
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of a fluidised bed granulator with three possible configurations for 
the spray system: (i) top-spray, (ii) tangential-spray and (iii) bottom-spray. Adapted fi'oiu 
Salman et al. (2007). 
equipment, there are varying degrees of process operating parameters that may influence the 
granulation process. For instance, the drum granulator is usually inclined to the horizontal 
in order to promote the flow of the bed mass. Traditionally, the number and placement of 
the spray nozzles are fixed beforehand and manipulation of the granulation process may be 
effected by changing either the spray rate of the binder solution. increasing the residence 
time, or by changing the drum speed. For the FBSG, in addition to the binder spray rate 
and the droplet size (achieved through the atomising air pressure) emitted from the spray 
nozzle there is also the fluidising air velocity and the bed temperature since the FBSG allows 
for simultaneous granulation and drying to occur within the same processing volume. For 
the high shear granulator (high-speed flow-type mixers) the control of the bowl temperature. 
the impeller speed and the spray rate of the binder solution are potential control handles foi- 
influencing the granulation process. A high shear mixer of the Lödige type incorporates a 
chopper for prevention of the accumulation of wall build-up. Table 1.1 provides a summary 
of the typical granule characteristics that can be expected from a given type of granulation 
equipment (Snow et al., 1997; Litster and Ennis. 2004). 
An example of a continuous granulation circuit is shown in Figure 1.4. At present. g ranu- 
lation processes operated continuously suffer from the drawbacks of experiencing high recycle 
ratios (3-4: 1, recycle/product) (Mort et al.. 2001), which indicate that the process is not 
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Table 1.1: Typical characteristics of granulator units. 
Granulator Mode Product size 
(mm) 
Density Capacity 
(ton/hr) 
Drum C 0.5 - 20 Moderate 0.5 - 800 
B < 500 
High shear mixer 0.1 -2 C Low-high < 50 
B Low (agglomerated) 0.1-0.9 
Fluidised bed 0.1 -2 C Moderate (layered) 50 
B= Batch operation 
C= Continuous operation 
operating at its optimal conditions. The result is the production of off-spec product that 
require re-work via the recycle. This is undesirable as this can raise the operating costs (i. e. 
additional crushing of oversized particle) with more energy put into the process (i. e. requir- 
ing additional units: dryer, milling equipment). Process instability may also arise since the 
effects of the re-introduction of recycle material may cause a shift in the granulation oper- 
ating regime, moving from steady growth through to rapid uncontrolled growth producing a 
slurry which may not be reversible leading to loss of materials and loss of production time 
due to plant shutdown and restart. The inefficient manner in which these processes run orig- 
inate from the stringent requirements imposed on the products (e. g. particle size) in order 
to maintain the quality standards expected from the products. This is especially true for 
those products intended for human use such as in pharmaceutical products or in foodstuffs. 
These requirements in addition to the underlying nature of the complex interactions that 
exist between the individual granulation phenomena make this process difficult to control. 
1.1.2 Granulation mechanisms 
The extent of granule growth will depend on the level of liquid saturation, the amount 
of energy that is put into the system and the physicochemical properties of the solid and 
the type of liquid binder used during wet granulation. Before introducing the granulation 
mechanisms, the various likely states of the solid and the liquid aggregates will 
be discussed. 
Figure 1.5 illustrates the five different granule states that exists depending on their moisture 
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of a continuous granulation circuit employed in the fertiliser industry. 
Adapted from Ennis (1996). 
content. Initially, as the particles and the binder solution are introduced into the system, the 
particles move through the pendular state whereby the particles are held together by liquid 
bridges forming pendular bonds at their contact points. With increasing moisture content 
the granule moves through to the capillary state via the funicular state in which the pores 
are completely saturated with liquid. Further addition of liquid incorporated into the granule 
leads to the droplet state where the constituent particles are held within or under the liquid 
droplet surface. The pseudo-droplet state is a more realistic representation of a granule state 
with trapped pores or macrovoids since it is likely that not all the pores will be filled with 
the binder solution. Thus granule growth is influenced in part by the extent of granule liquid 
saturation as well as the availability of surface-bound liquid that is able to contribute towards 
the establishment of liquid bridge links holding the particles together. 
Having discussed the different states of the granules in Figure 1.5, now the mechanisms 
of granulation will be presented both the earlier view and the more recent views. Sastry and 
Fuerstenau (1973) formerly presented five principle granulation mechanisms derived from 
their tracer studies. These five agglomerate mechanisms were classified as: (a) nucleation, 
(b)coalescence, (c) breakage, (d) abrasion transfer, and (e) layering (`snowballing'). However, 
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Figure 1.5: Schematic of the different liquid saturation states that exist for liquid-bound 
granules of varying liquid binder-to-powder ratios (Combined findings from Rhodes (1990) 
and York and Rowe (1994)). Adapted from Iveson et al. (2001). 
a modern view of the process (Figure 1.6) states that there are three predominant rate 
processes instead of the five growth mechanisms that govern the granulation process (Iveson 
et al., 2001): 
Wetting and nucleation The formation of granules is first initiated by the nucleation of 
the initial small particles (primary particles). This involves the distribution of a binder 
solution over the powder bed mass, with the subsequent penetration of the liquid droplet 
into the powder capturing the particles within its immediate vicinity to form the nu- 
cleus. It is quite possible that the initial formation of the nucleus will be weak. with 
the loosely formed liquid bridges holding the primary particles together to be easily 
disrupted within the agitated granulator equipment. Thus. these initial nuclei formed 
during primary nucleation are broken up and the nuclei formed during secondary nu- 
cleation are more likely to be stronger and continue to grow. establishing a platform 
for future granule growth. 
Consolidation and growth The particles at this stage are constantly undergoing consoli- 
dation under the influence of the circulating motion within the granulator as well as the 
weight of the powder bed mass. The particles are compacted, experiencing a reduction 
in the porosity. A reduction in the internal pore volume forces the internalised liquid to 
be squeezed from the pores and onto the surface of the granules. The increased avail- 
ability of surface bound liquid promotes growth via coalescence with other particles or 
via the layering of fines on the surface of the particles. 
Attrition and breakage Granules are susceptible to fragmentation as a result of collisions 
made with either other particles or by direct contact with the internal surfaces of the 
granulator (e. g. impeller blades. chopper)- 
The previous growth mechanisms proposed by Sastrv and Fuerstenau (19'73) could be 
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considered as either coalescence and/or breakage depending on the cutoff sizes of the particles. 
which distinguishes one mechanism from the other (Iveson et al.. 2001). The modern view is 
more general, and encompasses the earlier view of Sastry and Fuerstenau (1973). The modern 
view of the granulation process is now commonly accepted in which the three particle-level 
phenomena (i. e. wetting and nucleation. consolidation and growth. attrition and breakage) 
are the main driving events for the evolution of the particle population with respect to their 
characteristic traits (e. g. composition; age. size, etc. ). 
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Figure 1.6: Modern view of the granulation process comprised of three predominant growth 
mechanisms: (a) wetting and nucleation.. (b) consolidation and coalescence. and (c) attrition 
and breakage. Adapted from Iveson et al. (2001). 
1.1.3 Concluding remarks 
The establishment of the granulation process across various industries emphasises the iuaiiv 
applications for granulation, be it the final consumer product or an intermediate within a 
process (e. g. granules used in making tablets). However, the design and scale-up is largely 
left to empiricism and the dependency on heuristics (Michaels. 2003). The drawback with 
the empirical approach are the numerous experiments that must be run. which can be a time 
consuming process, in addition to the amount of resources required for this experimental 
approach. This presents a need for the development of accurate models capable of mimicking 
the behaviour of real granulation processes within tolerance limits. However, the complexity 
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of the process arising from the myriad of interactions that exist between competing granu- 
lation phenomena in conjunction with the formulation properties and the process operating 
conditions, makes the development of such a model a challenging task. 
The simplified view of the granulation process comprised of the three aforementioned 
particle level phenomena has helped in directing the development of models, but so far with 
reduced ability to account for the formulation properties and the process design parameters. 
This provides the impetus for the development of models to complement the particle design 
process (i. e. desired particle traits). 
1.2 Thesis objectives 
Research into granulation processes has been thorough on the mechanistic aspects (Fu et al., 
2005; Hoornaert et al., 1998; Sastry and Fuerstenau, 1973; Hounslow et al., 2001; Tardos 
et al., 1997; Hancock et al., 1994) and equally with the modelling of the process. However, 
the majority of the models employ empirical kernels (e. g. aggregation kernel), having been 
optimised for a specific formulation and/or being limited to the particular scale at which 
the model was validated against the experimental data. The limitations of such models, in 
addition to the aforementioned reasons, often include kernel forms without physical mean- 
ing. It is clear that there is limited work in the area of establishing models incorporating 
phenomenological kernels based on the underlying physics of the process with the notable 
exceptions of Ennis et al. (1991) and Liu et al. (2000). There is a clear need to investigate the 
considerable advances on the mechanistic aspects into the multi-scale model for the granu- 
lation process, traversing from the micro-scale (particle level) to the macro-scale (equipment 
level) (Michaels, 2003). 
In light of these issues, the aims of this thesis are to address the disconnect by: 
. Development of a mechanistic nucleation 
kernel. The key features of this novel kernel 
formulation are the incorporation of the material properties for both the binder solution 
and the solid. Thus, this kernel is able to account for the nucleation thermodynamics 
and equilibria of the nucleation phenomenon. 
. Formulation of a comprehensive multi-dimensional 
population balance model for the 
process, with model validation and model based controllability analyses 
for the granu- 
lation process. 
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. Using experimental measurements distributions of particle size, granule porosity and 
binder content for the validation of the three-dimensional population balance model 
incorporating mechanistic representations for the nucleation and the aggregation phe- 
nomenon with respect to the three measured particle traits. 
. Incipient demonstration of the application and utility of the model for engineering 
purposes. 
1.3 Thesis outline 
An outline of the thesis providing a brief synopsis pertaining to each chapter is given below: 
Chapter 2 provides a review of the studies performed in the past on both the exper- 
imental side and on the modelling of the granulation process, and the application of 
numerical solution techniques for this particular type of problem. 
Chapter 3 formally introduces the population balance equation and the framework in 
which it is applied to the modelling of the granulation system. In particular, the chapter 
includes the extension of the one-dimensional population balance to a three-dimensional 
problem eliciting three internal state variables (i. e. particle size, porosity, binder con- 
tent). The development of a mechanistic nucleation kernel is introduced, incorporating 
material properties into the nucleation dynamics. Parametric sensitivity studies on the 
initial distribution of primary particles and the dynamics of drop penetration into the 
powder bed are considered for their effects on the nucleation phenomenon. 
Chapter 4 provides an examination of the growth kinetics for a Calcite-Polyvinyl al- 
cohol formulation using underlying phenomena commonly observed in the granulation 
literature for data interpretation. 
Experiments were preformed for testing the effects of the binder content and the pow- 
der bed depth, to gauge their influence on the granule growth kinetics of the system. 
The three-dimensional population balance model, employing mechanistic kernel repre- 
sentations for key particle level phenomena linking formulation properties to operating 
parameters, is validated against experimental results. A demonstration is made of the 
applicability of first principle models relating formulation properties with processing 
parameters for the prediction of key particle traits. 
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. Chapter 5 combines the theoretical analyses from chapter 3 and the experimental studies 
carried out in chapter 4 and discusses typical controllability issues of the granulation 
process. 
. Chapter 6 provides a summary and concluding remarks for future work. 
Chapter 2 
Literature survey 
2.1 Physics and mechanisms of the granulation process 
In the previous chapter, the motivations for granulated products over their fine powdery 
counterparts were given. Despite the proliferate usage of this process, the majority of these 
are uneconomical owing to the generation of out-of-spec products. These unqualified products 
will subsequently require further rework through recycling back into the gr<uiiilUition process 
(Iveson et al., 2001). Thus, it is clear that the majority of the time has been devoted 
towards the development of granulation processes, based on empiricisiii relying on Neurist ics 
for providing guidelines to facilitate process design and scale-up. This is partly rcHectccl 
in the plethora of research on the macroscale level of the process. where there have been 
many studies investigating the influences of various process operating parameters and the 
effects of formulation properties on the granulation behaviour. Many of the studies lia%-e 
also been performed on a variety of formulations on different types of granulator equipment 
and configurations, in an attempt to establish a qualitative link between observations made 
during the experiments to the granulation phenomena. This represents a challenging task 
where there are complex interactions among the individual granulation phenomena, which at 
present all occur within the same working volume of the granulator. Therefore. any study at 
the macro-level will be difficult in order to isolate the predominant effects that are attributed 
to a particular granulation sub-rate process. The added complexity to these studies is also due 
to the different types of equipments, where the contributions of particular sub-rate procf, >ý-f- 
may exert varying degrees of influence on the process. For instance, drying of the granule> 
plays a more dominant role during the granulation process using a 
fluidised bed granulator 
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compared to a rotary drum granulator. 
As previously indicated, both the formulation properties and the conditions used during 
the operation of the granulator will influence the extent and the behaviour of the granula- 
tion process. An understanding of the extent of these influences will facilitate our ability to 
design and to take effective control actions, should disturbances cause conditions to deviate 
away from the desired operating conditions. As an example of the importance of character- 
istic material properties of the powder, Scott et al. (2000) found that larger granules were 
predominantly comprised of small primary particles compared to small granules, which were 
made up of coarse particles for a granulation recipe of Durcal 40 and polyethylene glycol 
(PEG 1500). The method of binder distribution was also investigated using either pour-in 
or in-situ binder melting-in. They found that although a bimodal distribution was observed 
for both cases, the bimodal nature of the distribution persisted throughout the experiment 
when melting the binder in-situ of the process. Furthermore, the weight-based mean particle 
size for the pour-in method of binder distribution was significantly greater than the binder 
melt method for binder distribution. The heterogenous binder distribution and their subse- 
quent effects on the granule size distribution (GSD) was explained, using the Shaefer and 
Mathiesen's Immersion Hypothesis (SMIH) and the Shaefer and Mathiesen's Distribution 
Hypothesis (SMDH) (Schaefer and Mathiesen, 1996a) (see Figure 2.1). 
" Shaefer and Mathiesen's Immersion Hypothesis (SMIH): This mechanism refers 
to the primary particles that are smaller than the binder droplet size. Under these cir- 
cumstances the primary particles will embed themselves onto the surface of the droplet. 
The resulting granule nucleus will be denser with minimal incorporation of air within 
the granular matrix. 
" Shaefer and Mathiesen's Distribution Hypothesis (SMDH): This mechanism 
refers to the case when the binder droplet is smaller than the primary particles, in 
which case the binder will coat the particles surface. These surface wet particles will 
aggregate forming nuclei with a higher incorporation of air compared to those formed 
from the SMIH mechanism. 
These two hypotheses provide two possible routes for nucleation, which may help explain 
why some systems undergo faster growth rates, and others go through long induction growth. 
subjected to identical operating conditions are used but differing only in the methods of 
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(a) Immersion Mechanism 
Figure 2.1: Schematic representation for the methods of nucleation based on the immersion 
(SMIH) and distribution (SMDH) hypothesis proposed by Schaefer and Mat. hiesen (1996a). 
Adapted from Schaefer and Mathiesen (1996a). 
binder delivery (Iveson and Litster, 1998). Induction growth is characteristic when little or 
no granule growth occurs, corresponding to periods when the granules undergo consolidation 
and as a result become surface wet, then leading to growth. The effects of binder distribution 
on the mean granule size was studied by Rankell et al. (1964) and Davies and Gloor (1971). 
in which they varied the positioning of the binder spray nozzle with respect to the powder 
bed. Litster et al. (2001) demonstrated that the characteristics of the drop size distribution 
was reflected by the nuclei size distribution obtained. Narrower nuclei size distribution was 
achieved through higher nozzle pressures leading to narrower drop size distributions, whilst 
a broader nuclei distribution was observed owing to a broad drop size distribution. 
Litster et al. (2001) established an equipment independent parameter. the dimensionless 
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spray flux (Wa) defined in Equation (2.1). 
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2ADd 
Where, V (m3/s) is the liquid binder spray rate. A (m2/s) is the powder flux traversing the 
spray zone, and Dd (m) represents the average drop size. The WQ will enable a compari- 
son to be made on a quantitative basis. in determining the quality of the liquid 
dispersion 
across granulators of different scales by comparing only the solution 
flow rate to the size of 
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the spray zone and the powder flux moving through the spray zone. Using Wa, commonly 
observed phenomena such as `pooling', where accumulation of the liquid binder occurs on 
the powder surface, may be predicted based on the operating conditions of the granulator 
and the penetration times of the binder on the selected solid phase. For example, a high 
spray flux value translates to pooling whereas a low value corresponds to well interspersed 
droplets. This concept of characterising the effectiveness of dispersion was incorporated into 
a nucleation regime map first proposed by Hapgood (2000) (Figure 2.2). 
The nucleation regime map demarcates three regions termed as (a) droplet controlled 
regime, (b) the intermediate regime, and (c) the mechanical dispersion regime. Low spray 
flux values with rapid drop penetration times were characteristic of the drop controlled regime 
where droplet overlapping does not occur. At higher spray flux values droplets begin to over- 
lap and the assumption that a single droplet forms a single nucleus no longer holds true. 
Instead droplet overlapping, resulting in non-uniform binder distribution, will require me- 
chanical dispersion to break-up this wetted powder mass. This regime is called the mechan- 
ical dispersion regime. The regime map introduces another dimensionless group, called the 
dimensionless drop penetration time (Tp) defined as -rp =. The drop penetration time is 
represented by tp whilst tc represents the circulation time i. e., the time it takes the same 
portion of powder that has previously passed through the nucleation zone ('spray zone') (Ive- 
son et al., 2001) to re-enter the nucleation zone. Hapgood et al. (2003) granulated lactose 
powder with various binder solutions, and computed their respective -rp and Wa, plotting each 
binder-solid combination on the nucleation regime map. They found that for binder solutions 
with droplets exhibiting short penetration times and decreasing Wa resulted in a narrower 
nuclei distribution. Similarly, high tp lead to a broader nuclei distribution independent of the 
value of Ta. 
The onset of granulation has also been identified as a crucial period when the binder 
solution is sprayed onto the powder bed mass, giving rise to the formation of early granule 
nuclei particles. The nuclei size distribution obtained will influence the future 
GSD, as 
Venkataramana et al. (1999) found the nuclei size distribution to exert template like effect 
on future GSDs. 
The role of the binder viscosity during granulation has an important role, exhibiting 
dual behaviour in contributing towards granule formation. For instance a binder with a 
higher viscosity will have a greater viscous contribution to the dynamic pendular 
liquid 
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Figure 2.2: The nucleation regime map describes three regimes: (a) the droplet controlled 
regime, (b) the intermediate regime and (c) the mechanical dispersion regime. Different 
granule formation characteristics are exhibited within each type of regime domain. Adapted 
from Hapgood (2000). 
bridge links between constituent particles incorporated into the granule. However, too high 
a binder viscosity may have an antagonistic effect causing the granule to be less deformable. 
Consequently, the contact area between two colliding particles will be lower thereby limiting 
the potential for granule growth (Schaefer and Mathiesen, 1996b, a). Clearly, a compromise 
needs to be established in order to ensure sufficient binder content to allow for granule 
deformation to occur and yet avoid having too high a viscosity, such that particle deformation 
is reduced creating a contact/bond area upon collision. 
A requirement for granules to deform involves the individual particles that comprise the 
granule to be able to move past one another, as an external force is exerted onto the granule 
(i. e. particle-particle collision, particle-equipment surface collision), which is resisted by 
inter-particle friction. The liquid binder serves as a lubricant at the particle-particle contact 
points. Thus, increasing the binder liquid content of granules ensures a greater likelihood 
that the pores are filled with the binder, enabling lubrication of the particle contacts and thus 
facilitating the deformation of granules during collision. Associated with particle deformation 
is the appearance of a binder on the particle surface, as the binder is squeezed from within the 
granular matrix (Iveson et al., 1996). This formulation property alone has been 
demonstrated 
to play a complex role influencing the granulation behaviour of the system. 
Iveson and Litster 
(1998) observed an induction type granulation behaviour when granulating glass ballotini with 
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glycerol, but a steady-type growth was observed when granulating with water as the binder. 
Therefore a conclusion can be drawn from both the works by Schaefer and `Iathiesen 
(1996b) and Iveson and Litster (1998), that granules need to have sufficient binder content 
that will permit deformation, enabling a large contact area to be formed. Stronger bonds will 
be formed between the coalescing particles, which will promote a steady-growth behaviour 
for the system. Alternatively, a highly viscous binder will lower the granules propensity to 
deform, which will likely undergo an induction period. Thus, an accurate understanding of 
the role of the binder viscosity will provide insight into the type of granulation behaviour likely 
to be encountered for a specific binder-solid formulation and granulator operating conditions. 
Amidst the granulation literature the granulation phenomena that has received the most 
attention is the aggregation phenomenon. In modelling this process, the coalescence kernel 
representing the probability of coalescence between two particles is a key parameter in popu- 
lation balance (PB) modelling. It is common to view the functional form of this coalescence 
kernel as two parts, first suggested by Sastry (1975) given in Equation (2.2). The first part 
(, Qo) is dependent on the material characteristics and on the granulator operating conditions 
(i. e. drum speed, moisture content, liquid binder viscosity, etc. ), whilst the other part of the 
kernel (ß* (vi, vj)) carries the dependencies on the size of the coalescing granules. 
Oi, j = 300* 
(vi, vj) (2.2) 
Here, ßi, ß represents the coalescence kernel with an assumed functional 
form comprised of two 
parts: size-independent part, size-dependent part for two particles i and j with respective 
volumes of v2 and vj. A small number of coalescence kernels are physically 
based, whilst in 
most other cases, an empirical approach has been adopted in which the 
kernels themselves 
are fitted to the experimental data through a trial and error fashion 
(i. e. macroscopic plant 
modelling). These previously proposed functional forms for , 
3* (vi, vj) have been reviewed 
by numerous authors (Iveson, 2002; Cameron et al., 2005). Balliu 
(2004) formulated a co- 
alescence kernel adopting the same functional form first proposed 
by Sastry (1975), but in 
addition incorporated key granulator operating conditions to the, 
3o term accounting for the 
drum speed and the bed depth in addition to the moisture content of the granules. 
Wauters (2001) produced a simplified view of the coalescence kernel whilst still accounting 
for the explicit nature of the kernel's dependency on the size of the coalescing particles and 
their binder content. In this kernel, the coalescence either succeeds or 
fails, i. e., probability of 
1 or 0 respectively. The particles are 
first classified as `big' or `small' based on a defined cutoff 
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particle volume. In a similar fashion, the particles are either `wet' or `dry' depending on a 
defined particle moisture content (set according to experimental observations). Based on the 
particles binder content and size (e. g. big/wet, big/dry, small/wet, small/dry) the particles 
will coalesce or not. For example, a `small' and `wet' particle will successfully aggregate with 
other particles of different size and binder content. But, a `big' and `dry' particle will only - 
aggregate with `small' and `dry' particle (see Wauters (2001), Table 5.1). 
The parameter-fitting approach for tuning the adjustable parameters pertaining to the 
empirical kernels is reminiscent of the black-box modelling strategy that is prone to plant- 
model mismatch (Wang and Cameron, 2002). Wang and Cameron (2002) attributed these 
model discrepancies to the lack of structure switching models (multiple models), in which 
the granulation process can be physically divided into several stages according to the three 
principle rate processes (i. e. wetting and nucleation, consolidation and growth , attrition and 
breakage). Wildeboer (2002) attributes the difficulties in controlling granulation processes to 
poor equipment design. 
In contrast to the above kernel models, there have been some efforts to actually model the 
kernel based on particle-level physics. Ouchiyama and Tanaka (1975) developed a theoretical 
coalescence model for a rotary drum and a pan granulator, in which the granulator volume 
was divided into two distinct zones primarily the compression zone and the separation zone. 
The granules were modelled as deformable surface-dry granules. When the granules collide 
and form a dumbbell, comprised of the two particles in the compression zone under constant- 
angular-velocity, then a compressive force will act on each granule causing the granules to 
deform and creating a contact zone (Wauters, 2001; Iveson et al., 2001; Knight, 2004) with 
the cohesive strength being proportional to the area of contact. In the separation zone, 
Ouchiyama and Tanaka (1975) based the separation force on the bending moments and 
the adhesive force as the capillary force. The force balance was then used to calculate the 
probability of coalescence between two granules. The model assumes that the probability of 
coalescence will be greater if the size difference between the granules was large, compared to 
granules of equivalent size, which had the least probability of coalescence. 
Ennis et al. (1991) provided an important contribution towards the development of such 
physically based kernel models. In this model, the particles are assumed to 
be spherical, 
surrounded by a thin viscous liquid binder layer uniformly distributed on the surface of the 
particles. During collision, successful coalescence leading to the aggregation of the particles 
is 
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considered only when the kinetic energy possessed by the colliding particles is fully dissipated 
via the viscous dissipation within the binder layer and through elastic losses in the particle 
itself. Particle deformation was not included in their studies and hence the particles were 
modelled as small rigid spheres. This situation can be realised in a fluidised bed granulator 
in which agitative forces are mild compared to other granulators i. e., high-shear mixers with 
fast moving impeller blades, with or without chopper blades that prevent the accumulation 
of mass on the internal surfaces of the equipment. 
The model defines an important criterion which determines whether coalescence will occur 
between two colliding particles, and is governed by the value of the viscous Stokes Number 
(Sty, ), which is defined in Equation (2.3). St, is a dimensionless group that represents the 
ratio of the initial collision kinetic energy of the particles to the energy dissipated through 
viscous dissipation in the liquid binder layer. 
4p9 UU d9 
stv = 9A 
(2.3) 
Here, p9 is the density of the granule, UU is the relative collision velocity between the two 
granules and is dependent on the mixing intensity within the granulator, d9 is diameter of 
the granule, µ is viscosity of the liquid binder. The condition for granule coalescence is the 
following: 
st < st* (2.4) 
The critical Stokes Number (St*) is defined in Equation (2.5). 
St* = 1-ße In 
hb (2.5) 
ha 
Here, e is the coefficient of restitution of the granule, hb is the film thickness of the 
liquid 
binder layer coating the particle and ha is the height of the surface asperity of the particle 
(see Figure 2.3). Adopting this energy dissipation criteria for granule coalescence, the various 
collisions that occur within the granulator may be further classified 
into three distinct growth 
regimes. These growth regimes are classified as 
(i) the non-inertial growth regime, (ii) inertial 
growth regime, and (iii) the coating regime, which are summarised 
below: 
Non-inertial growth regime, (St < St*) In this regime, collisions between particles of 
all sizes will lead to successful coalescence, since all the particles will 
have a St less 
than the critical Stokes Number. Thus, at this stage of the process, changes in the 
process operating parameters will have a minimal effect on particle aggregation. 
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Inertial growth regime, (Stz; -- St*) At this stage of the process. there is an equal likeli- 
hood for coalescence and particles rebounding to occur. The dependency of particle 
size will play an important role, the aggregation between two large particles will have a 
lower probability compare to either two smaller particles or a large and small particle 
coalescing. The process is both sensitive to changes in the formulation and process 
operating parameters, which could be used to influence the process in either direction 
Z. e., non-inertial regime and the coating regime. 
Coating regime, (St, » St*) Collision between particles will not result in coalescence. 
The mode of particle aggregation is restricted to layering. whereby fines are deposited 
onto the surface of larger particles. 
Uu 
-ý 
Figure 2.3: Schematic of a collinear binary collision between two granules separated by a 
distance h, with a representative collision velocity of U. The particles shown here have a 
diameter dg, surface asperity of height ha, and are coated with a thin binder liquid layer of 
thickness hb. Adapted from Ennis et al. (1991). 
The model presented by Ennis et al. (1991) provides an energy dissipation based criterion 
for coalescence. However, the model does not account fully for the possibility of a granulating 
system with particles undergoing deformation. This modelling issue was addressed by Liu 
et al. (2000), built upon the model previously proposed by Ennis et al. (1991). A detailed 
model-based analysis was performed. introducing the Stokes Deformation Number (Stde f) 
This dimensionless group is important since it represents the ratio of the impact kinetic 
energy to the plastic deformation of the granules during collision. The Std, f is defined in 
Equation (2.6). 
impact kinetic energy 
_ 
7nuö 
StdP - 
(2.6) 
f granule plastic deformation 2D3Yd 
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Here, uo is the relative collision velocity of the two granules, Yd is the granule yield stress. m 
and D are the corresponding reduced mass and diameter for two unequal sized particles. pl 
and P2, which are defined as m=m +m2 and D= Di +D22 , respectively. 
In this model, particle coalescence may occur via two routes classified as type I and type II 
coalescence. Essentially, the balancing of the kinetic/elastic energy and the viscous dissipation 
are used in determining the net potential driving the process of coalescence between the two 
particles. Further details pertaining to the net potentials, for the two types of coalescence will 
be given in Chapter 3. Liu et al. (2000) performed parametric sensitivity studies on the model 
with respect to the formulation properties (e. g. strength of the granules characterised by the 
yield stress), and various process operating parameters (e. g. binder content, mixing intensity 
of the process characterised by uo) for their effects on the criteria for coalescence. This model 
was found to correspond to a rapid growth system where the granules were considered to be 
bounded by a thin film of liquid binder and are able to undergo deformation. Application 
of the model to surface-dry granules was also considered in the same study, but the authors 
suggested further work was required in order to clarify the transport of liquid binder to the 
particle-particle contacts/bonding zone where the liquid bridge links are formed. 
Importance of integrated models: 
Litster (2003) emphasised that granule coalescence is governed by not only the granule 
size but also the porosity and binder content, which necessitates the application of population 
balances capable of handling particle populations described by multi-dimensional distribu- 
tions. The granulation is a complex process, exhibiting non-linear behaviour. The complexity 
of the process arises from the multitude of interactions that occur between individual gran- 
ulation phenomena i. e., nucleation, consolidation, aggregation and breakage. 
The efficient 
operation of granulation as a result of better controllability of the process, 
hinges on our level 
of understanding of the cumulative effects on the behaviour of the granulation process, and a 
means of evaluating these cumulative effects on the process is through population 
balances. 
This is reflected by recent researchers employing multi-dimensional and mechanistic coales- 
cence kernels where, each individual particle trait is represented 
by the internal coordinates 
of the PB model (Immanuel and Doyle III, 2003). 
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2.2 Numerical solution techniques 
The method of population balance modelling has been employed for the modelling of vari- 
ous industrially significant processes which include crystallisation, emulsion polymerisation. 
granulation and biological systems (Ma et al., 2002b; Immanuel et al., 2003; Rawlings and 
Ray, 1988a, b). In crystallisation processes an area that remains of primary importance is the 
ability to control the crystal size distribution as well as the shape of the crystals, which is 
of particular significance in the manufacture of crystalline products as in the pharmaceuti- 
cals. Crystals that have different polymorphs (i. e. crystal structures) will exhibit different 
physical properties (e. g. melting point, dissolution rates, etc. ) (Rodriguez-Hornedo and Mur- 
phy, 1999; Fujiwara et al., 2005; Braatz, 2002). In emulsion polymerisation the influence of 
the particle-size distribution has been established in the past to affect many of the end-use 
properties including the rheological properties of the final end-use polymer (Parkinson et al.. 
1970; Luckham and Ukeje, 1999). In granulation, particle size is also considered an important 
attribute to control, however agglomerates of the same size may also differ in their final end- 
use properties, which may be reflected in the microstructure of the granules. For instance 
granules of the same size but with a higher porosity will exhibit different properties (i. e. fri- 
ability, dispersion rates, bulk density, etc. ) compared to higher density compact granules of 
equivalent size. Hence it is becoming more frequent to model the distributions of the granules 
with respect to their size and their binder content. In biological systems, the application of 
cell population balances as opposed to the treatment of an entire cell population as a con- 
tinuum (lumped approach) is capable of capturing to a finer level of detail the heterogeneity 
of the system by incorporating information between cells that are at different stages of the 
cell cycle as well as the associated growth, nutrient uptake and product 
formation pertaining 
to an individual cell. Thus, a complete description of how the cell properties are 
distributed 
can be predicted by cell population balance models, which is not possible via the continuum 
approach in which only average properties of the population may 
be obtained (Mantzaris 
et al., 2001). 
As previously indicated population balances provides a convenient mathematical 
frame- 
work from which to model particulate processes exhibiting 
heterogeneity with respect to 
intrinsic particle properties (i. e. size, composition, age, etc. 
). Particle level phenomena at 
the microscale such as nucleation, growth, aggregation and 
breakage give rise to distributions 
of key particle traits across the particle population. 
Analytical solutions to the population 
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balance equation (PBE) is often only available for special cases, but for the majority a numer- 
ical solution is required. Many different numerical solution techniques have been applied for 
solving the PBEs, which include the direct quadrature method of moments (DQMOýI), the 
method of weighted residuals with further sub-divisions such as the orthogonal collocation 
on finite elements (OCFE) and Galerkin's method. In the former case the PBE is exactly- 
satisfied at the collocation points where the residuals to the PBE are driven to zero, when the 
solution is approximated by a linear combination of orthogonal polynomials for each finite 
element. 
A significant contribution towards the development of an efficient numerical algorithm for 
the solution of population balances was the fixed pivot technique developed by Kumar and 
Ramkrishna (1996a). In this method, the internal coordinate (i. e. particle size) is discretised 
into a number of finite elements or `bins' such that the particle population is now represented 
by `x' (pivots) where v2 < xi < vi+i. The idea behind this method is to ensure that two 
general properties (1(x) and c2 (x) are conserved. For instance the aggregation of two particles, 
p(xi) and p(xj) each with a property ((xi) and ((xj) leads to a new particle with property 
c (xi) + ((xj). The new born particle may in some instances correspond exactly with the 
pivots, however when a particle formed does not correspond to a pivot then a method is 
required that will appropriately assign the particles to the adjacent pivots accordingly whilst 
ensuring that the two pre-chosen properties are preserved. A schematic of the aforementioned 
scenario is depicted in Figure 2.4. 
+" _ ., t 
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Figure 2.4: Discretised grid indicating the pivots (xi) and a hypothetical new born particle 
partitioned between the two pivots such that two pre-chosen properties are conserved. 
The 
grid shown here is for illustration purposes only, and need not 
be linear. Instead a geometric, 
or arbitrarily discretised grid may be used. 
Adapted from Kumar and Ramkrishna (1996a). 
The approach used in this technique in order to correctly assign 
fractions to the particle 
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populations represented by the pivots, must satisfy the following: 
a(v, xi)(1(xi) + b(v, xi+1)(i (xi+1) = (1(v) (2.7a) 
a(v, xi)(2(xi) + b(v, xi+1)(2(xi+l) = (2(v) (2. Th) 
Where v is the new born particle such that xi <v< xi+l to be assigned appropriately to 
both pivots with fractions a(v, xi) and b(v, xi+l) contributing to the particle populations at 
xi and xi+l respectively. (1(v) and (2(v) are the two pre-chosen properties to be conserved. 
An additional comment to this numerical technique is that the flexibility in the choice of 
the discretised grid along the chosen internal coordinate can allow for improved accuracy as 
opposed to previous studies that employed either a geometric grid (Hounslow et al., 1988) or 
a uniform grid. In addition, this technique is generalized so that arbitrary grids containing 
coarse grids over some size ranges and finer grids in others can also be used. Kumar and 
Ramkrishna (1996a) were able to demonstrate in the same study for an aggregation-only sys- 
tem that selective refinement of the discretised grid towards the larger particle sizes resulted 
in an improved accuracy where previously there was over-prediction due to sharp variations 
in the density functions spanning the large particle size range. 
Kumar and Ramkrishna (1996b) presented an improvement to the fixed pivot technique, 
whereby previously the pivots were fixed and as a consequence resulted in the over-prediction 
in large particle size classes owing to the sharp variations in the density function in these size 
ranges. In that previous study (Kumar and Ramkrishna, 1996a), a selective refinement of 
the grid was adopted to correct for this over-prediction, but in the moving pivot technique 
the pivot is no longer fixed but is able to move thereby reflecting the changes in the number 
density with size in the size ranges whilst still maintaining key features of the fixed pivot 
technique (i. e. flexible grid, conservation of two pre-chosen properties, etc. ). Kumar et al. 
(2006) developed a novel method which enabled a more accurate means for the assignment 
of particles to each size class, and is known as the cell average technique. The premise of this 
work is based on the previous study by (Kumar and Ramkrishna, 1996a) and (Kumar and 
Ramkrishna, 1996b). The essential difference between this technique and the fixed or moving 
pivot techniques is that the fractional assignment of particles to the adjacent pivots is based 
on the value of the average particle volume within the size class as shown in Equation (2.8). 
The average particle volume is given by 
Mi (2.8) X2 B2 
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where the Mi and BZ are the net volume flux and the net rate of particles contributing to 
the ith bin, and are given by 
j>k 
1- 2Sj, ßj, kFjFk (Xi + Xk) (2.9) Mi = 
E 
/ 
J+k 
xi-1 ý (xj +xk) <xi+1 
j>k 
2 
1- 2Sj, ßj, kFjFk (2.10) Bi = 1: 
( 
j, k 
xi-1 <-(Xj +xk) <Xi+1 
For example a new born particle x such that vi+l <x< xi+l will partially contribute 
towards the ith bin (see Figure 2.4). Likewise, particles falling into the (i - 1)th bin given 
that the particles (x) are such that xi-1 <x< Vi will also partially contribute to the ith bin 
in addition to those particles that are born directly into the ith bin. 
The cell average technique still maintains the key features from the fixed pivot method 
in preserving any two pre-chosen properties, such as the total number of particles and mass, 
by solving for the pair of simultaneous equations given in Equations (2.11a) and 
(2.11b) for 
the fractions a and b given by Equations (2. llc) and (2. lld) respectively. 
(2.11a) 
a+ b=Bi 
BZXi (2.1lb) axi + bpi+l = 
a= BiA2 (Xi) 
(2.11c) 
b= BiAi+l (Xi) (2.11d) 
x- xi±1 (2.11e) 
Z xi - cif1 
Kumar et al. (2006) was able to show that when the continuous 
form of the population 
balance equation is reduced to a set of ordinary differential equations and 
by substituting the 
modified birth term based on the cell average value gives the 
following: 
dF2 
= B2 - DZ 
(2.12a) 
dt 
dF2 
= BZ-1A 
(Xi-1) H (XZ-1 - x2-1) dt 
+ BiAz (Xi) H (xi - xi) + BiAi 
(Xi) H (Xi - xi) 
+ Bz+l Az (Xz+l) H (xi+l -X i+l 
) 
N 
k Fk - Fi 
EA, 
k=1 
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In the above equations Xi is the computed average particle volume for the ith bin. F; 
is the number concentration of particles in the ith bin, H(x) is the Heaviside step function. 
,Q is the aggregation kernel, MZ is the net volume flux of particles and Bi is the net rate of 
particles contributing to the ith bin respectively. 
Conventional method of moments (MOM) have proven to be computationally efficient 
in solving the PBE where the kth moment is given by Equation (2.13). The aim of this 
method is to re-formulate the PBE (Equations 2.14 and 2.15) by carrying out a moment 
transformation by applying the definition given in Equation (2.13) such that the following 
set of equations are in closed form, in which they are a function of the moments themselves 
(Equation 2.16). Thus, only the lower order moments of the distribution are tracked. The 
efficiency of this method originates from solving the equations corresponding to the moments 
to be tracked, arising from the moment transformation of the PBE, replacing the much larger 
number of differential equations one would normally solve having not applied the 'IOI. 
m, ax 
mk _ kF't) d( (2.13) 
min 
OF(r, t) 
= B(r, t) - D(r, t) (2.14) at 
1 r-rm, in 
B(r, t) =2 , Q(u, r- u)F(u, t)F(r - u, t)du 
(2.15a) 
u=rmin 
rmax 
D(r, t) = F(r, t) ß(u, r)F(u, t) du 
(2.15b) 
u=rmin 
dmk (t) 
= B, ý (t) -D (t) k=0,1, ... , 2N -1 
(2.16) 
dt 
However, a potential drawback of this method is the closure requirement. In order to 
circumvent this closure requirement, the quadrature method of moments 
(QMOM) was de- 
veloped. McGraw (1997) was the first to employ the quadrature approximation as shown 
in 
Equation (2.17), for a one-dimensional case, for modelling size-dependent growth in aerosols. 
The popularity with this method has grown with increased use in the modelling of particulate 
processes (Fan et al., 2004; Marchisio et al., 
2003b; Dorao and Jakobsen, 2006). The applica- 
tion of this quadrature approximation was also extended to the modelling of a crystallisation 
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process (Marchisio et al., 2003a). Furthermore, the direct quadrature method of moments 
(QMOM), a variation of the QMOM, has also been extended for solving multi-dimensional 
population balance models (Fox, 2006; Marchisio and Fox, 2005). Extending the original 
formulation first proposed by McGraw (1997) to account for multi-variate-distributions (i. e. 
where there are more than one internal coordinates), then the quadrature approximation 
becomes: 
f (e; X, t) = EWC, (X, t)sIe-(e)C, (X, t)1 (2.17a) 
a=1 
N8 
(2.17b) 
j=1 
where, f (ý; x, t) is the distribution function, ý is the property vector (internal coordinates), 
wa is the weight at node a. The weights at their respective nodes may be regarded as 
equivalent to the representation of the distribution through this quadrature approximation 
(see Figure 2.5). The choice of moments is important, a poor selection of the moments may 
lead to a matrix that is singular in which case inversion will not be possible. This may 
arise due to identical nodes (abscissas) (see Figure 2.5). However, Fan et al. (2004) suggests 
alternative methods to treat such cases but the frequency of this occurrence is considered 
low since this would imply that the distribution is mono-dispersed, centered at a particular 
value, which is not commonly encountered in practice. Furthermore, the level of accuracy to 
which the chosen moments can be predicted accurately will also guide the selection process 
in determining the moments to be used in the quadrature approximation method. 
W3 
VVB 
Wi 
Figure 2.5: A graphical illustration with interpretation of the weights (W) and the respective 
nodes (the abscissas, () used in the quadrature approximation to the actual distribution 
function. 
Another discretisation based technique similar to the finite difference methods, which has 
also been used for solving population balance models for cases involving one and two internal 
Y 
.. 
ý. ' ýL5 
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coordinates, are the high-resolution finite volume algorithms providing second-order accuracy 
over smooth regions of the solution without introducing numerical dispersion (LeVeque. 2002). 
In the class of finite volume methods, the predicted value of the distribution function within 
a grid cell no longer represents a single value approximation but instead an average over a 
specified interval as shown below: 
1 xz+l 
Fn 
Ox 
f (x, tn) dx (2.18) 
Xz 
where x denotes the state variable of interest, Fn is the approximated value of f (xi. tR) 
averaged over grid cell i, Ax is the length of the interval defined as Ax = (b - a)/N. with 
the limits of the system domain represented by a and b divided into N intervals. 
Gunawan et al. (2004) used a high-resolution algorithm for solving the population balance 
model with nucleation and size-dependent growth rates for a crystallisation process employing 
flux limiter functions around regions of the solution with sharp discontinuities whilst obtaining 
second-order accuracy over smooth regions of the solution. Gunawan et al. (2004) were able to 
demonstrate that the high-resolution algorithm was computationally more efficient compared 
to other finite difference (FD) methods (the Lax-Wendroff FD method and the upwind FD 
method were used for comparison with the high-resolution algorithm). A direct comparison 
of the high-resolution algorithm with the FD methods on identical grid sizes saw a higher 
computation requirement owing to the higher accuracy of predictions near discontinuities. 
Gantt and Gatzke (2005) used discrete element simulation (DES) for simulating a gran- 
ulator, where the trajectory of a sample of particles is tracked. A physically 
based phe- 
nomenological kernel based on the works of Ennis et al. (1991) and Liu et al. 
(2000) was used 
for determining aggregation of particles in the event of a collision. Additional granulation 
phenomena were also modelled including the granule consolidation employing an empirical 
exponential decay relation and a criterion based on the Stokes deformation number 
(Stdef) 
predicting the conditions under which granules will undergo breakage. 
In this, Tardos et al. 
(1997) considered granules to deform and break within a shear 
field when the externally 
applied kinetic energy exceeds a certain critical value 
(Stei). In this study, a sample of 
granules were simulated in which the authors present an approach to obtain an ensemble av- 
erage from this sampling size, by performing many simulations on 
the current computational 
volume domain. Their results from the simulations on various 
test cases were in agreement 
with observations made in experimental studies. 
In one of the test cases where they studied 
the effect of the impeller speeds on the particle size 
distribution (PSD), they found that at 
gor 
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the highest impeller speeds there were more fines present and a tighter PSD compared to 
lower impeller speeds, which was also verified by the works of Oulahna et al. (2003). 
Talu et al. (2000) adopted a discrete element approach to model granular flows. In 
their computer simulation model, the inter-particle interactions occurring within the system 
domain arise from interactions from either surface wet granules or from the solid cores of 
the particles. Results from the lubrication theory were used for computing interactions with 
surface wet particles involving the viscous wet binder layer and methodologies from granular 
flow simulations to account for the solid core interactions. An important finding from their 
study was that in certain cases, they were able to vary the total number of surface wet 
particles independently of the binder layer thickness, which is unrealistic since introducing 
more binder into the system will affect both the number of particles that are surface wet 
as well as the binder layer thickness that covers the particles. The authors attributed these 
results to the absence of a model that is able to accurately describe the phenomenon of binder 
transfer between two particles in the event of a dry particle colliding with a binder covered 
granule. 
Gantt et al. (2006) used discrete element simulations (DEM) for computing the particle 
motion within the simulated granulator volume. Furthermore, the DEM simulations supply 
the collision frequencies and contact forces required as inputs to the coalescence model (Liu 
et al., 2000) in order to arrive at an overall coalescence kernel. A notable feature of the DEM 
simulations is that the number of particles remain constant throughout since no aggregation 
takes place. The purpose of the DEM simulations are solely for the determination of the 
collision frequencies. The coalescence kernel used in this study takes the form of the product 
of the aggregation efficiency ('i, j) and the collision rate (CZ, j) given in Equation (2.19) as 
opposed to the coalescence kernel comprised of a size-independent rate constant (/3) and 
a size-dependent term (, 3i *, j) shown in Equation (2.20). The subscripts i and j represent 
particles belonging to size class i and j respectively. 
, 
3i, j = ci, j wi, j, 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
13i, j = 
0O, 3i, 
j 
Wauters (2001) used Monte Carlo simulations (event-driven) for solving the three-dimensional 
population balance model with the three internal coordinates represented by the volume of 
solid, liquid and air. Furthermore, constant number-Monte Carlo simulations were used, 
wherein the particle population remains constant, and represents an accurate method pro- 
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vided the number of particles used is sufficiently large. During the event-driven : honte Carlo 
simulations, a random pair of particles are chosen during which the pair of particles are tested 
whether or not they will aggregate. If the chosen particles do not aggregate. then another 
pair of particles are chosen at random until aggregation does occur between the two randomly 
selected particles. In the situation where aggregation does take place, then the newly formed 
particle will take the place of one of the parent particles whilst a copy of a randomly chosen 
particle assumes the position in the array of the other parent particle. The results of the 
Monte Carlo simulations yielded good agreement with drum granulation experiments for a 
copper concentrate (chalcopyrite) and water granulation recipe. The simulation results for 
the time evolution (represented by the number of drum revolutions) of the average gran- 
ule diameter showed a good one-to-one correspondence with the observations made in the 
experiments. Initially large granules possessed a higher volume of binder with the gradual de- 
pletion of smaller granules (< 500µm) during the induction period. The near disappearance 
of smaller granules lead to rapid granule growth. 
In summary, various numerical techniques and model formulations exist for the modelling 
of particle populations, with differing potentials to handle multi-dimensional population dis- 
tributions. In Chapter 3, a technique based on finite volumes adopted in this work will be 
presented. 
2.3 Controllability of granulation processes 
Inferences and direct measurements for control 
In the aforementioned methods used in modelling the agglomeration process, the objective 
is to employ these models that are able to predict key granule properties, namely, particle size, 
fractional binder content and the porosity (related to product bulk density) that are often 
used for assessing the quality of the final agglomerated product. As previously mentioned, 
this can be accomplished through the modelling of multi-dimensional population balances. 
In addition, efficient numerical solution techniques are required. For example, the population 
balance equation is an example of a partial integro-differential equation that is complex 
and nonlinear in nature. Hence, solutions to these types of problems are often performed 
numerically. 
Application of such models will facilitate the design of the process, which in turn will 
enable greater precision on the controllability of wet granulation processes. 
For continuous 
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granulation processes, several unit operations will be involved, comprising of the granulator. 
dryer, milling unit and a recycle conveyor belt system. Oversized granules that are produced 
will need to undergo a size reduction process prior to being reintroduced back into the process. 
As a result, granulation processes often operate at high recycle ratios due to the granules 
failing to conform to pre-design specifications. An example of a granulation process oper- 
ating with recycle is shown in Figure 1.4. The key objective in granulation processing is to 
produce granules with design attributes appropriate for their end use. However. the control 
of the granulation process remains a difficult task due to the low availability of potentially 
manipulated variables. Those manipulated variables that are available mainly include the 
binder flow rate, the number and positioning of the spray nozzles, and the rate of mixing. 
Bardin et al. (2004) studied the application of using impeller torque measurements as a 
means of inferring indirectly the granule size. The study showed that for the granulation 
of fine powders, where the effects of consolidation were more prominent compared to coarse 
particles, the impeller torque increases with time. This suggests that the dimensionless 
impeller torque can be used as a control indicator. However, after a period of time when the 
yield passes through a maximum (in that study, the yield was defined as the mass fraction of 
particles in the size range of 0.18-1.0 mm), the dimensionless impeller torque signal showed 
no corresponding change. Instead, the signal continued to increase. Thus, from a process 
control perspective, the dimensionless impeller torque may be used as a feedback signal only 
up until the critical period after which the yield has passed through its maximum. In the 
case of granulating coarse particles, an identical yield profile was obtained. However, the 
increase in the control signal over time was only marginal and therefore would be much 
less suitable as process control feedback. Bridgwater et al. (2004) explored the usage of 
positron emission particle tracking (PEPT) as a non-intrusive method for determining the 
flow fields occurring within the granulator. The effectiveness of the PEPT technique lies in 
the behaviour of a single tracer particle, in which the tracer particle is required to visit all 
regions of the working granulator volume and will provide an accurate statistical 
description 
of the flow field. However, at the onset of granulation, the process is in an unsteady state as 
granule nucleus and agglomerate growth are dynamically changing. Thus, the 
flow field within 
the granulator will also be changing by virtue of the transient evolution of the agglomerate 
particles state. Therefore, a single tracer particle will most 
likely be insufficient. In addition. 
Bridgwater et al. (2004) also state that owing to the unsteady nature of the granulation 
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process, PEPT will most likely be best suited to processes with transformation events on 
the time scale of the order of magnitude of a few minutes. This particular limitation of the 
PEPT technique will be an impediment to granulation processes exhibiting fast dynamics. 
with nucleation occurring perhaps on a much smaller time frame compared to the main growth 
stages (Knight et al., 1998). Hence, the PEPT technique would not be suitable for capturing 
the nucleation dynamics for granulation processes. Furthermore, the tracer particles must 
behave in the same manner as the bulk of the particles in the system (e. g. incorporation of 
the tracer particles into the granules) by ensuring that the tracer density, particle size and 
porosity are as similar to those of the bulk material. 
Mort et al. (2001) stated that the design and implementation of effective control strategies 
will require the early identification of key product attributes (e. g. particle size, product den- 
sity, etc. ), which may be facilitated by physically separating distinct process transformation 
stages (e. g. wetting and nucleation, aggregation, etc. ) within the process (Mort et al., 2001). 
This is corroborated by Wildeboer (2002) in which current equipment designs for carrying out 
granulation are found not optimal. Wildeboer et al. (2007) attributed this non-optimality to 
all contributing particle transformation processes occurring within a single working volume. 
Instead, Wildeboer (2002) suggests that key granulation phenomena (e. g. wetting and nu- 
cleation, coalescence and growth, etc. ) be separated, thus enabling a better control over each 
key phenomena as opposed to lumping them together as is the current practice. Wildeboer 
(2002) studied the wetting and nucleation phenomena of granulation in isolation from the 
rest of the phenomena that would typically occur in granulation. Mort et al. (2001) also 
outline the problems that may be faced with in developing control strategies in that, cer- 
tain feedback control schemes for controlling key product attributes may be hindered by the 
time delay between obtaining the output measurements and effecting the corrective measures 
through the actuator (e. g. liquid binder flow rate). 
Watano (2001) applied fuzzy control to a high shear mixer granulator, using the binder 
flow rate as the manipulated variable for moderating granule growth. The number median 
diameter was used as the output. Watano (2001) developed and used a fuzzy control algorithm 
in this study, which was found to accurately control the median diameter within tolerance 
limits for their setup via the regulation of the binder flow rate. Techniques other than those 
mentioned here that can also be of great utility to process include non-invasive measurements 
using IR absorption spectra. Measurements for granule size and particle shape may be 
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obtained using image analysis, which is also a non-intrusive method (Watano and 1iiyanami. 
1995). 
Model-based approach for granulation control 
Pottmann et al. (2000) formulated a model-based approach by using a first-order with 
time delay transfer function within a model predictive control scheme. The manipulated 
variables chosen for the process were the liquid flow rates located in three positions. and 
the output variables were the bulk granule density and the 90th percentile (d90) and the 
5th percentile (d5). These last two outputs were required to satisfy the constraints given in 
Equations (2.21)-(2.22), whereby the upper and lower particle sizes are determined based on 
quality control considerations for the product granule. 
d90 dupper (2.21) 
d5 > diower (2.22) 
The d5 and the d90 are however linked and cannot be controlled independent of the other. 
In addition, unlike the granule bulk density, there is no set-point value but instead may take 
up a range of values within the admissible range i. e., the constraints given in Equations (2.22) 
and (2.21) must not be violated. Pottmann et al. (2000) performed a series of perturbation 
studies by varying the set tracking point of the bulk granule density. Additional studies 
were also performed in probing the effects of spray locations on granulation indicated by the 
changes in the d5 and the d90 response values. Gatzke and Doyle III (2001) extended this work 
to include the maximisation of the number of control objectives (granule bulk density, d90 
and d5) that can be satisfied in a prioritised manner. Binary variables are used to indicate the 
status and the priority of the considered control objective. This allows the control objectives, 
which are considered more important to be given a higher priority. Thus, binary variables 
can take a value of either 1 if the control objective is satisfied or 0 if it cannot. In addition, 
the `priority variables' for control objectives can be used to force control objectives to be 
satisfied in accordance to their precedent i. e. a binary variable with a value of 0 means that 
the corresponding control objective cannot be met and neither can the control objectives of 
lower priority, that is to say the binary variables associated with the lower priority control 
objectives are forced to 0. The binary variables indicating the status of the control objective 
(i. e. can it be satisfied? ) and that of the priority for the control objective will both influence 
the objective constraint that requires the controlled output to remain within tolerance limits. 
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Zhang et al. (2000) formulated a PI controller for a fertiliser granulation circuit using the 
recycle size distribution as the controlled variable, in which granules were classified as either 
over-sized or under-sized. The water flow rate was used as the manipulated variable. Their 
basis for choosing the size distribution of the recycle stream as the controlled output was due 
to the following considerations: 
" Output measurements could be carried out quickly without incurring significant time 
delays. 
9 The recycle ratio is a good performance indicator in terms of economy and the efficacy 
of the process. 
9 There is a one-to-one correspondence with the amount of recycled material and the 
throughput of the process (i. e., reducing the recycle ratio infers that more of the gran- 
ulated product are in-spec). 
9 The fraction of over-sized granules in the recycle is as sensitive to the moisture content as 
is the mean granule size. Therefore feedback from the moisture levels in the granulator 
can be directly observed using the size distribution in the recycle. 
The results from the study concluded that the average granule size and the moisture 
content can be controlled indirectly by the size distribution of the recycle. A disturbance 
in the liquid flow rate causing decrease in the moisture level in the granulator caused the 
amount of under-sized particles to increase in the recycle. Corrective action of increasing 
the water flow rate restored the granule mean size. Implementing control strategies still 
remains difficult especially when large time lags and large recycles are encountered, which 
limits the response speed in which corrective measures can be implemented. These time 
lags 
may be attributed towards the mean residence time of the granular material residing 
in the 
granulator, in addition to the time in between obtaining measurement 
data. 
2.4 Summary 
In this chapter a brief review of the importance of macroscale modelling, emphasising 
the 
effects of the binder properties and the material characteristics on the granulation 
behaviour 
have been presented. A qualitative understanding at the macroscale and an attempt 
in 
predicting the granulation behaviour, using the nucleation regime map and 
the granule growth 
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regime map, will serve as a useful tool in helping to develop microscale level models in the 
form of population balances. 
This is supported by early studies into the modelling of the aggregation phenomenon. 
Most of the literature accounts are based on coalescence kernels that were either completelý- 
empirical without incorporating the physics of the process or semi-empirical. However, in 
recent times it is realised that despite their simplicity and popularity these kernels will be 
inadequate for providing a generalised kernel representation of the process. The shortcomings 
of the aforementioned models (empirical/semi-empirical) will be more evident compared to 
physically based models, which instead rely on the physics of the process accounting for the 
material characteristics and on the prevalent conditions of the granulator during operation. 
For example, it was noted that in addition to the lack of physical insight pertaining to the 
empirical expressions for 3* (vi, vj) and the required fitting of the parameter f30, they would 
be of limited utility in predicting the granulation behaviour outside the operating range of 
the experimental data from which the parameter was fitted. Thus, there are considerable 
limitations in the potential for employing this parameter-fitting approach towards process 
scale-up and predicting the effects of different granulation formulations (Iveson, 2002). 
The ability to numerically solve the population balance in modelling the granulation pro- 
cess is also important. Efficient solution techniques for solving the population balance model 
has been presented, with the majority of the studies considering distributions with respect to 
particle size as the only internal coordinate if at all they consider population balance mod- 
els. However, for modelling multi-attribute particle systems in which particle size alone does 
not fully dictate product acceptability, it becomes necessary to employ multivariate popu- 
lation balances in order to model these distributions accurately. This has been recognised, 
in particular, that there has been important developments in moment-based multivariate 
population balance model simulation methods (Marchisio and Fox, 2005) notably the use 
of direct quadrature method of moments based on the gaussian quadrature closure meth- 
ods. Finite volume approaches for multivariate population balance modelling have also been 
demonstrated to be advantageous in providing detailed time evolutions for different parti- 
cle properties (Immanuel and Doyle III, 2005). Furthermore, the compositional tracking of 
granules from the agglomeration of multiple solid components, as is common in the pharma- 
ceutical industry, could be carried out in multivariate PBE as opposed to one-dimensional 
PBE. 
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The optimisation and control of granulation processes is necessary if one is to ensure 
product quality is achieved consistently. Emphasis has been placed towards expending more 
research effort in a bid to develop models incorporating first principle knowledge of the physics 
of the process. The granulation process is a highly integrated process eliciting nonlinear be- 
haviour. Whilst obtaining control at the process operating level, it does not necessarily 
guarantee process stability since the process may be sensitive to variations in the starting 
materials and the external environmental conditions (e. g. temperature, humidity) (Salman 
et al., 2007). Regime maps (Iveson and Litster, 1998) such as those specifying the formation 
of granule nucleus (Hapgood et al., 2003) and the dynamic granulation growth behaviour are 
predominantly beneficial to formulation and process scale-up. But, controlling the granula- 
tion process in order to ensure consistent product quality using metrics such as the granule 
size, porosity and moisture content will require accurate predictions of these aforementioned 
particle traits. Previously mentioned regime maps are unable to fulfill this need at present. 
Instead, models built into a population balance framework, incorporating phenomenological 
kernels describing each respective sub-rate process, will serve as a crucial aid in this re- 
gard (Litster, 2003). Nevertheless, the development of models incorporating first principle 
knowledge of the physics of the process remains a challenging task. In addition, independent 
measurements of parameters appearing in these models may pose difficulty to obtain reliably, 
thus, adding to the difficulty of implementing such models to real processes (Hogg, 1992). 
These issues will be addressed in this thesis. 
An aspect concerning the control of granulation processes resides in the practicality of 
process measurements. Output measurements considered include, the bulk density of the 
granule sample, mean granule size and moisture content. As indicated by Mort et al. (2001), 
implementation of "fast-acting" feedback control will be limited by the time delays between 
obtaining the output measurements, with the actuators responsible for implementing the cor- 
rective measures to the process. Thus, sampling methods that offer rapid and accurate mea- 
surements in conjunction, with control methodologies such as those proposed 
by Pottmann 
et al. (2000) and Gatzke and Doyle III (2001), will provide a positive contribution towards 
providing better controllability over granulation processes. 
Chapter 3 
Formulation of the population 
balance 
Part of the contents of this chapter were published in Poon et al. (2008). 
3.1 Introduction 
The population balance modelling framework has been described as a particle number ac- 
counting procedure, a statement of the material balance for the process at a given instance 
(Rhodes, 1990). This type of model framework is particularly suited for modelling particulate 
processes where the particle population distribution exhibits a high degree of heterogeneity. 
In these situations a knowledge of the distribution function for such particulate Systems will 
be advantageous, as this will provide a full detail of the system with all the properties of in- 
terest. In the previous Section 2.2 numerical solution techniques were used on the discretised 
population balance equation in order to solve directly for the particle distribution function. 
Furthermore, the distribution function will be subject to the influences of not only the 
physical conditions in which the process is operating under, but also on the formulation 
properties of the starting materials. Here, the applicability of population balance models 
to the aforementioned processes is made more apparent. Firstly. the process is interpreted 
into a mathematical model of the particle distribution function accounting for their spatial 
positioning in the physical space (external coordinates) and the intrinsic properties of tile 
particles such as size and composition (internal coordinates). Thus. modelling of a particu- 
late process where there are both spatial distributions. and internal distributioii, along the 
J8 
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particle's internal coordinates can be achieved within a population balance framework. Pop- 
ulation balances have gained widespread usage in terms of modelling particulate processes 
such as in aerosol dynamics (Marchisio and Fox, 2005), crystallisation (Ma et al.. 2002a), to 
name but a few, due to its relative ease in the incorporation of additional internal coordinates 
necessary to model the process. 
3.2 Derivation of the population balance equation 
In formulating the population balance equation the number density function is used. which is 
a function of both the external and the internal coordinate axes, with the former referring to 
the spatial arrangement of particles in the physical space whilst the latter refers to the particle 
properties i. e., size, composition, etc. In certain cases the external coordinate axes may be 
neglected if one invokes the condition of uniform mixing within the particle state space. Thus, 
the density distribution function will simplify to one that is dependent only on the chosen 
particle properties. The density function is then defined as F(r, t), which represents the total 
number of moles of particles with property r at time t, r being the chosen particle property 
(internal coordinate). The evolution of the particle population with time will be subject 
to the influence of particle transformation processes, which include nucleation, aggregation, 
consolidation and breakage. These transformation processes may be collectively grouped as 
the source terms responsible for the evolution of the particle population. 
In order to begin the derivation of the population balance equation, a schematic is pro- 
vided for in Figure 3.1. The following derivation will be shown for a one-dimensional pop- 
ulation balance equation under the assumption that the system is well mixed, enabling the 
external coordinates to be neglected. Later, extension to include a three-dimensional popu- 
lation balance will be shown in Section 3.2.1. In the schematic as depicted in Figure 3.1, the 
particles are convecting along the internal coordinate axis with velocity GRr_or, t = 
dt 1r_dr, t 
and GRr, t = 
dt IT, t from the LHS and RHS of the rth finite element, respectively. A material 
balance over this finite element can be written over a small time interval At, accounting for 
the particles entering and leaving the bin, as shown in Equation (3.1), with 5(r, t) represent- 
ing the net rate of change of particles undergoing transformation processes (e. g. nucleation. 
aggregation and breakage). 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of a finite element (rth finite element) discretised along the respective 
internal coordinate axis. The particles are shown here convecting along the coordinate axis 
with a convective velocity, GR, passing across the finite element boundary interface. 
F(r, t) Ar - F(r, t)Or =F 
(dr) 
At -F 
dt 
At 
t+Ot tr r+Or 
+ S(r, t)Atzr (3.1) 
Rearranging the above equation and dividing both sides by OrLt, 
F(r, t)Orl - F(r, t)Orl F(dt)Atl-F (dt) Otl 
t+Ot t+ r+ Ar r 
OrAt LrAt 
_ 
S(r, t)OtAr (3.2) 
OrOt 
Taking limits for Or -k 0 and At -* 0, 
DF(r, t) 
+ F(r, t) 
dr 
= S(r, t) (3.3) ät är dt 
Here, the partial derivative term with respect to r on the LHS of Equation (3.3) represents the 
continuous change of a particle property, and is referred to as the internal convective velocity 
along the particle's respective coordinate. The net rate of entry of particles is represented by 
S(r, t), accounting for all the particle-level transformations such as nucleation, aggregation 
and breakage, etc. Elaboration for each individual sub-rate process (nucleation, consolidation, 
aggregation and breakage) contributing to the source term is provided in Section 3.2.2. 
3.2.1 Higher-dimensional population balances 
In the above derivation of the population balance equation, only one internal coordinate was 
considered. However, when modelling distributed systems where the particles are distributed 
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along several characteristic properties of the particles, the one-dimensional population bal- 
ance becomes inadequate and it becomes necessary to employ higher-dimensional population 
balance equations in order to model the evolution of the particle population with their in- 
ternal coordinates accurately. The general equation accounting for multivariate population 
balances is given in Equation (3.4) (Randolph and Larson, 1971). 
aF(x, t) 
Nc a dx3 
at +Z ax 
[F(xt) 
dt = x, t), jel, 2,..., N, (3.4) 
()1 
j=1 ý 
Where, x is the internal coordinate property vector of length N. In the context of this 
work, three internal coordinates are required for modelling the granulation of particles for 
the reasons given in Chapter 2. That is, granule coalescence is dependent upon the porosity 
and binder content of granules in addition to, the size of the granule. Verkoeijen et al. (2002) 
and Iveson (2002) also arrived at the same conclusion of the importance of three-dimensional 
PB with the three aforementioned particle properties. The resulting three-dimensional pop- 
ulation balance equation with the volume of solid (s), volume of liquid (1) and the volume of 
gas (g) as the three chosen internal coordinates is given in Equation (3.5). 
a 
F(s, 1, g, t) +a 
(F(s, 
l, g, t)dt +a F(s, 1, g, t)ds g äs dt 
consolidation layering 
+l F(s, 1, g, t)dt 
dl ) 
I%- of drying/re-wetting 
_ inuc + Ja99re + Rbreak (3.5) 
Here, F(s, 1, g, t) represents the particle density function and is defined such that the moles 
of granules with a value of the internal coordinate property vector between x and x+ dx 
with the coordinate property vector x- (s, 1, g) is given by F(s, 1, g, t)ds dl dg. The partial 
derivative term with respect to s represents the layering of fine particles onto the surfaces of 
larger size particles. The partial derivative term with respect to g represents the consolidation 
of the granules. As the granule is compacted, the total pore volume of the granule decreases 
whilst the volume of the liquid binder phase and the volume of solid remain unchanged. 
thereby leading to an increase in the fractional liquid saturation of the granule. The drying 
and re-wetting of the granules is represented by the partial derivative term with respect to 
1. The particle-level transformation processes i. e., nucleation, aggregation and breakage are 
represented by the source terms Rnuc, Raggre and Rbreak 
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3.2.2 Description of sub-rate processes 
The aggregation term is comprised of two terms, which account for the formation of the 
newly born particle and the depletion of the two particles consumed in the process in form- 
ing the new born particle. The formation and depletion terms associated with the aggre- 
gation phenomenon are defined in Equations (3.6)-(3.8) (Ramkrishna, 2000; Immanuel and 
Doyle III, 2005). In these equations, s, u, is the solid volume of nuclei (assumed fixed), and 
, ß(s1, s2, ii, l2, gl, 92) is the size-dependent aggregation kernel that signifies the rate constant 
for aggregation of two granules of internal coordinates (s1, ll, gi) and (s2. l2. g2). The internal 
coordinates are computed on volume basis, since this is a conserved property, as previously 
advocated by Verkoeijen et al. (2002). 
_Rf armation _ 
Rdepletion 
aggTe - aggre aggre 
(3.6) 
s-sý, ý, e lg 
ä 
eation_ (s', l', 9, sl-l', g-g') F(s', l', 9"t) 
s'=s, ýuc l'=0 
f 
'=0 
xF(s-s', l-l', g-g'. t)ds' dl' dg' (3.7) 
aggre ý 
l=rn0axg 
' 
g=>nax 
Rdepletion =F 3i Lt 
(Sý lý 
' 9S 
l> 
's=masfxuý 
f 
9s9 
0 
xF (s', l', g', s, 1, g) ds' dl' dg' (3.8) 
Empirical model forms for the aggregation kernel have been proposed in the past, which 
require parameter tuning with experimental results. However, due to their shortcomings as 
outlined in Chapter 2, development of mechanistic based kernels are in demand. An example 
of a mechanistic aggregation kernel is presented in Section 3.4, which will be incorporated 
into the population balance model for the granulation process. 
Granule nucleation represents an important process at the outset of granulation. Tradi- 
tional methods for modelling this sub-rate process was adopted from crystallisation, employ- 
ing the Dirac delta as shown in Equation (3.9). Here, knti,, represents the nucleation rate 
constant, 6 is the Dirac delta function, r is the particle size and ro represents the size of a 
nuclei. This model representation for the nucleation rate process assumes nuclei particles of a 
particular size is formed i. e., ro. Research has indicated that nucleation is affected by various 
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factors, which include process operating parameters like the liquid binder flow rate and the 
bed turnover rate, and are not accounted for in Equation (3.9). Later, a novel mechanistic 
kernel for nucleation will be shown that accounts for the possibility of nuclei of different sizes 
to be formed, which better represents the physical processes in reality. In addition. the model 
allows for the possibility to predict the behaviour of the process for different physicochemical 
properties of formulations. 
Rnuc(r, t) = knucb (r - ro) (3.9) 
The consolidation phenomenon accounts for the compaction of the granules. with the 
effect of reducing the porosity of the granules, making them more dense and compact. The 
porosity of the particles is defined by Equation (3.11). An exponential decay relation was 
used for representing granule consolidation and is modelled using heuristic information as 
shown below in Equation (3.10) (Iveson et al., 1996). Here, emirs, is the minimum porosity 
of the granules and c is the compaction rate constant. The constant c has been found to 
be dependent upon the mixing rate or tumbling rate in the granulator, although no clear 
correlations have been established. 
de_ 
dt =-c(e-e-min) 
dg s+l+g- Em, ins 
dt -CS (1 - Emin) 
l1- 
Emin 
+9 (3.10) 
Additional transformation processes that also play a role in granulation include coating 
of fine particles, attrition, abrasion transfer and particle breakage. For particle breakage, it 
is possible that for different granulator configurations and setups, breakage will become more 
prevalent in one granulator equipment than another. For instance, granules are less prone 
to breakage in rotary drum granulators, as opposed to high shear mixers with fast moving 
impeller blades with or without choppers. The experimental work that was carried out 
during this research were performed in a rotary drum granulator, and under the conditions 
employed, granule breakage was not seen as the prevailing mechanism influencing granule 
growth behaviour. 
By solving the three-dimensional population balance in terms of the three independent 
variables (s, l, g), it is possible to extract other useful information pertaining to the granule 
(Figure 3.2) such as the porosity of the granules (E), pore saturation (lsa, t), liquid-to-solid 
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fraction of the granules (w) and the volume of a granule (V) given in Equations (3.11)-(3.14). 
_ 
V+Vg 
vs +U+V9 
U lsat=U+vg 
V, 
wV 
8 
v=vs +v+Vg 
Particle volume 
V=S+L+G 
Pore saturation 
L j'ý 
S+L 
L 
w=- 
S 
Porosity 
L+G 
S+L+G 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
Figure 3.2: Establishing the relationships for the granule properties (lsa, t, w, e) from the three 
internal state variables of a granule: solid volume (S), liquid volume (L) and volume of air 
(G). Adapted from Verkoeijen et al. (2002). 
3.2.3 Two-dimensional visualisation 
A more meaningful aid in interpreting the behaviour of granules with respect to changes to 
their particle properties is to appropriately transform the three-dimensional distribution into 
a two-dimensional distribution, i. e., taking the volume of each phase s, 1 and g and com- 
puting the corresponding particle size, r= 4v) 
1/3, 
and the fractional binder content. The 
result of the transformation from three-dimensions to two-dimensions is a 2D visualisation of 
the particle distribution with respect to changes in the particle size and fractional content. 
Transformation to two-dimensions is carried out using Equation (3.15). 
rm, ax " max 
F2D(r, W) = F(r, w)S(r - r')6(w - w') dw' dr' 
T =Turin w ='wTnin 
(3.15) 
The methodology involves defining and discretising two new coordinate axes, each for the 
particle size and the fractional binder content. The fractional binder content range and the 
particle size range are computed for each three-dimensional grid (solid, liquid and air axes). 
Liquid-to-solid fraction 
Thus, the particles from the three-dimensional model simulation are appropriately assigned 
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to each finite element in the two-dimensional discretised grid (Figure 3.3). The advantages of 
recasting the particle distribution with coordinate axes as size and fractional binder content 
allows for an easier visualisation of the population evolution in response to the source terms. 
Fractional binder 
content 
Figure 3.3: Illustration showing the assignment of particles with corresponding size and 
fractional binder content for a two-dimensional visualisation of the particle distribution. 
3.3 Model extensions to other scenarios 
The previous section introduced three-dimensional population balances where it is neceýýVtrv 
to model the evolution of the particle population with at least three internal coordinates 
for granulation (volume of solid, volume of liquid and volume of gas). A general population 
balance equation for the three-dimensional population balance was given in Equation (3.5). 
In addition to specifying particle state variables as internal coordinates to be modelled in the 
population balance equation, extension to the model to provide a finer detail of the state of 
individual particles may be introduced as additional internal coordinates. To exemplify this 
particular model formulation of the population balance. Darelius et al. (2006) and Braumann 
et al. (2007) used the volume of solid and the volume of the liquid binder as internal coordi- 
nates but further categorised them. For instance.. Darelius et al. (2006) further classified the 
liquid binder according to their location on the granule either on the surface of the granule 
or residing within the granule matrix occupying the granule pore spaces. 
Braumann et al. 
(2007) further differentiated the solid volume of the granule by partitioning the solids content 
into those derived from the constituent particles that make up the granule matrix. with fur- 
ther addition to the solid volume of the granule arising from reaction-induced precipitation 
of the binders. Further details pertaining to the rate 
law expressions for the reaction of the 
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binder and the corresponding equations for partitioning the binder (internal or external to 
the granule matrix) during coalescence may be found in their aforementioned studies. Thus, 
the vector of internal coordinates used in their model with five independent variables to de- 
scribe a granule is given in Equation (3.16). Here, so is the solid volume attributed to the 
constituent particles that make up the granule matrix, Sr is the solid volume arising from 
the reaction-induced precipitation from the binder reaction, i represents the volume of liquid 
binder located within the granule, le is the volume of liquid that is located on the surface of 
the granule and g represents the volume of gas i. e., occupying the pore spaces that are not 
filled with the liquid binder. 
x= [So Srlileg]T (3.16) 
As in the previous case where Braumann et al. (2007) incorporated chemical reactions a 
common phenomenon in the manufacture of granules, so too is the agglomeration of multiple 
solid components. This is especially common in the pharmaceutical industry where in ad- 
dition to the active drug ingredient, other components are added to facilitate the process of 
making tablets (e. g. excipients). Iveson (2002) formulated a four-dimensional population bal- 
ance equation accounting for binary solid mixtures (solid components a and b). The following 
are included in the set of internal coordinates: granule solid phase mass (m), binder-to-solid 
mass ratio (w), granule porosity (i), solid phase mass fraction for component a 
(xa). In this 
case the vector of internal coordinates is given in Equation (3.17). 
x= [mw6Xa]T 
(3.17) 
Particular attention to the conservation of the total mass within the system, by ensuring 
appropriate partitioning of the amounts of solid component a and 
b should be considered 
during numerical solution of the PBE. Where liquid binder is introduced 
into the system, 
then the change in the mass of binder should also be reflected by this 
liquid addition when 
numerically solving the population balance equation. 
The above mentioned model extensions 
involving higher-dimensional population balances can provide a greater detail in tracking the 
individual state of a particle (e. g. varying compositions of binary solids, 
liquid distribution in 
individual granules, contribution of solids volume from reaction-induced precipitation). 
Thus. 
population balance lends itself as a convenient 
framework towards predictive modelling tool 
of particulate systems with particle properties 
that are heterogeneously distributed across 
the particle population. 
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3.4 Introducing a mechanistic representation of the aggrega- 
tion kernel 
An important mechanism during granulation is the aggregation phenomenon. The aggre- 
gation term is comprised of two terms, the formation and depletion of particles as shown 
in Equations (3.6)-(3.8). As previously mentioned the aggregation kernel represents an im- 
portant parameter for the growth phenomenon, as it is a measure of the rate at which two 
particles will successfully aggregate forming a single larger particulate entity. In the case of 
Equations (3.7) and (3.8), it is a measure of success for particles p, and ßv2 with character- 
istics (s', l', g') and (s - s', 1- 1', g- g'), respectively, coalescing to form a new particle with 
characteristics (s, 1, g). 
Previous attempts to represent the aggregation kernel in the form of empirical kernels, 
with particle size as the main contributing factor predominating aggregation. have been used 
with varying degrees of success, coupled with parameter fitting to experiments. However, it 
has been long recognised that collision between particles resulting in successful coalescence 
is dependent upon other factors in addition to the sizes of the participating particles, such as 
the binder content of the particles, binder viscosity, the initial distribution of the seed parti- 
cles (primary particles). In addition, equipment level parameters such as the rate of mixing, 
binder flow rate, powder flux under the spray zone and the geometry of the granulator will 
impart a significant influence with respect to the granule growth mechanisms. An overview 
of mechanistic kernel for aggregation is introduced, which is based on the previous works of 
Ennis et al. (1991), Liu et al. (2000). Immanuel and Doyle III (2003) applied this micro-level 
model for aggregation from an energy dissipation perspective, by computing the net attrac- 
tive potentials (based on energies) between various particle combinations with each other. 
This approach was later adopted for granulation modelling in three-dimensional population 
balances (Immanuel and Doyle III, 2005). 
The model used prescribes two conditions in which coalescence can occur and these are 
designated as type I and type II coalescence and is schematically depicted in Figure 3.4. 
In type I coalescence, the initial kinetic energy of the approaching particles are completely 
overcome by the viscous dissipation in the liquid layer, leading to coalescence prior to their 
surfaces making direct contact with each other. The relative velocity of the particles as a 
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function of their separation distance is defined in Equation (3.18). 
u(h) = uo, h> ho 
u(h) = uo 1- St 
1 
In 
(ho\1 
,h< ho (3.18) v 
Where, uo is the initial approach velocity of the particles (based on the mixing intensity within 
the granulator), h is the separation distance between the colliding particles, u represents the 
relative velocity of the particles as they approach each other and is a function of the separation 
distance between the two particles, h0 represents the thickness of the liquid binder layer 
that forms around each particle. The net attractive potential (V)) between the particles is 
calculated using Equation (3.19), based on the relative velocity of the particles as determined 
from Equation (3.18). 
(pl, p2, h) =I m(2u(h))2. (3.19) 
Type II coalescence involves two sequential stages prior to coalescence - the forward path 
and the reverse path (see Figure 3.4). The path with the higher energetics is taken as the 
rate-determining step. The forward path is represented by the approach stage, with the 
initial kinetic energy being dissipated by the viscous liquid layer. The elastic energy that 
is released upon particle deformation following collision leads to the rebound stage (reverse 
path). The energy lost during the impact and particle deformation may be calculated using 
Equation (3.20). At this particular instant, the particles will either coalesce if the elastic 
energy is fully dissipated by viscous dissipation, or particle separation (rebound) will occur. 
The velocity of the particles corresponding to the retraction phase is given in Equation 
(3.21) 
with S" representing the permanent plastic deformation of the particles defined in 
Equation 
(3.22). The net attractive potentials corresponding to the forward path and the reverse path 
are given in Equations (3.23) and (3.24), respectively. 
E, =1 2m(2u1)2. 
(3.20) 
2 2h 
u, (h) 
iýmD 
2 
ý2 
h2 
_1+ 2h8" ha -1 6a 
+2h21n 
h, 
0<h<h0 
ha 
u' (h) = u'(ho), h> ho 
(3.21) 
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Figure 3.4: Schematic representation for type I and type II coalescence (Liu et al.. 2000). 
The representative collision velocity between the two particles is denoted by uO. For type I 
coalescence (i), the particles' initial kinetic energy is fully dissipated in the viscous binder 
layer (Ul < 0). In type II coalescence, particle surfaces collide as the kinetic energy is greater 
than can be dissipated in the viscous binder layer (forward path). The particles beginn to 
rebound from one another due to inherent elastic energy, which is dissipated during the 
retraction phase. There is again viscous losses through the binder layer. which bring the 
particles to rest (u3 < 0) thereby preventing complete particle separation (reverse p)ath). 
Adapted from Liu et al. (2000). 
8ý1 (ho)][ Yý 
= 37r 
(Stdef)ý D1- 
st, " 
In 
hQ 
1-7.36 (Stdef)-4 
1 
-2 1o 
x 
[i_i 
n 
h(3.22) 
Sty. h0 
Oforward(P1 
, P2, 
h) =Im, [2u(h)] 
2-E, (3.23) 
2 (3.2 ýl breverse(P1, p2j h) =-I 'm(2u 2 
Thus. the kinetic energy of the particles, suitably corrected for viscous dissipatioii. cuiiý, ti- 
tutes the major factor in modelling the agg -egation phenomenon. These steady state forces 
are then employed for the dynamic calculation in the Smoluchowski 
formulation (Immanuel 
and Doyle III. 2005). drawing a parallel with the 
DVLO theory (transition state theory that 
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is well established in the emulsion polymerisation literature; Coen et al. (1998): delis et, al. 
(2000); Immanuel and Doyle III (2003)). The Fuch's stability ratio for type I coalescence is 
given by Equation (3.25). 
0o exp 'O 1i IST 
P2, D ) 
W (Pl, p2) _ (rl + r2) D2 d(D) D=(r1+r2) 
Where, 0 is the net attractive potential (calculated from the kinetic energies of the particles 
corrected for viscous dissipation), ri is the radius of particle pi. For type II coalescence, 
there are two definitions for the Fuch stability ratio, corresponding to the forward path and 
the reverse path, with the higher energetic pathway as the rate-limiting step, and is given 
in Equation (3.26). Here, the' forward is the net attractive potential driving the approach 
phase and reverse is the net attractive potential driving the retraction phase. 
W (pl, p2) oo exp kT 
(orward(p', p2, Dr2)) 
D2 
d(), = max 
(fD=(7'1+'r2) 
D 
reverse 
(pl 
iP2, 
D-rl 
-r2) 
0o exp 
( 
kT 
2 
d(D) (3.26) 
fD=(ri+r2) 
D 
The energy dissipation calculations for type I and type II coalescence and the modelling 
(3.25) 
of the steady state forces at the particle level are subsequently used in the calculation of the 
aggregation kernel using the Smoluchowski formulation given in Equation (3.27). Here, k is 
the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and cl is an adjustable constant accounting 
for errors arising from model lumping assumptions. 
, 
3(pl, p2) = Cl 
4iruo (ri + r2)2 (3.27) 
W 
3.5 Mechanistic formulation of the nucleation kernel 
3.5.1 Review of the nucleation phenomenon 
Research in the past have predominantly focussed their attention on the particle aggregation 
process, with little attention given to other key phenomena 
involved in granulation such 
as nucleation or breakage. It has only been in recent times 
that wetting and nucleation, 
which occurs at the beginning of the granulation process, 
has been recognised to play a 
crucial role in the process. In addition, carrying out 
investigative studies into the nucleation 
phenomenon during granulation 
does not present itself to be as straightforward. This is 
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because the nucleation process occurs over a very short time frame. As soon as the binder 
makes contact with the powder, nuclei particles begin to form as the liquid binder spreads 
across the powder surface and penetrates the bed mass. The granulation process is usually 
carried out within a single working volume, there is no demarcation between nucleation. 
aggregation and breakage phenomena. Thus, the short time scale over which nucleation occurs 
and the lack of demarcation of the individual granulation phenomena pose as a challenging 
task to study the nucleation phenomenon. 
Wildeboer (2002) addressed the issue of isolating the nucleation process from other in- 
terfering granulation phenomena, by designing a purpose built laboratory scale apparatus to 
study separately wetting and nucleation. Hapgood (2000) employed fast imaging techniques 
to study the kinetics of droplet penetration on the powder surface, and the penetration of 
the liquid from the droplet into the porous material for various binders and solid powder 
compacts. 
The nucleation stage is regarded as a crucial period at the start of the granulation pro- 
cesses since the nuclei size distribution (NSD) obtained at these initial stages of the process 
will impart a large influence on future GSDs. Venkataramana et al. (1999) stated that large 
variations in the size distribution of the feed would have a template like effect on the GSD 
(Section 2.1). This argument may similarly be applied to the characteristics of the NSD and 
its effect on the GSD. The nucleation process may be described as a sequence of events leading 
up until the formation of the granule nucleus. Firstly, the liquid binder is dispersed from its 
source forming binder droplets, which are distributed across the powder bed mass. Depend- 
ing on the prevailing operating conditions at the time (i. e. binder flow rate, bed turnover 
rate, etc. ), the binder droplets may either coalesce in mid-air to form larger droplets before 
landing on a section of powder surface or, the droplets may overlap on top of each other at 
the surface of the powder (see Figure 3.5) or each droplet might lead to separate nuclei. The 
second, would correspond to low surface replenishment rate or low bed turnover rate. The 
droplet will spread across the powder surface and begin penetrating the powder through sur- 
face pores via capillary action. The extent as to how much the binder wets the solid powder 
and the time taken to completely penetrate the powder without residual binder remaining 
on the surface will be governed to a large extent on the formulation properties of the solid 
and liquid, which will also play an influential role in the wetting 
kinetics of the nucleation 
process. This consideration is likened to the nucleation thermodynamics. 
During the initial 
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stages of the granulation process. the powder is in constant motion and usually aided with 
mechanical internal devices to promote powder mixing. Thus. mechanical agitation provides 
an important means for binder dispersion. The nucleation process is also depicted in Figure 
3.5 to illustrate the sequence of events involved during the process of nucleation. 
Binder droplet Not always 
the case 
bed mass ___ 
(a) (b) 
........ ....... .... ....... ............. 
(c) (d) 
Figure 3.5: Schematic illustration of the nucleation process. (a) binder droplet formation, (h) 
droplet coalescence and overlap. (c) binder dispersion via wetting and capillary penetration. 
(d) mechanical dispersion of the binder droplet. Adapted from Litster and Ennis (2004). 
In this section the primary focus is the development of a mechanistic nucleation keriiel, 
based on the physics of the process. Providing an accurate model that will best represent, the 
nucleation process will need to take into consideration the formulation properties that will 
enable a quantitative determination of the nucleation rate based on the thermodynamics of 
the process. This treatment will be introduced later in the following section. 
3.5.2 Formulation properties 
The physicochemical properties for both the solid powder and the liquid binder (e. g. spread- 
ing coefficient. contact angle, cohesion and adhesion energies) will play a dominant role in 
the agglomeration kinetics and the granule properties. It is anticipated that the effects will 
be most prominent at the early stages of the process during nucleation of the initial solid 
particles. Hemati et al. (2003) and Pont et al. (2001) both confirmed that the effect of wet- 
tability, i. e., the contact angle. had a profound influence on the agglomeration kinetics, more 
so when the contact angle decreased. corresponding to higher adhesion tension 
(see below) 
which lead to the growth of larger granules. Malamataris and 
Kiortsis (1997) found that for 
various powders tested there were resistances to 
densification (granule consolidation). and 
this was found to be related to the work of adhesion 
for liquid binders of similar viscosities. 
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Separate studies by Krycer and Pope (1983). Zajic and Buckton (1990) and Zhang et al. 
(2002) found that the wetting properties of the binder and substrate (solid powder) showed 
a direct consequence on the granule properties such as granule friability, density. morphology 
and porosity. Bajdik et al. (2008) used the testing of the wetting properties as an essential 
step for determining the optimal binder composition and conditions needed for the formation 
of granules with the binder hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMMC) with the powder mixture 
comprised of oz-lactose monohydrate and microcrystalline cellulose (_IICC) in a high-shear 
granulator. 
The spreading coefficient and the contact angle made between the binder-substrate coni- 
bination, both provide a quantitative measure of the extent of wetting obtained for a given 
binder acting on a solid. The spreading coefficient provides an important parameter from 
which to determine the wettability of one phase over the other. The spreading coefficient 
also has implications over the mode of granule formation. This coefficient is related to the 
interfacial works of adhesion and cohesion and is depicted in Figure 3.6. The interfacial 
surface free energies for different combinations of solid and liquid phases are defined in Equa- 
tions (3.28)-(3.30). The work of cohesion represents the work required to separate a unit 
cross-sectional area of a material from itself whilst the work of adhesion represents the en- 
ergy required to separate a unit cross-sectional area of an interface. The work of adhesion is 
defined by Equation (3.30)-(3.32). 
Work of cohesion for a solid: WCS = 2-ysv 
Work of cohesion for a liquid: WCL = 2_yLv 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
Work of adhesion for an interface: WA = -ysv +7 
LV 
_ -f 
SL (3.30) 
Substitute Young-Dupre's equation into Equation (3.30): 
WA=, iLV(1+cos9) (3.31) 
The contact angle is the angle formed at the junction of the three phase contact line as 
shown in Figure 3.7 and is a measure of the affinity of the liquid binder for the solid particle 
surface. 
The contact angle provides a convenient measure of the wettability of the solid 
by the 
binder. A high contact angle (hydrophobic) exemplifies the condition of poor wetting. in 
contrast to good wetting characteristics reflected 
by a low contact angle (hydrophilic) with 
better adhesiveness. Under ideal conditions neglecting environmental, surface roughness and 
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(a) Work of cohesion for a solid (b) Work of cohesion for a liquid (c) Work of adhesion for an in- 
interface, Wcs =2 , sv interface. ["'CL = 2-" LV terface. it" `1 --L`-- 
Figure 3.6: Schematic depicting the work of cohesion for homogenous phaases and the «-()ik 
of adhesion for composite interfaces for solid and liquid systems. The solid and liquid phases 
are denoted by S and L respectively. Adapted from York (1995). 
Vapour 
(Liquid binder droplet) 
7Liquid 
ýLV 
Three-phase contact line 
Figure 3.7: Schematic of a liquid binder droplet placed on the surface of the powder bed 
mass. The solid, liquid and vapour/gas phase is denoted by S. L and V respectively. "I'he 
interfacial surface energies between solid-vapour, liquid-vapour and solid-liquid are denoted 
by , ISV, ly LV and _y SL respectively. Adapted frone Litster and Ennis (2004). 
chemical heterogeneity effects, the relationship between the equilibrium contact angle' and 
the forces involved in the interaction. between cohesion and adhesion of each participating 
phase (solid, liquid, gas) can be described by the Young-Dupre equation given in Equation 
(3.32). 
SV _ SL+ cos e. 0 >00. 
(3.32) 
'The advancing angle. receding contact angle and the contact angle hysteresis have been neglected. The 
underlying focus is the introduction of the relevant physicochemical properties, which will 
latter be used in 
the development of the nucleation kernel. The kinetics of the contact angle formed between the binder drop 
and that of the moving powder still remains unclear in the literature. 
Thus, use of the equilibrium contact 
angle is assumed to be sufficient for the present study. 
Hereafter. the terns contact an,,,, will refs r t, tfi, 
equilibrium contact angle. 
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Where, rysv is the solid-vapour interfacial energy, -y' ' is the liquid-vapour interfacial en- 
ergy, rySL is the solid-liquid interfacial energy and 0 is the contact angle made between the 
binder and the substrate measured through the droplet. The adhesion tension represented by 
(ryLV cos 0) in the Young-Dupre equation is important in determining the wettability of the 
powder by the binder. From Equation (3.32), liquid binders forming low contact angles with 
the solid particle surface will have a higher propensity to spread resulting in better wetting. 
Likewise, a high contact angle indicates hydrophobicity of the binder on the solid particle 
surface with poor wetting. A binder will spontaneously spread over the powder if the contact 
angle is 0° corresponding to (rysv - ysL) ALV, i. e., if its spreading coefficient is positive. 
Rowe (1989) found that the spreading coefficient calculated from different binder substrate 
pairs and with different interactions exhibited by them indicated that the formation of moist 
agglomerates may occur in different ways with differing end granule properties. In the case 
where the spreading coefficient of the binder over the solid (ALS) is positive, a strong adhering 
film is formed around the solid particle, with liquid bridge links formed at all points of 
particle-particle contact in the growing aggregate. These aggregate particles will likely be 
characterised as strong dense granules (low friability) with the granule strength dependent on 
the work of cohesion of the binder. In contrast, in a positive spreading coefficient of the solid 
over the binder (, ESL), no film formation occurs instead the solid particles will embed or adhere 
to the binder, leaving only isolated patches of binder to be available to form bonds at other 
particle contacts. The resultant granule will be porous, with an open structure and typically 
weak and friable. In the third case where both the works of cohesion of the binder and the 
solid are high, the solid-liquid interface will be minimised. The spreading coefficient for the 
two aforementioned cases (ALS and ASL) can be calculated from Equations (3.33) and (3.34) 
(York and Rowe, 1994). Hancock et al. (1994) reaffirmed the importance of knowledge of the 
binder-substrate physical interactions, with particular regard to the spreading coefficient, in 
understanding the wet massing behaviour of granulation systems. In these expressions. 
Dd 
is the droplet diameter and Dp is the particle diameter. 
ALS = WA - WCL, 
Dd ý Dp 
ASL = WA - Wcs, Dd » DP " 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
Having introduced the concepts of key physicochemical properties pertaining to the solid 
(powder) and the liquid (binder), it would appear that having a binder exhibiting good wet- 
ting and a low contact angle with the solid surface would be an optimal choice 
in formulation 
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for granulation. However, according to a study by Thielmann et al. (2008). particle wettabil- 
ity and granulation performance may not exhibit a simple relationship as previously thought. 
Good particle wetting is important as it contributes towards the aggregation of particles 
during agglomerate growth. But a compromise is required in terms of achieving complete 
coverage on the surface of particles by the binder, and the thickness of this binder layer on the 
particle surface. A localised thick layer of surface binder with only partial surface coverage 
will translate into stronger bonding at the particle contacts, since a lot more binder volume 
is able to contribute towards this bonding process. In addition, a thicker layer of binder even 
only as localised patches will be able to better dissipate the kinetic energy of the particles 
compared to a particle with complete surface coverage but only with a thin layer of binder. 
Iveson et al. (2004) studied the variation of contact angles in iron ore, which was shown to 
be dependent on the compositions of hematite and geothite, the primary constituents of the 
ores. The ores exhibit a hydrophobicity with increasing hematite composition and decreasing 
geothite content. The contact angle affects both the amount of liquid that is absorbed into 
the pores of the particles and the amount of liquid required to successfully granulate particles 
together. In cases with low contact angles, more liquid will be required to saturate the pores 
before being present on the surface for enabling particles to bond at these particle contact 
points. The liquid binder is drawn into the pores under capillary action, leaving a low fraction 
remaining on the surface. In cases where the binder exhibits a low contact angle with the 
solid surface, nucleation will begin once the pore spaces have been saturated before binder 
availability occurs on the surface of the particle, provided the binder droplet size is smaller 
or of equivalent size to the solid particles (Iveson et al., 1998; Hapgood, 2000). Thus, we may 
conclude from the work carried out by Thielmann et al. (2008) that better wettability does 
not necessarily translate into giving better granulation. 
These recent findings suggest that the effects of the physicochemical properties of the 
formulation materials on the agglomeration behaviour and on the granule properties is com- 
plex. Clearly, an integrated system model that accounts for the various physical phenomena 
is crucial for engineering purposes. 
3.5.3 Development of the nucleation kernel 
The importance of taking into consideration both the wetting kinetics and the nucleation 
thermodynamics has already been mentioned. In the theoretical treatment of the nucleation 
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phenomenon, a droplet-controlled regime is assumed, with optimal and uniform binder dis- 
tribution leading to well formed nuclei i. e., individually formed nuclei particles (Hapgood 
et al., 2003). 
In formulating the dynamic kernel, it is important to account for key process variables 
that influence the wetting and nucleation phenomena in an explicit manner. so as to prevent 
a lumping (averaging) effect. In particular, it is important to account for situations wherein 
9 the droplets do not wet the powder rapidly 
" once wetted, the penetration rate is not fast enough relative to the bed turnover rate, 
resulting in partial penetration of the droplet into the powder bed 
These factors are incorporated into the model developed below. The model adopts a few 
simplifying assumptions on certain other phenomena: 
" The droplets are well spread and do not overlap. This assumption can be relaxed in 
later studies (Wildeboer et al., 2005). 
" If primary particles (fines) are present, then the existent particles receive binder only 
if (a) the droplets do not wet the bed fast and hence are left on the powder surface at 
the time of bed turnover or (b) the droplets do not penetrate into the bed fast and part 
of the droplet remains on the powder bed surface at the time of bed turnover. Such 
surface binder is assumed to be uniformly distributed to all the existent granules by 
the mixing in the granulator. 
Although the assumptions made are potentially limiting, they could be more easily re- 
laxed in a refined model in the future. This is because, the assumptions pertaining to the 
phenomena regarding the droplet spread formation and the distribution of binder are distinct 
from the core wetting and nucleation phenomena. 
The developed nucleation kernel accounts for the wetting kinetics and the nucleation 
thermodynamics as described next. The wetting kinetics is being explicitly accounted for in 
determining the nucleation rates whilst both the wetting kinetics and the nucleation thermo- 
dynamics account for the nuclei characteristics and the drop penetration time. The liquid 
penetration into the porous material is based on the studies presented by Hapgood (2000). 
which has been validated in Hapgood et al. (2002). The form of the nucleation kernel is 
derived from the collision/transition state theory as in the case of the aggregation kernel. 
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in which a minimum energy requirement for this rate process must be satisfied before the 
nucleation of solid particles is successful. The advantages with this kernel representation of 
the nucleation sub-rate process compared to previous attempts to model this phenomenon. is 
the direct inclusion of the physicochemical properties of the formulation materials i. e., binder 
and solid powder surface free energies, through the physics of the nucleation phenomenon. 
The spreading coefficient is used to represent this minimum energy requirement for successful 
nucleation. This coefficient will determine whether the spreading of the liquid binder over 
the solid phase (powder) is energetically favourable, which is related to the works of cohesion 
and adhesion. These surface free energies and their relationship with the spreading coefficient 
have been defined in Equation (3.28)-(3.31) and Equation (3.33)-(3.34) respectively. 
The computed net work for the wetting phase between the solid-liquid combination and 
the process operating variables associated with the binder distribution are incorporated into 
the calculation of the nucleation kernel given by Equation (3.35) for the formation of nuclei 
particles with characteristic traits (s, 1, g). 
knuc (s, 1, 
g) = AoQe(RT 
) 
(3.35) 
Where, A_ (ALS, AsL) is the spreading coefficient, Q is the liquid binder flow rate. R is the 
ideal gas constant, AO is an adjustable parameter, and K is a parameter accounting for any 
errors in the model simplifications adopted in using the Young-Dupre relationship between 
the cohesion and adhesion forces acting on the binder-solid surface but also for the usage of 
the equilibrium contact angle neglecting contact angle hysteresis. Note that the dependence 
on the particle attribute s, 1 and g comes through the spreading coefficient, A. If the tendency 
of the liquid is low in wetting the solid surface as characterised by the spreading coefficient, 
then there will be a large proportion of particles that will not be nucleated, and vice versa. 
Both the rate at which the binder is sprayed onto the powder, and the mixing intensity, will 
determine the nucleation regime in which the nuclei particles are formed (i. e. drop-controlled 
regime occurs when there is no droplet overlap and each droplet forms a nucleus). 
The drop penetration into loosely packed porous beds such as those found in the gran- 
ulator is expected to be complex and to be highly dependent on the bed microstructure. 
Hapgood (2000) proposed an alternative model for liquid drainage into loosely packed beds 
by introducing the concept of macrovoids. By taking into consideration the presence of 
macrovoids a new effective pore size radius was defined, which is in contrast to the conven- 
tional treatment employing the Kozeny approach that would lead to an incorrect prediction 
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of the effective pore size. In the Kozeny method, the model assumes that the powder bed 
is well-packed with a homogenous powder bed microstructure in estimating the pore size. 
However, as mentioned previously this approach is unlikely to provide a characterisation of 
the powder bed that truly reflects those encountered in the granulator where the powder bed 
is in motion. Figure 3.8 depicts a possible scenario of the difference in the microstructure of 
the powder bed between a well-packed and a loosely-packed bed. with the latter possessing 
macrovoids. 
(1 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.8: Schematic depiction illustrating the fluid flow through powder beds for (a) 
packed powder compact and (b) loosely packed powder. In loosely packed powder, the 
possibility of macrovoids is higher. These pockets serve to impede fluid flow whereby pores 
that terminate at macrovoids with a radius much greater than its own will effectively block 
the progression of flow beyond that point. Adapted from Hapgood et al. (2002). 
Hapgood et al. (2002) assumes that no macrovoids are present when recording the tapped 
density (Etap), since the powder is assumed to be in its most compact form. Increasing 
the porosity of the powder introduces the possibility of having macrovoids i. e.. the powder 
becomes more loosely-packed. The assumption is that any additional porosity of the powder 
above its tapped porosity contributes exclusively towards the macrovoids Equation (3.36). 
Emacrovoids =E- Etap (3.36) 
Where, - is the porosity of the powder bed and c tap is the tap porosity. The new effective 
porosity (Ee f f) that will account for only those pore volume spaces that are involved in 
liquid 
drainage is given by Equation (3.37). It is assumed that the fraction of pores terminating 
at a macrovoid is proportional to the volume of macrovoids. The effective pore radius 
is 
OU 
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calculated based on the modified effective porosity using Equation (3.38). In this equation. 
0 is the shape factor and d32 is the surface mean diameter of the particle. 
Ee ff= 6tap (1 -E macrovoids 
_ 
Od32 6e ff Ref f-31- 
eef 
.f 
(3.37) 
(3.38) 
As a result of incorporating the presence of macrovoids in the imbibition of liquid through 
loosely packed powder beds in a granulator, drop penetration times estimated using this 
approach were more successful lying within the same order of magnitude, when compared 
to previous methods. This lies in the fact that the estimated pore size provides a better 
approximation of the pore volume that is involved in the liquid drainage. When the fluid flow 
encounters a macrovoid, the sudden widening will prevent the liquid flow from progressing 
any further. Previous methods include this pore volume despite the fact that it does not 
participate in fluid flow through the narrow pore channels of the powder bed, and hence the 
inaccurate estimation of the effective pore radius. The Hausner ratio of granular material is 
primarily a measure of the inter-particle friction condition of a moving mass of powder and 
is defined as the ratio of the final tapped bulk density to the aerated bulk density (Grey and 
Beddow, 1969; Rough et al., 2003,2005; Mansa et al., 2008). A large Hausner ratio indicates a 
large inter-particle coefficient of friction. The Hausner ratio has been linked to the flowability 
of powders whereby a Hausner ratio > 1.40 indicates that the powder is cohesive whereas a 
value < 1.25 indicates a free-flowing powder. Thus, loose powders with large Hausner ratios 
suggests an increasing likelihood of the presence of macrovoids, and the Kozeny approach in 
modelling pore characteristics are unlikely to be followed, leading to inaccurate estimates of 
the drop penetration times. 
The drop penetration model proposed by Hapgood (2000) for loosely packed powder 
mass is modelled using the Washburn equation (Denesuk et al., 1993) for liquid drainage into 
capillary pores. The Washburn equation is given by Equation (3.39), which gives the depth 
of liquid penetration (hp (t)) into a pore as a function of time. 
hp (t) - 
70re7LV COS 
0 
2µ 
VL (3.39) 
Where, Rpa, -e is the effective pore radius and is assumed to 
be constant for all surface pores 
on the powder surface, 0 is the contact angle made between the solid and the liquid interface. 
µ is the binder viscosity and . 
LV is the liquid surface energy (surface tension). In deriving 
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the expression for the drop penetration time for liquid drainage into a pore, the Washburn 
equation is differentiated, yielding an expression for the velocity of liquid flow through the 
capillary pores Equation (3.40). On the powder surface, the rate at which the liquid from 
the binder droplet flows into the pores is given in Equation (3.41). In Equation (3.41). V 
represents the volume of liquid flowing into the pore, rd is the radius of the droplet and -c-, f f is 
the effective porosity of the powder accounting for macrovoids as detailed by Hapgood et al. 
(2002). 
dhP 
_ 
Rpm e'yLV cos 0 
V= (3. t0) dt 8it 
dV 
Eeffv (3.41) dt = 7rr 
2 
d 
Substituting for v in Equation (3.41) with Equation (3.40) and integrating through the 
separation of variables with the following limits: 
v=vo t'=o 
V'=V t'=t 
V 
dV =- rr 6 
Rporel'LV COS Bt dt' 
d e. ff 00 tr 
IV, 
-Vo 
8 t'= 
2 
R, 
poreLV COS 
0 
V (t) - Vp =- 27rrdEeff 8 -V/ 
t 
tL 
LV COS 81 2 
V (t) = Vp -1rrdeeff 
Fare 
2t µ 
(3.42) 
Upon complete drop penetration with no liquid remaining on the surface, V=0. A 
circular footprint is assumed to be made by the droplet projected onto the powder surface, 
rd =() 31. Substituting this into Equation (3.42), and re-arranging gives the expression 
for the drop penetration time as shown in Equation (3.43). 
2 
t=1.35 2 
v° 
LVA Ee. f 
.f 
Ref f ry cos 0 
(3.43) 
Further consideration needs to be made regarding the drop penetration into a porous 
bed mass. When the droplet falls onto the powder surface, a three-phase contact line is 
established (see Figure 3.7). During drop penetration, the contact angle may be considered to 
remain constant throughout the drop penetration process or to gradually 
decrease. These two 
limiting cases were identified by Marmur (1988) and are referred to as the constant drawing 
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area (CDA) and the decreasing drawing area (DDA) respectively, with the latter taking into 
account contact angle hysteresis (see Figure 3.9). In the CDA scenario. the apparent contact 
angle gradually decreases during the drop penetration. But. the circular footprint on the 
surface remains the same. Thus, the number of capillary pores available for liquid drainage 
remains unchanged; which is different from the DDA case in which the contact angle remains 
constant whilst the number of available pores decreases. Thus. the drop penetration time 
with respect to CDA represents the shortest time required for complete drop penetration. 
whilst the DDA case gives the longest drop penetration time since liquid will take longer to 
drain as there are fewer pores available for liquid drainage. 
Capillary Pore 
(a) 
Powder 
bed 
(b) 
Figure 3.9: Schematic representation of (a) decreasing drawing area and (b) constant drawing 
area. Adapted from Marmur (1988). 
The granule nucleus is formed when the binder droplet is adsorbed onto the powder 
surface and penetrates into the porous bed mass, capturing the constituent particles (primary 
particles) in the immediate vicinity of the droplet as it penetrates into the powder (see Figure 
3.10). Thus, the number of constituent particles (Np) that is incorporated into a granule 
nucleus may be determined based on the volume of droplet that has drained into the bed 
mass, which in turn depends on the bed-turnover relative to the drop penetration time. The 
composition of the granule nucleus Z. e.. volume of solid, liquid and gas. may be calculated 
by performing a component volume balance on each of the respective phases as shown in 
Equations (3.44)-(3.46). 
Volume of solid in nucleus: 
Vn, 
s = 
Vn (I - Eeff) = 
NpVP, 
s 
(3.44) 
Volume of liquid in nucleus: 
VnlsatEef f= VO -V 
(t) + NNVp, l 
(3.45) 
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Figure 3.10: Schematic representation of the nucleation mechanism. The unpenetrated vol- 
ume of droplet that remains on the powder surface is denoted by VI, =V (t). 
Volume of gas in nucleus: 
Vn, 
g - 
VnEeff (1 - lsat 1: 3.4G i 
In the above equations, Vo represents the volume of the binder drop. V,, represents the 
volume of a granule nucleus, V (t) is the volume of drop that has not penetrated the bed at 
any given time and therefore represents the volume of drop that will not contribute towards 
the formation of a granule nucleus at that time, V,,,, V,,, 1 and Vng represents the volume 
of solid, liquid and gas component of the nucleus respectively, lsat is the liquid saturation 
of the nucleus, Ee ff is the effective porosity of the nucleus, Vp, s and 1%ý,. ý are the average 
volumes of solid and liquid in the primary particles. and are defined iii Equations (3.47)- 
(3.49) respectively. 
F (s', 1', g', t) ds' dl' dg' 
xs, lg snuc ln, « nUr 
(3. r) 
may max gmax iF (s', l', g', t) ds' (11' dg' 
fs'=snuc ýi_1nvc 
M? n - min 
ýg-_gmz" 
Average solid volume in primary particles: 
Sniic Cnmar nuac 9mx 
Ups = VS ('51) x (s1/, 9') ds' dl' dg' (3.48) 
fs 
/=s n uc ýi-Inuc i- nice 
min - min 
9 -9min 
Average liquid volume in primary particles: 
fl ue 1 ntcc fnuc S-mnax mar 9max 
V I'S -V 
(l') x (s', l'. g') ds' dl' dg' (3.49) 
Snuc 
J, 
1nuc ,_ floc 
IS 
= 
min 
9 -9min 
Where F (s', l', g'. t) is the particle density of the primary particles and the granules. and 
s"uc are the minimum and maximum solid volume of the primary particles. 
f7' and I", " 
max nIM 
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are the minimum and maximum liquid volume of the primary particles, gm n and gý; ý are 
the minimum and maximum gas volume of the primary particles, x (s'. l', g') is the fraction 
of primary particles with characteristics of s', 1' and g' that would be incorporated into the 
nucleus. The number of constituent particles that are incorporated into a single granule 
nucleus Np is shown in Equation (3.50) and the corresponding volume of a nucleus is given 
by Equation (3.51), which is expressed explicitly in terms of the solid and liquid volumes of 
the constituent particles Vp, 8 and Vp, l, the initial droplet volume (Vo), the volume of liquid 
remaining on the powder surface (Vo -V (t)), the liquid saturation of the nucleus (lsat) and 
the effective porosity (ee f f) . 
Np = 
Un(1-Eeff) 
(3.50) Vp, s 
Vo -V (t) Vn =v (3.51) 
lsatEeff - (1 - eef1) v , 11 
The rate process for both the formation of newly born nuclei particles and the correspond- 
ing rate of depletion of the primary particles given in Equations (3.52) and (3.53) respectively, 
are then substituted into Equation (3.5) under the assumption of a zeroth order dependency 
on the concentration of primary particles. The terms sn,,,,, lnv,, and gnus represent the bins 
corresponding to the volumes of solid, liquid and gas in the nucleus (see Equations (3.44)- 
(3.46) respectively) along the respective discretised domain of the three internal coordinates. 
Rnuc (snuc, lnuc, 9nuc) = knuc (3.52) 
Rnuc (S, 1,9) = -knuc(s, 1,9) Np x(s, 1,9) (3.53) 
nuc nuc for, smin -s< smax 
lmin 
-1- 
lmax 
9m in -g- 
9max 
Remember that a granule nucleus is comprised of Np primary particles and that x(s. 1. g) 
is the fraction of primary particles with characteristics of s, 1 and g that contribute in making 
up the nucleus. In addition, the possible dependence of the nucleation rate on the 
binder 
addition rate has also been explicitly accounted for in k,,,,, in Equation 
(3.35). Note that if 
the bed turnover rate is faster than the binder penetration rate, then V (t) will be non-zero at 
the bed turnover. In this case, the unpenetrated liquid is assumed to be uniformly distributed 
into all the particles by the mixing action. 
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Under conditions where the nucleation rates as defined in Equations (3.52) and (3.53) 
is faster than the total binder spray rate. binder spray rate is rate limiting, and the rate 
of nucleation is given by ýJ2nuc = NQvo, where NA is the Avogadro number. This condition 
corresponds to the perfect droplet controlled regime proposed by Hapgood et al. (2002). 
wherein each droplet leads to a separate nucleus. Under conditions where the wetting kinetics 
is rate determining, as mentioned previously under the simplifying assumptions. the unwetted 
and unpenetrated binder on the surface is assumed to be uniformly distributed to all the 
particles. This excess surface binder is given by (Q - Rnuc NA Vpenetrate). Here I 'penetrate is 
the actual volume of droplets that penetrate into the bed before bed turnover, which could 
be calculated from Equation (3.42). 
3.5.4 Numerical method for multi-dimensional population balance models 
A FORTRAN code was written in order to simulate the three-dimensional population balance 
model accounting for granule consolidation, aggregation and nucleation. The simulations were 
performed on a 2GHz Intel Dual Core processor desktop computer with 2GB RAM. The dis- 
cretised system domain comprised of 35,25 and 12 bins along the solid, liquid and gas internal 
coordinate axes, respectively. The bin width along the solid volume is AR, =5x 10-6 M. 
the bin width along the liquid volume ranges from OR1 =1x 10-7 m to AR1 =8x 10-6 m 
and the bin width along the gas volume is / R9 = 1.5 x 10-6 M. 
In solving the three-dimensional population balance model, a hierarchical solution strategy 
is employed that explicitly casts the population balance in terms of the underlying sub-rate 
processes i. e., nucleation, aggregation and consolidation (Immanuel and Doyle III, 2005). 
The technique involves the discretisation of the system domain with respect to the three 
aforementioned internal coordinate axes followed by the recasting of the population balance 
into finite volumes. In this finite volume scheme, the population balance equation in Equation 
(3.5) may be re-written into its discrete form, as shown in Equation (3.54) for the case with 
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aggregation and consolidation as the granulation phenomena. 
dF"', j, k + 
Fi, j, k dg 
_ 
Fi, ý, k+1 dg 
dt Agk dt 
IA 
Agk+i dt 
'9k+l 
1 S-Snot ly 
- s', l', 1-11.9 1,9- 9 )F'(s'. , t) Sl=Snuc 11=0 
fg'=O 
x F'(s - s', 1- l', g- g', t)ds'dl'dg' 
- F'(s, 1, g, t) 
3, 
S 
, 
ý(s', 
=mSax nuc 1'l=mýax 9'9=moax 
S. l', 1,9', g) 
x F'(s', l', g', t)ds'dl'dg' (3.54) 
Here F'(i, j, k) = i: ' fj i' f g"' F(s, 1, g) ds dl dg, si is the value of the solid volume at 9=9k 
the upper end of the ith bin along the solid volume axis, 13 is the value of the liquid volume 
at the upper end of the jth bin along the liquid volume axis, gk is the value of the gas volume 
at the upper end of the kth bin along the gas volume axis. In addition, /3 is the aggregation 
kernel and Agk is the size of the kth gas bin with respect to the gas volume axis. 
In the solution of the finite volume population balances, a decomposition solution frame- 
work known as the hierarchical two-tier algorithm is employed (see Figure 3.11). wherein the 
various rate processes of nucleation, aggregation, consolidation, etc., are accounted individ- 
ually at each time step while marching forward in time. Firstly, the population balance is 
written in terms of a number distribution by volume since the volume of the granules remain 
conserved during size changing mechanisms (e. g. aggregation) (Cryer, 1999; Verkoeijen et al.. 
2002). Based on the finite volume discretisation of the particle population (the particles re- 
siding in each finite volume bin may be regarded as sub-populations of the whole particle 
population), the particle density within each finite volume bin is assumed to be uniform, 
allowing for the preprocessing and a priori calculations of time independent portions of the 
kernels and the computation-intensive integrals in Equation (3.54) (Immanuel and Doyle III. 
2003,2005). With these simplifying model assumptions, the population balance may be re- 
duced to a set of coupled non-linear ordinary differential equations. At each time step. the 
contribution of each sub-rate process, i. e., nucleation, aggregation and growth are evaluated 
over the time interval. This step corresponds to the first tier of the two-tier algorithm. In 
the second tier, the cumulative effect on the PSD is calculated. 
There are distinct advantages in using the hierarchical two-tier solution strategy for nu- 
merically solving the population balance, with known stiffness characteristics attributed to 
largely differing time constants signifying the sub-rate processes with some processes occur- 
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Figure 3.11: Schematic representation of the hierarchical two-tier algoritliiii (Iiiilti ii11 wl ; it, (] 
Doyle III, 2003). 
ring at significantly smaller time scales relative to other rate processes. The decoiiipositioii 
strategy enables the tailoring of the discretisations to suit the individual accuracy require- 
ments of the various rate processes. For instance. one could employ coarse discretisation for 
aggregation and fine discretisation for nucleation/consolidation (Sun and Immanuel. 2005: 
Pinto et al., 2007). In addition. as mentioned before. individual rates and their contributions 
are computed separately. This, coupled with the additional flexibility in the choice of fine 
or coarse grid discretisation enables this solution technique to accommodate for the stiffness 
characteristics of the process. 
3.6 Model simulation results and discussions 
3.6.1 Seeded granulation: aggregation and consolidation 
A model case comprising of only granule consolidation and aggregation is considered herd. 
The aggregation phenomenon is modelled employing the mechanistic aggregation kernel 
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shown in Equation (3.27). Granule consolidation is modelled according to an empirical 
exponential decay relation shown in Equation (3.10). Although the population balance is 
formulated in terms of the three internal coordinates i. e.. solid volume. liquid volume and 
the volume of gas, the results are instead presented in terms of the particle radius and the 
fractional binder content. This is obtained through the coordinate transformation described 
in Section 3.2.1 and in Figure 3.3 and also involves summing up along the third dimension 
corresponding to the porosity dimension, resulting in a more compact two-dimensional vi- 
sual representation of the results. The two quantities are defined as follows: the particle 
radius is defined as [4ý (s +1+ g)] 3 and the fractional binder content is defined as S_1_9. 
As mentioned previously, representing the results in terms of these two internal coordinate 
properties, viz. the particle radius and the fractional binder content will be more physically 
meaningful in relating the observed behaviour of the granules with the underlying granulation 
phenomena. 
Typical simulation results are shown in Figures 3.12 and 3.13. The parameters used 
in the model simulations for aggregation and consolidation are reported in Table 3.1 . 
The 
simulation is of a seeded batch granulation process. The initial seed is unimodal and narrowly 
distributed, with an average size of 38 µm, and a small fractional binder content of 0.02. In 
view of the low binder content, there is little growth at the initial times as seen 
in Figure 
3.12. Starting from 1 min, binder liquid is being sprayed into the granulator vessel at the rate 
of 1x 10-6 m3/s for a duration of 4 min. This binder is assumed to be uniformly 
distributed 
into the granules. Figure 3.12 records a rapid growth during this period. 
A reduction in the 
aggregation rate is observed after 5 min, when the binder addition 
is discontinued. There 
is a slight increase in the aggregation rates at about 10 min, caused 
by the increase in the 
fractional binder content due to consolidation of the granules. The final average particle size 
is approximately 85 pm (particle radius). 
Table 3.1: List of parameters used for simulations involving aggregation and consolidation. 
Parameter 
Aggregation model parameters 
Cl 5x 106 
(-) 
Consolidation model parameter 
c5x 10-5 
(-) 
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Figure 3.12: Time profiles of the average particle size (a); and the total number of particles 
(b), due to combined aggregation and consolidation. 
Figure 3.13 shows the evolution of the distribution, depicted here in two-dimensions. at 
different times during the batch. The initial period records an increase in both the particle 
size and the binder content, with an associated spreading of the distribution. Suibsegt. uently, 
there is a translation of part of the particles along the particle size axis, resulting in a bimodal 
distribution. In these plots, no interpolation is employed between the discrete points on the 
particle densities. Employing an interpolation between the points would lead to smoother 
surface plots. These simulation results, particular those of the distributed variables, prove 
valuable in the validation of the mechanisms and the model. Note that the aggregation 
mechanism used in this study for the derivation of the kernels, as depicted in Figure 3.4. 
is already validated by itself (Liu et al.. 2000). The original model results of the three- 
dimensional distribution along the solid volume. liquid volume and the gas volume axes is 
shown in Figure 3.14 at two time instances. This shows the advantages of the two-dimensional 
representation of Figure 3.13. namely a more compact representation of the data in more 
meaningful variables (particle radius and binder content). 
3.6.2 Combined nucleation, aggregation and consolidation 
The model results for combined nucleation. agb egation and consolidation are presented 
with an initial mono-disperse seed of primary particles (fines) with an avci i-c diam ter 
of 35.7, uni represented in Figure 3.15. The binder is 
being sprayed at a very rapid rate of 
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Figure 3.13: Time evolution of the granule PSD 
due to combined aggregation and consolida- 
tion. 
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Figure 3.14: Three-dimensional plots at two time instances of 3.3 min and 6.7 min: (a) and 
(c) show the particle distributions with respect to the solid volume and the liquid volume for 
a gas volume of 8.7 x 10-15 m3; (b) and (d) show the particle distributions with respect to 
the solid volume and the gas volume for a liquid volume of 1.2 x 10-14 m3 
Q=2.5 x 10-3 m3/s for 0.6 s, with a binder droplet diameter of 93 pm. The parameters used 
in the nucleation model are reported in Table 3.2. 
Figure 3.16(b) shows that the primary particles are depleted shortly after 0.02s under 
this high binder spray rate. Figure 3.16(a) shows the change in the average granule diameter 
with time (starting from the initial primary particles). The first exponential increase in the 
granule diameter seen in Figure 3.16(a) up to about 0.02 s is attributed primarily to nucleation 
with some aggregation events. and the subsequent increase is attributed to aggregation alone. 
This is also evident from the two-dimensional distribution plots in Figure 3.17. Figure 3.17(a) 
indicates incipient nucleation at t=8x 10-3 s. Nucleation is well underway at t=2x 10-2 s 
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Table 3.2: List of parameters used for the nucleation simulations 
Parameter 
Eeff 0.2(-) 
0 1.0(-) 
-/ LV 7.28 x 10-2 -NT/11, 
ly SV 4.0 x 10-2 `/IIl 
0 63' 
lsat 0.99(-) 
Nucleation model parameters 
Ao 4x 10-12 mOl 1113 
K 1.0 (-) 
Aggregation model parameters 
Cl .5X 106 (-) 
Consolidation model parameter 
c 5x 10-5 (-) 
x 10-'s 
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Figure 3.15: The initial seed of primary particles. 
as seen in Figure 3.17(b). and is complete by t=5x 10-2 s as seen in Figure 3.17(c). 
Figures 
3.17(d)-3.17(f) mainly indicate growth by aggregation. 
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3.6.3 Parametric sensitivities and perturbation studies 
The results in Figure 3.18 presents model simulations depicting the effect of the primary 
particle distribution on the evolution of the granule size distribution. Three cases are pre- 
sented. The first case considers primary particles that are monodisperse with a diameter of 
35.7 pm (base case presented in Section 3.6.2). the second where the primary particles contain 
an equal proportion by number of two monodisperse populations of diameters 35.7 inn fund 
45.6µm, and the third where the primary particles contain an equal proportion by number 
of four monodisperse populations of diameters 35.7 pm. 45.6 pm. 55.5 pm and 65.4 pni. 
It is seen in Figure 3.18(b) that as the average size of the primary particles increases. 
it takes longer for the nucleation phase to end thereby delaying the subsequent aggregation 
phase. The average diameter of the final granules is also marginally lower for the case witli 
larger average primary particle size. One reason for this result could be that the number of 
primary particles captured into a nucleus. for a fixed droplet diameter of Vo = 4.2 x 10-1'; in3 
(diameter of about 93 µm), decreases from 71 in the case of the mono-sized primary particles. 
to 46 in the case of the two-sized primary particles, to 22 in the case of the four-sized 
primary particles. Thus, it takes longer for all the primary particles to be nucleated. This 
subsequently alters the aggregation rates as seen by a comparison of the evolution of the 
distributions presented in Figures 3.19 and 3.20 for the cases with mono-size and four-size 
primary particles. Figure 3.19 shows that at comparable times, the particles in the mono- 
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Figure 3.18: Effect of primary particle distribution on the process. 
sized case have been nucleated and begun growth to a larger extent than in the case with 
four-sized primary particles. The end point distribution is also differviit. als ý( V11 iii I iýu i 
3.20. 
In Figure 3.21, a comparison is presented of the effect of the bed tiirnover rat(' toi 
the penetration rate of the binder into the powder bed. As the bed turnover rate decrease, " iii 
relation to the penetration rate, then more time is available for the binder to wet and penetrate 
into the bed, thereby decreasing the amount of unpenetrated surface binder. Thus, the effect 
of bed turnover is conceptually characterised in terms of the fraction of unpenetrated binder 
droplet. Four cases are considered, one where the bed turnover rate is small relative to the 
penetration rate such that there is complete penetration of the droplets into the bed before 
bed turnover (no surface liquid; V(t) =0 in Equation (3.42)). The second case corresponds 
to 10% unpenetrated liquid at the time of bed turnover (90% liquid penetrated into the bed 
before turnover). The other two cases correspond to 40% and 60% unpenetrated liquid at 
the time of bed turnover. The unpenetrated liquid in each case is assumed to be uniformly 
distributed to all the particles in the system (instead of being available for nucleation of a 
group of particles). A nonlinear relationship is seen in Figure 3.21(b), where there is an 
increase in the diameter of the nucleus between cases 1 and 2, and then a decrease for the 
other two cases. The relative behaviour between cases 1 and 2 is attributed to the effect of 
the distribution of the excess binder. The reduced amount of binder penetrated into the bed 
causes a decrease in the size of the nucleus. 
The unpenetrated binder. which is partitioned 
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uniformly into all the particles including the nuclei causes an increase in the size of the 
nucleus. The latter effect seems to be dominant over the former in going from case 1 to 
case 2 while the former effect becomes dominant in cases 3 and 4. These effects indicate the 
complexity of the integrated dynamics of the process. The end-point distributions obtained iii 
cases 2-4 are presented in Figure 3.22, for comparison with the end point distribution for case 
1 presented in Figure 3.17(f). The plots indicate more complex dynamic behaviour that will 
not be intuitively obvious, thereby showing the advantage of the comprehensive integrated 
model that accounts for the effects of the different rate processes, the process inputs and their 
interactions and inter-regulations. 
3.6.4 Process sensitivities with spray flux simulations 
In this section. model simulation results depicting the effect of the binder spray flux on the 
granulation is presented. In particular, the powder velocity is manipulated at three different 
values 0.33 m/s (case 1), 2.1 m/s (case 2) and 7.8 m/s (case 3), which correspond to spray 
flux values of 0.54,0.09 and 0.02, respectively. The parameters used for the nucleation and 
spray flux simulations are reported in Table 3.3. Hapgood et al. (2003) indicated that for the 
granulation to be operating in the drop controlled regime the spray flux values should reside 
within the range of 0.01 - 0.1 whereas, spray flux values spanning in the range of 0.1 -1 
and 1- 10 characterised the nucleation process to be in the intermediate regime and the 
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Figure 3.21: Effect of bed turnover rate relative to binder penetration rate. conceptually 
analysed in terms of the fraction of unpenetrated binder droplet. 
mechanical dispersion regime, respectively. The drop controlled regime is characterised by 
distinct individual droplets with minimal drop overlap. As a general rule. each droplet goes 
on to form a single nucleus. By comparison in the mechanical dispersion regime, there is a 
higher probability of droplet overlap, which will require mechanical dispersion to break iip 
localised wetted clumps of solid mass and re-distribute through the rest of the powder hed 
mass. 
The simulation results presented here in this section are under the conibiiied iiif iieiwe 
of nucleation, aggregation and consolidation with a nionodispersed seed of primary particles 
with an average particle diameter of 65.4 pin. The liquid binder flow rate is 2x 10-6 m3 for 
a duration of 86s with a binder droplet size of 84µm. Figure 3.23(a) shows that at 34s the 
binder spray has commenced, which causes rapid increase in the average particle size. This 
is observed for all three cases, and is predominantly attributed towards nucleation. After 
120s the binder flow rate has stopped. the main growth mechanisms, i. e., aggregation and 
consolidation, begin to take a more dominant role in the evolution of the average granule 
size. The final average particle size for case 1 is approximately 233 pm for the first case and 
238 pin for cases 2 and 3. 
The observed changes to the average granule size can be related to the spray flux pa- 
ranieter. Cases 2 and 3 correspond to a drop controlled regime with well formed nuclei 
particles arising from individual droplets. whereas case 1 corresponds to the intermediate 
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liquid is uniformly partitioned into all the particles and nuclei. Compare against Figure 3.17f 
for the case with complete binder penetration into the bed. 
regime requiring mechanical aid to disperse the binder. The probability of a single drop 
without overlap can be related to the spray flux parameter as shown in Equation (3.33) (sec 
Appendix A). 
, 
single = exp(-4Wa) i a.: ýýý 
Examination of the probability of single drops with their corresponding spray flux values 
Granule diameter, pm00 Fractional binder content 
can further help explain why there is an observed difference exhibited between case 1 and 
Granule diameter, µm00 
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Table 3.3: List of parameters used for the nucleation and spray flux simulations 
Parameter 
Eeff 0.2(-) 
0 1.0(-) 
'y LV 4.37 x 10-2 N/m 
'Y sv 4.0 x 10-2 N/rn 
9 65° 
1sat 0.99(-) 
Ao 1x 10-15 mol/rni3 
K 6x 10'' (-) 
velocity (v) 0.33 m/s. 2.1 m/s. 7.8 m/s 
width (w) 0.2 m 
Dd 84 µm 
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Figure 3.23: Comparison of time profiles for the evolution of the average granule size sub- 
ject to the influences of nucleation with aggregation and granule consolidation (a): and the 
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cases 2 and 3. Table 3.4 reports the probability of single drops landing on the powder 
surface without drop overlap from their corresponding spray flux and powder velocities. The 
probability of single drops is considerably less for case 1 compared to either of the cases 2 
and 3. Hence, a greater average diameter of the nuclei particles are formed for cases 2 and 
3 (Figure 3.23b). Because there is a lower number of nuclei particles formed from a lower 
proportion of single droplets, the binder is distributed uniformly amongst all the particles. 
which is in alignment with Litster et al. (2001) that mechanical aid is required to distribute 
the binder when operating within the intermediate regime. Figures 3.24 (a) and (b) show 
that there is a much faster depletion of primary particles and similarly in the total number 
of granules. However, this effect could be due to the uniform binder distribution whereby 
each particle receives a small amount of binder facilitated by mechanical dispersion. But. 
the overall size of each particle upon receiving this amount of binder is still smaller than the 
nuclei particles formed from a single droplet. Hence, the larger value of the average granule 
size for cases 2 and 3 in Figure 3.23(a) compared to case 1. 
Table 3.4: Probability of single drops with corresponding spray flux parameters 
Powder velocity Ta fsingle 
(m/s) (-) (-) 
0.33 0.54 0.11 
2.1 0.09 0.71 
0.33 0.02 0.91 
The end-point distributions for cases 1-3 are presented in Figure 3.25. The evolution of 
the particle size distribution for cases 2 and 3 are clearly more advanced when a comparison 
is made with case 1. The initial nuclei formation for cases 2 and 3 acts as a strong catalyst 
for 
the continued growth of future agglomerates. Significantly fewer nuclei particles are 
formed 
from single droplets for case 1, with the initial growth relying predominantly on the uniform 
distribution of the binder. As a consequence, the overall evolution of the particle size is much 
slower in comparison with the other two cases as seen in Figure 3.25. 
3.7 Conclusion 
The development of a realistic comprehensive model for granulation processes was addressed. 
albeit being subjected to a few simplifying assumptions 
in this first attempt. The operation 
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 = 0.54). 
2.1 m/s (IF,, = 0.09) and 7.8 m/s (IU, = 0.02). 
and control of granulation processes, like those of most solid handling processes. i, cilrrviitly 
primarily based on operator experience and is more an "art rather than a science" (Litster, 
2003). Understandably, such an operation would essentially be based on a model formed in 
the operators mind, which will be both by-and-large linear and data-based. The granulation 
process is complex with intricate mechanisms, warranting a nonlinear and detailed model. 
With advancements and on-going developments in the understanding of the underlying sci- 
ence, a crucial next step is to systematise these scientific developments into an integrated 
mathematical model that accounts for the various phenomena, the interactions among these 
phenomena, and the regulations and feedback inherent in the system. Such a model will in 
turn find application in rigorous optimisation and control of these processes. 
A population balance-based modelling approach for the granulation process has been 
presented. The model proposes a mechanistic framework for the aggregation and nucleation 
phenomena. The problem is considerably multi-scale in character, accounting for particle- 
level and population-level behaviour. A straightforward incorporation of details at both these 
levels is precluded by computational considerations. Thus. the particle-level phenomena and 
equations are transformed using appropriate frameworks from kinetic theory. to obtain closed 
form kernels. A three-dimensional population balance model is formulated at the population 
level. into which the particle-level kernels are embedded. in a micro-scale transformation 
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approach for this multi-scale model. This is a novel approach compared to previous models 
that employ empirical forms of kernels, based on macroscopic experimental observations. 
The results clearly serve the purpose of confirming intuitive knowledge thereby also val- 
idating the model in a qualitative sense. Further, they reveal complex process dynamic 
character that is not obvious in the first place but sensible in hindsight in view of underly- 
ing theory. A sensitivity study using the present population balance model was performed, 
with respect to several key process operating variables in order to discern the effects of key 
equipment operating parameters on the granulation process. 
A crucial next step in these developments is the validation of the integrated model, which 
is presented in Chapter 4. The kernels themselves are derived based on mechanisms of ag- 
gregation and nucleation that have been already validated at the microscale (particle) level 
(Liu et al., 2000; Hapgood et al., 2002). Further experimental validation of the macroscopic 
population PSD behaviour will constitute an important future work. A promising decom- 
position algorithm is employed for the solution of the multidimensional population balance 
model (Immanuel and Doyle III, 2005; Pinto et al., 2007), which will facilitate the formulation 
of such models for the analysis and study of complex multi-scale process dynamics. 
Chapter 4 
Batch granulation experiments and 
model validation 
Part of the contents of this chapter was published in Ramachandran et al. (200ß) and Poon 
et al. (Accepted). See also Ramachandran (2008). 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the growth kinetics for a granulation recipe consisting of calcite (also knoýwvii 
as calcium carbonate or limestone) and polyvinyl alcohol (PVOH) are presented. The gran- 
ulation of such powders is of significant importance. since it is readily employed in the phar- 
maceutical industries as an ingredient in the manufacture of tablets and in the production of 
many commodity products such as in toothpaste and in chewing gum. In the first case. it is 
employed as a cost-effective excipient that can be used for the manufacture of buffered aspirin. 
It is of particular use when compounded with hygroscopic ingredients that absorb moisture. 
to prevent forming powder clumps thereby causing segregation. However. despite its Ilse` cal- 
cium carbonate exhibits poor compressibility and as such cannot be directly (dry) granulated 
without compromising on the physical properties of the resultant tablet i. e.. poor liardnes 
that may attrite easily. Thus. by virtue of the physical properties of calcium carbonate. it iý 
necessary to (wet) granulate them with a binder for use in tablets. 
The results presented in this chapter are from the granulation experiments that were 
carried out on a laboratory scale rotary drum granulator. which was used in a similar ý, t udy 
by \Vauters (2001) and \Vildeboer (2002) although for different granulating materials. The 
105 
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facility is located in the Department of Chemical Engineering at the University of Queensland. 
Australia, where the author spent three months during his Ph. D. studies. The motivation 
for the series of experiments undertaken are summarised in the following: 
" Obtain growth kinetic data for this particular granulation formulation (CaCO3-PVOH) 
for model validation. 
9 Investigate sensitivities with respect to the amount of binder and the powder bed depth. 
" Perform a dimensional analysis on the present granulation recipe consisting of calcite 
powder and PVOH for different binder-solid ratios, and couple these analyses to the 
granulation behaviour predicted by the integrated model and also to simultaneously 
ensure the richness of the data for model validation. 
" Obtain measurements for important particle attributes namely, particle size, porosity 
and the fractional binder content. Note that the use of three-dimensional distribution 
evolution data is a significant improvement over typical literature reports that in most 
cases measure only the granule particle size distribution. 
4.2 Model inputs under mechanistic kernels 
In Chapter 3, a population balance model was developed incorporating mechanistic descrip- 
tions for the nucleation process and the aggregation phenomenon, whilst an empirical expo- 
nential decay relation was used for the consolidation kernel. Table 4.1 provides a reminder 
of the model forms of the kernels corresponding to each of the rate processes in the present 
integrated population balance model. 
Table 4.1: Model forms of the consolidation, nucleation and aggregation kernels. 
Rate process Model representation 
Consolidation kernel 
Nucleation kernel 
Aggregation kernel (size-dependent part) 
-c 
(£ 
-E- min) ät 
19 = -C ýS+I+s 
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By virtue of the mechanistic description of the granulation process, the model now in- 
corporates the material properties of the solid and binder and also the process operating 
conditions in an explicit manner. The incorporation of the former would not be easily pos- 
sible from an empirical modelling approach. In Table 4.2, model inputs pertaining to the 
nucleation kernel and the aggregation kernel are specified. These model inputs are classi- 
fied into (i) fundamental material properties, (ii) process manipulations and (iii) adjustable 
parameters. 
4.3 Experimental 
4.3.1 Materials 
The calcite (CaCO3) powder (Aglime, Landmark, Australia) used in the drum granulation 
experiments had a mass median diameter (d50) of 130 am and the measured skeletal density 
of the powder was 2743 kg/m3, which was determined using pycnometry described later. 
The initial moisture content of CaCO3 powder was neglected. The initial CaCO3 powder 
was also subjected to scanning electron microscopy (SEM) as shown in Figure 4.1. Figure 
4.1a shows that there is a clear indication of a broad particle size distribution in the initial 
CaCO3 powder, which is also corroborated by the volume distribution of particles shown in 
Figure 4.2 obtained on the Malvern Mastersizer 2000. Using a greater magnification as seen 
in Figure 4.1b shows that smaller fines of CaCO3 particles are adhered to the surface of a 
larger powder particle. From Figure 4.1, the particles are observed as non-spherical, irregular 
particles with rough surfaces. The initial distributions (based on volume) of three separate 
samples obtained from the powder stock are shown in Figure 4.2. Minimal variation between 
the distributions of the three samples indicated that the random sampling of the powder from 
the powder stock was sufficient. 
The liquid binder used in this study was polyvinyl alcohol (Elvanol T66, Du Pont, USA), 
which was prepared in solution with concentration of 2.5% w/w (PVOH). Hereafter, 2.5% w/w 
concentration of polyvinyl alcohol is implicit in the notation of PVOH unless otherwise stated. 
The viscosity of the PVOH solution was measured using an AR-G2 magnetic bearing magnetic 
rheometer (TA instruments) and determined to be 5.2 mPa"s. A literature value of 52 MN/m 
was used for the surface tension of the PVOH binder (Bhattacharya and Ray, 2003). The 
measured contact angle formed between the powder and the binder droplet for this particular 
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Table 4.2: Summary of inputs used in mechanistic kernels. 
Model Inputs 
Fundamental material properties 
" Binder viscosity (µ) - determined through measurements. 
" Liquid binder surface tension (ry) - obtained from literature. 
" Solid-liquid contact angle (0) - determined through measurements. 
" Particle density (ps) - determined through measurements. 
" Solid yield strength (Yd) - determined through measurements. 
" Diameter of primary particles (d) - determined through measurements. 
Process manipulations 
" Liquid binder spray rate (Q) - set according to experimental conditions. 
" Binder droplet volume (Vo) - set according to experimental conditions. 
" Initial particle size distribution - determined through measurements. 
Adjustable parameters 
" Consolidation frequency factor (c). See Table 4.1. 
" Aggregation kernel frequency factor (ci). See Table 4.1. 
" Adjustable constant for the nucleation kernel (Ao). See Table 4.1. 
" Granule size upper limit for aggregation (Duper) . 
" *Effective porosity of the bed mass (ee f f) . 
" *Critical liquid content for surface film formation (lsat). 
" *Mixing rate, which is reflected by the relative collision 
velocity of the particles in the granulator (uo). 
" *Volume of unpenetrated binder (Vup) . 
" *Height of particle surface asperity (ha). 
* Indicates the parameters that are less-sensitive compared to the other 
model adjustable parameters. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4.1: Scanning electron micrograph images for primary particles of calcite powder at 
magnifications of x 200 (a) and x 1213 (b). Both the particle size and shape of the primary 
particles can be seen as non-spherical and rough. 
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Figure 4.2: Volume distribution of primary particles from the calcite powder. 
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granulation recipe was found to be 43.2°, which was determined using the contact anglometer 
(Model 1501, Micromeritics). Further properties and procedures pertaining to PVOH. and 
the equipment used for determining the viscosity and the contact angle may be found in 
Appendix C. 
4.3.2 Particle size analysis 
The granule size distribution was determined by firstly drying the sampled wet granules taken 
from the granulator in an oven at 110°C. The dried granules were then subsequently sieved 
using a fourth-root-of-two progression series of sieves (Endecotts Ltd. ). See Appendix B. 
4.3.3 Porosimetry 
The porosity of the granules from their respective size class were determined using pycnom- 
etry. The porosity of the granules required the determination of the true density of the 
granules, which was measured using the AccuPyc 1330 and the bulk density measured on the 
GeoPyc 1360 (Micromeritics) (Ramachandran et al., 2008). 
4.3.4 Spectrophotometry 
The moisture content of the granules were measured using spectrophotometry (Lambda 40, 
Perkin Elmer Instruments). The moisture content is inferred from the measured absorbance 
of the colour dye, which was added to the PVOH binder solution. The relationship 
between 
the measured absorbance of the sample and the concentration of the colour 
dye is given 
in Equation (4.1), which was established using a calibration curve for solutions containing 
known amounts of the colour dye at varying concentrations (see Appendix B). 
The moisture 
content (on a mass basis) of the granules was then found using Equation 4.2. 
AU= 0.3181 X Cdye 
(4.1) 
1 AU pl (4.2) LS% = 100 0.3181 Ms 
Where, AU is the absorption unit of the measured sample absorbance, Cdye is the percentage 
solution strength, with a solution strength of 100% having a colour 
dye concentration of 
8.9 g/L, Ms is the sample mass (g), pj is the density of PVOH and 
LS% is the moisture 
content of the granule sample. 
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4.3.5 Dynamic strength of moist powder compacts 
A measurement technique previously employed by Iveson et al. (2002). which involved sub- 
jecting pre-formed powder compacts of known fractional binder content to axial compression 
tests in order to assess the dynamic strength of the powder compacts was employed in this 
study. Granular cylindrical pellets consisting of CaCO3 and PVOH were prepared before- 
hand (see Appendix F). Axial compression tests were carried out on the load frame (Model 
8841, Instron DynamiteTM), which is capable of performing high compression velocities. The 
velocity of the platens used in this study ranged from 0.1 mm/s to 200 mm/s. These velocities 
were chosen so as to mimic the potential velocities that the particles may experience in real 
granulators. 
Dimensional analysis is used in providing auxiliary information that can be used in the 
interpretation of the granulation phenomena observed in the granulation process. Specifically. 
the dimensionless strength of granules given by Equation (4.3) represents the ratio of the peak 
flow stress to the capillary force; and the capillary number given in Equation (4.4) may be 
interpreted as the ratio of the viscous forces to the capillary forces. 
Str* = 
UDDp (4.3) 
ýyLV 
Ca µtDp (4.4) = 
7LV 
Where, o-D is the peak flow stress, Dp is the average particle size, yLV is the surface tension 
of the liquid binder, µ represents the viscosity of the liquid binder and e represents the strain 
rate (Litster and Ennis, 2004). 
4.3.6 Granulation experiments 
Batch granulation experiments were carried out on a laboratory scale rotary drum granulator, 
which was used in previous studies by Wauters (2001) and Wildeboer (2002). The drum 
granulator had dimensions of 0.3 m as the diameter and a length of 0.2 m. Notable internal 
features of the drum granulator were the six wedge-shaped rims equally spaced around the 
inner circumference of the drum. The purpose of these rims was to facilitate the tumbling 
motion of the granulating powder. However, it was observed that during the experiments, 
there was a tendency for the powder to adhere at the base of the rims, thus promoting the 
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gradual buildup of wall coating on the inner surfaces of the drum. The drum speed was first 
calibrated and then set to 25 rpm, which was used for all subsequent experiments. This drum 
speed setting was specifically chosen as it produced an optimal powder flow, determined 
by visual inspection. The following preparations were necessary prior to carrying out the 
granulation experiments: 
" Preparation of PVOH binder solution involved weighing the appropriate mass of polyvinyl 
alcohol powder; adding a colour dye with a concentration of 8.9 g/L; and dissolving in 
deionised water at 85°C for approximately one hour. The solution was filtered to re- 
move any suspended solids that may potentially block the spray nozzle. The final 
PVOH solution was left to equilibrate to ambient temperature. 
" The binder delivery system used in the experiments was a pressure pot fitted with a 
flat-fan spray nozzle (spray angle 65°). The pressure pot was pressurised to 500 kPa (- 
5 bar), and the flow rate calibrated. During the calibration, checks were also preformed 
to ensure that a smooth, continuous spray was produced. 
The protocol for performing batch granulation experiments for the nominal case (i. e. target 
binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 and a powder mass of 1.5 kg) were as follows: 
1. Load 1.5 kg of the powder into the drum (stationary). The spray nozzle attached to an 
appendage is positioned such that the nozzle is facing above and perpendicular to the 
powder surface. 
2. Pre-run the drum at the pre-specified drum speed (25 rpm) for a duration of 20 sec. 
The purpose of this pre-run is to establish a steady powder motion and a uniform 
distribution of the powder across the length of the drum. 
3. The granulation process commences at time t=O sec, immediately after the 
20 sec 
pre-run, and the binder spray is turned on for a predefined length of time. 
4. Samples were taken out at time instances of 3 min, 5 min, 7 min, 10 min, 15 min and 
30 min by scooping approximately 150 g of granule samples across the powder 
bed. The 
granulation end time was 30 min. 
5. The samples were characterised with respect to their particle size, porosity and 
frac- 
tional binder content. The granule size distribution was determined using sieve analysis: 
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the porosity of the granules was determined by pycnometry; and the fractional binder 
content was determined via spectrophotometry. Further details pertaining to these 
analytical techniques may be found in Appendix B. 
As stated earlier in the experimental objectives, two different binder-solid ratios are used. 
principally LS = 0.11 and LS = 0.12 for drum loads of 1.5 kg. Finally, a similar experiment 
employing a target LS = 0.11 and a drum loaded of 1.75 kg of powder into the drum gran- 
ulator. Below is a summary of the experiments to be undertaken. The batch granulation 
variables used during the batch granulation experiments are also shown in Table 4.3. The 
nominal set of conditions that is referred to in these experiments corresponds to a LS = 0.11 
and a drum load of 1.5 kg. 
9 Effects of moisture content 
+ Binder-to-solids ratio = 0.11 and 1.5 kg of calcite powder (case 1). 
+ Binder-to-solids ratio = 0.12 and 1.5 kg of calcite powder (case 2). 
9 Effects of powder bed-depth (mass of powder charged into the granulator) 
+ Binder-to-solids ratio = 0.11 and 1.75 kg of calcite powder (case 3). 
Table 4.3: Batch granulation variables 
Parameter Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 
Initial powder mass (kg) 1.5 1.5 1.75 
Rate of binder spray (mL/s) 1.72 1.72 1.72 
Duration of binder spray (s) 96 104 112 
Volume of binder droplet (m3) 1.15 x 10-11 1.15 x 10-11 1.15 x 10-11 
4.4 Results and discussions 
The model simulations were carried out on a 2GHz Intel Dual Core processor desktop com- 
puter with 2GB RAM using the intel FORTRAN compiler. The total discretised domain for 
the simulation comprised of 50,20 and 10 bins along the solid, liquid and gas internal coordi- 
nate axes, respectively. The width of the bin along the solid volume is AR, = 1.07 x 10-5 m, 
the width of the bin along the liquid volume ranges between ORl = 3.35 x 10-' m to 
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OR1 = 2.68 x 10-5 m and the width of the bin along the gas volume is ORg = 1.5 x 10-6 M. 
A first order Euler predictor-corrector method was employed for the integration of the sys- 
tem of ODEs. The computation time required for the simulation of the population balance 
model accounting for nucleation, aggregation and consolidation was approximately 1.5 hr for 
the nominal case (case 1). The population balance model was validated by comparing the 
simulated variables with experimental measurements. Granule samples were taken out from 
the drum granulator at the time instances of 180 s, 300 s, 420 s, 600 s and 900 s. The pri- 
mary particles were mono-dispersed with a median diameter (d50) of 130 µm and a standard 
deviation of 1.37 based on the three triplicate feed primary particle samples used earlier. 
Other model inputs such as the initial number/mass of seed particles, volume of the binder 
droplet, duration of binder addition, and binder flow rate were set as per actual experimental 
conditions. 
A sensitivity analysis around the nominal operating regime was performed to determine 
the influence of the adjustable model parameters on the particle density distribution. The 
adjustable model parameters (see Table 4.2) pertaining to each of the sub-rate process kernels 
are tuned using experimental data set of the nominal case (case 1). Subsequently, the tuned 
model was used to predict the granule size distribution (GSD), fractional binder content and 
the porosity at other operating conditions (cases 2 and 3). The parameters which exhibited 
the most sensitivity to the process (i. e. c, Ao, C3, Dupper) were tuned in the simulation mode, 
to provide an acceptable correspondence via visual inspection between model predictions and 
the GSD obtained from the experiments. The less-sensitive adjustable parameters (indicated 
by an * in Table 4.2) that remained fixed at nominal values were the height of the surface 
asperity of the particles (ha), the critical binder content required prior to surface film forma- 
tion (lsat), the effective porosity of the powder bed mass (Emire), relative approach velocity of 
the two coalescing particles (u0), and the volume of droplet that remains unpenetrated (Vup). 
Table 4.4 lists the adjustable parameters pertaining to the kernels whilst Table 4.5 lists the 
fundamental material properties that were either measured or obtained from the literature 
in addition to the nominal values of the less-sensitive adjustable parameters. 
4.4.1 Effects of moisture content and drum loading 
Case 1 corresponds to a binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 with a drum load of 1.5 kg of 
CaCO3 
powder, which is referred as the nominal case to which other experimental cases are compared. 
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Table 4.4: Adjustable parameters pertaining to sub-rate process kernels. 
Parameter Value 
c5x 10-5 (-) 
Cl 3x 107 (-) 
Ao 4x 10-20 mol/m3 
Dupper 740 µm 
The total particles which was predicted by the PB model is shown in Figure 4.3a. During 
the first 2 min, there is a rapid depletion of particles (the combination of fine powders and 
granules) due to the binder spray, which promotes rapid nucleation of primary particles 
followed by fast agglomerate growth via coalescence. When the binder spray has stopped, 
the rate of depletion of particles from 2- 15 min is reduced significantly as this signifies the 
termination of the nucleation event with granules growing predominantly through particle 
aggregation. The steady growth of granules is also shown in Figure 4.3b with the time 
evolution of the mean granule size. The fractional binder content and the average granule 
Table 4.5: Fundamental material properties and adjustable parameters set with nominal 
values. 
No. Property Value 
1 µ 5.20 x 10-3 mPa"s 
2 Ps 2743 kg/m3 
3 Yd 1.591 x 10-4 Pa 
4 E 8.20 x 106 Pa 
5 ha 5.0 x 10-5 m 
6 1sat 0.20(-) 
7 d50 130 µm 
8 YLV 5.2 x 10-2 N/m 
9 -ysv 4.0 x 10-2 N/m 
10 0 43.2° 
11 E of f 
0.20(-) 
12 U0 5.0 x 10-3 m/s 
13 Vup Om 3 
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porosity is shown in Figure 4.4 (a) and (b), respectively. The model predictions for the average 
granule diameter; the fractional binder content and the average porosity of the granules show 
a close agreement with the experimental measured data. 
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The measured liquid binder distribution profiles across the granule size spectrum is shown 
in Figure 4.5 for cases 1 to 3. There is an underlying trend featured in all three cases larger 
sized granules tend to have a higher moisture content (i. e. fractional binder content). which is 
consistent with the theory that more liquid that is available for granulation will enhance the 
granules' ability to deform under stress, thus exhibiting faster growth rates by coalescence. 
In cases 1 and 2, progressing from 5 min, 10 min to 15 min, there is a notable decrease in the 
level of moisture across the entire particle size domain. Furthermore. the moisture content 
is below the respective target values (0.11 for case 1 and 0.12 for case 2). This effect may- 
be attributed towards the evaporation of the binder and due to the variability in the spray. 
where there will inevitably be some liquid spray that does not entirely land on the powder 
bed but instead along the inner walls on either end of the granulator. In addition, although 
wall buildup was kept to a minimum, it was observed that there were minor powder build- 
ups along the six wedge-shaped rims whose function was to promote the tumbling motion of 
the powder in the granulator. Thus, binder contribution towards these minor wall buildups 
would also contribute to the lower moisture levels obtained in the granule samples. 
In Figure 4.6, GSD profiles for intermittent sampling times (i. e. 3 min, 5 min, 10 min and 
15 min) during the batch granulation determined from sieving are shown (indicated by the 
dashed lines). A normalised number frequency is used to represent the granules with respect 
to their particle size class. Granules are seen to gradually grow into larger agglomerates as 
the main peak spanning 0- 250 am is depleted, with a corresponding increase in the peak at 
700 - 1000 pm (note the change in the range of the ordinate axis). 
This experimental data set 
(case 1) was used to tune the PB model, specifically for the GSD, and the results of the tuning 
is also indicated in the same figure. The model provides a clear capture of the predominant 
peaks in the bimodal distribution of the granules. The PB model was also shown 
to provide 
a good prediction with respect to the distribution of granule porosity presented 
in Figure 4.7, 
showing larger granules to be less porous compared to smaller granules. 
A two-dimensional visualisation of the evolution of the GSD is shown in Figure 4.8(a)- 
(f). Initial mono-sized primary particles is represented at t=0 sec. 
As soon as the binder 
is commenced into the granulator, granulation commences, immediately after 
t= 20 sec, 
where the initial primary particles are nucleated on a very short time scale as 
depicted in 
Figures 4.8(b)-(d) with a broadening of the initial peak. The newly formed nuclei particles 
during the onset of binder spray show that the particles have increased 
in their fractional 
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Figure 4.5: Distribution profile for the fractional binder content across the granule size range. 
Three cases are shown for target binder-to-solid ratio (LS) of 0.11 and 0.12 for initial powder 
loading of 1.5 kg, the third case corresponds to a LS = 0.11 with a drum loading of 1.75 kg. 
binder content and the growth of larger sized particles, that is consistent with the granulation 
theory. The emergence of the second mode of larger size particles is the cumulative effect of 
both nucleation and aggregation. At t= 180 sec, there is steady agglomerate growth under 
the influences of consolidation and aggregation and the GSD is bi-modal. This observation 
has also been made in numerous studies by Butensky and Hyman (1971): Knight et al. (1998): 
Scott et al. (2000): Reynolds et al. (2004). 
The PB model is now validated for the second case where the binder-to-solids ratio is 0.12. 
whilst maintaining an identical drum load of 1.5 kg of powder. The predictive capabilities 
of the PB model is now demonstrated having previously tuned the model parameters using 
the first set of data. These tuned parameters will remain fixed during the validation of the 
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Figure 4.6: Comparison between model predictions on the granule size distribution at various 
time instances with data derived from batch granulation experiments for the case where the 
binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 and a drum load of 1.5 kg of CaCO3 powder (case 1). 
model for the remaining cases 2 and 3. By increasing the amount of PVOH. we expect the 
granules to reach their liquid saturation faster in order for the liquid available for granulation 
to appear on the particle surface. Thus, it is anticipated that the average granule size and the 
fractional binder content would be higher in comparison with case 1. which was operating 
at a lower binder-to-solids ratio. Figure 4.9(a)-(d) corroborates this with a much broader 
size distribution in the second peak compared to case 1 in Figure 4.6. indicating a larger 
proportion of larger sized granules being formed. Figure 4.10 also shows a good comparison 
between the model predictions for the porosity distribution and those nieýisured fr()iil the 
sieved granules derived from the experiment. 
Model validation of the GSD profiles as shown in Figure 4.11 for case 3. which correspond, 
o, --ý 0 500 1000 1500 
Particle size (µm) 
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Figure 4.7: Comparison between model predictions on the distribution of granule porosity 
at various time instances with data derived from batch granulation experiments for the case 
where the binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 and a drum load of 1.5 kg of CaCO3 powder (case 1). 
to an increased drum loading of 1.75 kg and an identical target binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 
as in case 1, showed good agreement with measurements from the experiment. However, a 
comparison between the GSD profiles for case 3 (Figure 4.11) and those with case 1 (Figure 
4.6) showed no significant effects. This was also observed by Butensky and Hyman (1971). 
having noted that variation in the drum loading did not exhibit any significant effect on 
the granulation process i. e., no change in the average granule size. Granulation experiments 
performed by Butensky and Hyman (1971) were also performed on a rotary drum granulator 
of similar dimensions to the one used in this study. Interestingly, the present PB model also 
displayed a reduced sensitivity towards the drum loading also seen in Figure 4.11. in addition 
to ensuring validation of the GSD profiles. 
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Figure 4.8: Two-dimensional visualisation for the evolution of the granule size distribution 
at varying time instances, where the particle size and the fractional binder content are shown 
along each coordinate axes. The results correspond to a binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 and a 
drum load of 1.5 kg of CaCO3 powder (case 1). 
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between model predictions on the granule size distribution at various 
time instances with data derived from batch granulation experiments for the case where the 
binder-to-solids ratio of 0.12 and a drum load of 1.5 kg of CaCO3 powder (case 2). 
The time profiles for the average granule diameter. fractional binder content and the 
average porosity is shown in Figures 4.12(a)-(c), respectively, for both model predictions and 
experimental measurements. Whilst the granule size was given particular emphasis as it is 
an important variable in the industry employing granulation processes. the validation of the 
secondary variables (i. e. porosity and fractional binder content) is also necessary to ensure 
that the model is capable of capturing experimentally-observed trends caused by changes in 
the process operation conditions. This will ensure the predictive capability of the PB model 
under wide operating conditions. 
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Figure 4.10: Comparison between model predictions on the distribution of granule porosity 
at various time instances with data derived from batch granulation experiments for the case 
where the binder-to-solids ratio of 0.12 and a drum load of 1.5 kg of CaCO3 powder (case 1). 
4.4.2 Dimensional analysis 
The mechanical properties of CaCO3 pellets were measured in order to relate the strength 
of granules at different strain rates i. e., granules within the granulator will be subjected to a 
range of strain rates by virtue of the fact that not all granules will be moving with the same 
velocity. The two dimensionless groups used during this analysis were given in Equations (4.3) 
and (4.4). the dimensionless strength (Str*) and the capillary number (Ca). respectively. In 
this section. the dimensionless analysis is used for two purposes. (i) to characterise the mode 
of breakage by relating the dynamic yield stress to the corresponding strain rates and (ii) use 
these findings to explain the observations made during the granulation experiments. 
In Figure 4.13(a), the stress applied to the pellet is plotted against the natural strain. 
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Figure 4.11: Comparison between model predictions on the granule size distribution at various 
time instances with data derived from batch granulation experiments for the case where the 
binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 and a drum load of 1.75 kg of CaCO3 powder (case 3). 
which is a measure of the extent of deformation of the pellet based on the change in the 
pellet height as it is compressed. It can be seen for a particular strain rate used during pellet 
compression tests, the peak flow stress passes through a maximum then taken as the yield 
stress. Figure 4.13(b) is then obtained by re-plotting the yield stresses at different strain 
rates. The peak flow stress and the strain rates are both normalised by the adhesion tension 
(, yLV cos 9) to generate Figure 4.14. 
Figure 4.14 reveals the importance of the need to consider strain rates in granulators 
for a particular setting. At low strain rates indicated by a low Ca (Region I). Ca< 10-4 
the dimensionless strength (Str*) of the granules is insensitive to the low strain rates in the 
granulator. Low Ca means that inter-particle friction and capillary forces are dominant over 
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Figure 4.12: Evolution of the average granule diameter, fractional binder content and the 
average granule porosity for cases 1,2 and 3 with comparisons made between model predic- 
tions and data derived from batch granulation experiments. Cases 1 and 2 correspond to a 
binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 and 0.12, respectively, and an initial drum load of 1.5 kg with 
CaCO3 powder. Case 3 corresponds to a target binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 with an initial 
drum load of 1.75 kg with CaCO3 powder. 
the viscous effects of the binder. Granules in Region I will tend to break via micro-fractures 
through crack propagation (cracking/brittle) since the granules have a lower propensity to 
deform under applied stresses. In contrast, granules in Region II Ca> 10-4 , are able to 
de- 
form much more with granule failure exhibiting plastic flow prior to breakage. In Region II. 
Str* is a strong function of the operating strain rate. Thus. in order to predict the granula- 
tion behaviour, say, for different combinations of powder and liquid binder, one must ensure 
that the granulator is operating at high strain rates (velocities) in order to probe a niean- 
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ingful comparison between different granulating materials, because, it is only in Region II 
that granule strength is most sensitive to the strain rate. Little information governing the 
granulation behaviour can be drawn from Region I since the binder viscosity has little impact 
on the granule strength. 
Using the interpretations from the dimensionless analysis with the observed granulation 
behaviour in the experiments can yield a more qualitative understanding of the kinetics of 
granule growth. In the granulation experiments of Section 4.4. Ca ý 10-4. which places 
our granulating system in Region II of Figure 4.14 where the CaCO3 granules have a higher 
propensity to deform. Hence, agglomerate growth via consolidation and coalescence was the 
prevalent mechanism over breakage. From the granulation theory, particle deformation is an 
important criterion facilitating coalescence as it enables particles to form a large contact area 
as well as to dissipate some of the initial kinetic energy of the particle via plastic and elastic 
losses. Adetayo and Ennis (1997) also iterated the fact that the critical size for successful 
coalescence is strongly affected by the granules ability to deform. Kristensen et al. (1985) also 
noted that the strain behaviour of granules was primarily controlled by the extent of liquid 
saturation of the granules, which in turn affected the ability of granules to deform. Thus, 
granules with a higher liquid saturation will exhibit faster growth rates due to aggregation 
as a direct consequence of the granules ability to deform. 
4.5 Summary 
In this chapter the kinetics of granule growth for a granulating mixture consisting of calcite 
powder and a polyvinyl alcohol binder was studied on a laboratory scale rotary drum granu- 
lator. Three particle traits were measured, namely the granules size, fractional binder content 
and porosity. These measurements revealed the heterogenous distribution of these properties 
across the entire particle size spectrum. The population balance model incorporating mecha- 
nistic descriptions for the nucleation and the aggregation phenomena was validated with the 
granulation experiments for the aforementioned particle traits. 
Model predictions for the time evolution of the average granule size, the average granule 
porosity and the average fractional binder content of granules yielded good correspondence 
with the experimentally measured data. In particular, the model was able to track the 
GSD and the distribution of the granule porosity across the particle size range. The effects of 
variation in the liquid-to-solid ratio in the recipe was validated. In addition, the drum loading 
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was modified to probe the effects of this process variable on the granulation behaviour. The 
results suggested that the granulation behaviour was insensitive to the drum loading (related 
to the powder bed depth) with respect to the measured GSD, which was coincident with the 
observations made by Butensky and Hyman (1971). 
Thus, these are valuable albeit early studies that have provided a demonstration of the 
validity of the population balance model as a predictive tool and as a suitable framework for 
the modelling of systems with multiple internal coordinate properties distributed across the 
particle population. In this present study, only a portion of process variables were probed 
in the design of experiments, the model nonetheless has shown that by incorporating the 
physicochemical properties of the binder solution (e. g. surface tension, viscosity, contact 
angle and the spreading coefficient) and the material properties of the powder (e. g. density. 
average size, size distribution, height of surface asperities, and the effective porosity of the 
powder) explicitly into the kernels of the underlying granulation phenomena (e. g. nucleation 
and aggregation) will provide an integrated PB model with the potential to aid scale up, and 
the possibility of predicting the effects of formulation changes or the effects of new granulation 
recipes on the granulator operation, with a significant reduction in the number of carefully 
considered experiments. The use of dimensional analysis to correlate the dynamic mechanical 
properties of the granules represented by Str* with the granulator operating conditions has 
provided a separate means to ensure the richness and suitability of the data used for model 
validation, thereby providing greater fidelity (Iveson et al., 2002). 
In conclusion, the proposed PB model, which attempts to address the issue of bridging 
the link between different length scales in traversing from the microscale to the macroscale, 
by appropriately transforming the particle-level model to a form which can then be embedded 
into the process-level model, has been addressed with encouraging preliminary results. The 
process level behaviour of the granulation process is exemplified by the 
GSD, which is de- 
scribed by the PB model. The microscale phenomena comprise of the underlying granulation 
phenomena such as nucleation and aggregation, and the physics that describe the phenomena. 
Chapter 5 
Studies of granulation variables on 
process inferences 
5.1 Introduction 
In previous chapters, the granulation process has been shown to be markedly- affected by- 
the formulation properties of the agglomerating material feed (solid and bindci ), and Hie 
conditions applied during the granulation process. Their effect on the outs OIIU of the resultant 
granule properties (e. g. size and morphology) has been analysed. Studies involving the effects 
of formulation properties in tandem with influences from the process operating parameters 
will be necessary in discerning the complex interactions amongst the myriad of variables 
affecting the process. This is feasible with the present model based on meclianist is kernels 
that explicitly account for the properties of the materials as well as the process oper<<t iiu, 
conditions. 
During scale up of new formulations. it becomes important to rapidly analyse process 
alterations that would be necessary for the new materials in order to obtain the de ired 
granulation. For example, given the fundamental properties of the new formulation materials 
(surface energies, contact angle. densities, etc. ). it is necessary to determine the operating 
variables (binder spray. mixing rate, equipment type) that will ensure the attainmf'iit of target 
granule properties. The present model will be a crucial aid in this regard. to compb mnent 
and minimise experiments. 
There are ai number of equipment types available for carrying out granulation. whic h 
include fluidised bed granulators. high shear mixers. and drum granulators. The number of 
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process control handles will therefore depend on the equipment type. For instance. the air 
flow rate controls the extent of bed fluidity and is applicable to fluidised bed granulators but 
not for high shear mixers. However, there are a few potential manipulatable variables that 
are common to most granulators, with some playing a more dominant role than others, and 
include the liquid flow rate, mixing rate, the temperature at which granulation is performed 
and the granulation processing time. In addition, for the continuous granulation process. the 
powder feed rate and the recycle ratio may also be used as process manipulating variables. 
In granulation, a good dispersion of the binder is essential if a wide particle size distribu- 
tion is to be avoided. If the initial powder has a wide particle size distribution (e. g. bimodal 
granule size distribution), it may need a long granulation time to obtain the desired narrow 
granule size distribution. This scenario may arise as a consequence of maldistribution of the 
binder coupled with poor mixing (Knight et al., 1998). The factors that can influence binder 
dispersion include the delivery method adopted (e. g. pouring, melting and spraying) and the 
mixing rate. Thus, for the purpose of achieving optimal binder distributions. spraying of 
binder droplets of small diameter are commonly employed in order to ensure that there is 
maximum coverage of the powder surface, thereby avoiding over wetting and causing preferen- 
tial areas of the powder bed to undergo faster growth than other drier areas of powder (Holm 
et al., 1983,1984). The mixing rate ensures that the whole powder bed receives an equal 
amount of binder by ensuring a new patch of previously unwetted powder passes through 
the spray zone. Therefore, the controllability of the granulation process may be effected by 
strategically manipulating the control handles (e. g. liquid flow rate). Given that there is a 
qualitative understanding of the effects of each manipulative variable on the process outputs, 
there still remains the need to formulate a control strategy that will enable a more precise 
tuning of the manipulated variables during the process. 
A number of studies have addressed this issue by developing a control strategy in the 
form of an optimisation problem (model predictive control) (Pottmann et al., 2000; Gatzke 
and Doyle III, 2001). In these problem statements, the objective may be to maximise the 
plant throughput; minimise the amount of recycle containing off-spec product granules (i. e. 
granules that do not conform to a predefined granule size range); to achieve the desired granule 
size distribution in the shortest time. The decision variables are the optimal moisture content, 
mixing rate, and the material loading. 
The aim of this chapter is to use the population balance (PB) model that was introduced 
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in Chapter 3, with the proposed mechanistic descriptions for the nucleation phenomenon 
and the aggregation phenomenon, for providing model predictions on the influences of the 
granulation process. In order for this study to be fully beneficial, a range of conditions were 
simulated that would be encountered in real processes, to elucidate the effects of changes 
in the material formulation to be granulated or the equipment characteristics (e. g. effects 
of spray droplet sizes) on the granules. This undertaking is different from other studies 
in that a mechanistic model is now used to complement previous studies that were based 
purely on experimental trials. Effects due to different formulation properties pertaining to 
the liquid binder and the powder in conjunction with particular equipment characteristics 
are investigated. A summary of the case studies considered are given below: 
" Effects of different design formulation properties for the granulation recipe. This is a 
marked improvement of current population balance models, which enables the predic- 
tion of the* possible effects attributed to material property differences. 
" The effects of the operational powder properties, which have often been seen as contrib- 
utory factors influencing the growth behaviour of certain granulation recipes: powder 
porosity, feed size distribution, and the sizes of the constituent feed particles (primary 
particles). 
" Changes to the operation conditions has been represented in this study by varying 
the liquid binder droplet size, which has been recognised as one of the key operating 
variables in granulation. 
5.2 Formulation properties and process conditions 
5.2.1 Effects of formulation properties 
The effects of the fundamental material properties on the behaviour of the granulation process 
is now investigated. In particular key material properties pertaining to the 
liquid binder and 
the powder solid that are investigated include the liquid surface tension, the contact angle, and 
the effective porosity of the powder bed. The binder liquids considered 
here include hydrox- 
ypropyl cellulose (HPC), polyethylene glycol 
(PEG 200), sodium dodecylbenzene sulphonate 
(NDBS) and water. Two powder substrates were considered and these were glass 
ballotini 
and lactose. The specific powder-binder combinations used 
for each granulation formulation 
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is given in Table 5.1 showing the relevant physicochemical properties. The simulation pa- 
rameters pertaining to the nucleation model, consolidation model, and the aggregation model 
are shown in Table 5.2. The following granulation conditions are used in carrying out the 
investigative studies into the sensitivity of the process to different formulations: 
" Sufficient time is allowed for complete drop penetration into the porous powder bed mass 
i. e., the bed turnover rate relative to the drop penetration time. Thus, the volume of 
binder from the droplet that remains on the powder surface is zero, i. e.. V (t) =0 in 
Equation (3.42) (see Section 3.5.3). 
9 The granulator is operating within the droplet controlled regime whereby each granule 
nucleus is formed from a single binder droplet that lands on the powder bed, which 
corresponds to a spray flux of IF,, = 0.085 (Equation 2.1). 
9 Binder distribution is considered optimal, i. e., liquid binder is uniformly distributed 
amongst all the particles. 
Table 5.1: Summary of formulation properties. 
Powder ee ff Binder fluid 8 Surface tension ý'y' "ý 
(°) (mN/m) 
Lactose 0.61 HPC 35 42.5 
Lactose 0.2 PEG 200 56 43.7 
Lactose 0.2 NDBS 52 31.0 
Glass ballotini 0.2 Water 52 72.1 
0 is the contact angle. 
Table 5.2: Simulation parameters for consolidation, nucleation and aggregation. 
Parameter Value 
Ao (nucleation model) 1x 1015 mol/m3 
K (nucleation model) 6x 105 (-) 
Cl (aggregation model) 5x 106 (-) 
c (consolidation model) 5x 10-5 (-) 
In Figure 5.1(a), the evolution of the average granule diameter for the four granulation 
recipes are shown. A common trend is observed using the lactose-NDBS formulation as a 
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reference for the following discussion, a rapid increase in the particle size corresponding to the 
formation of nuclei as binder is sprayed into the granulator at a flow rate of 2x 10-6 m3/s for 
86 sec. Soon after the formation of the initial granule nucleus, these nuclei particles continue 
to grow in size by aggregation, aided by consolidation. As they consolidate reducing their 
size, there is an increase in the particles liquid saturation such that the binder is squeezed 
from within the particles and onto the surface of the particles. This process serves to promote 
coalescence, which is indicated by the continued increase in the average particle diameter. 
At approximately 1 min into the process, larger and more stable granules are formed which 
compact further through consolidation, repeating the process of becoming surface wet and 
growing via aggregation. Beyond 10 min the process is well underway and a steady increase 
in granule size is observed as the granules grow, also predominantly by aggregation with 
consolidation. As the particles undergo nucleation and aggregation, there is also an associated 
reduction in the number of particles, which is shown in the corresponding Figure 5.1(b). 
As mentioned at the beginning, the aim of this study is to determine the extent of the 
influence that different granulating formulations have on the overall behaviour of the process. 
In Figure 5.1(a) different binders have been used on glass ballotini and on a lactose powder 
substrate, in which a clear effect is seen with different binders causing different rates of granule 
growth, as reflected in the average granule size. A similar effect is also translated in the rate 
at which the total particles decrease as seen in Figure 5.1(b). These observed effects can be 
interpreted using the physicochemical properties as outlined in Table 5.1. Ignore for the time 
being the lactose-HPC formulation as it will be discussed later. The lactose-NDBS recipe 
shows that better granulation is achieved (based on a particular granule size being achievable 
in a shorter granulation time), followed by lactose-PEG 200 and lastly glass ballotini-water. 
The order of the granulation performance can be explained using the spreading coefficient 
corresponding to each solid-liquid combination, as shown in Table 5.3. 
Table 5.3: Spreading coefficient evaluated from liquid binder surface energies. 
ID Formulation Spreading coefficient (A) 
(N/m) 
case 1 Lactose-NDBS -1.7 x 10-2 
case 2 Lactose-PEG 200 -1.9 x 10-2 
case 3 Glass ballotini-Water -2.8 x 10-2 
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Figure 5.1: Profile of the average granule diameter (a) and the total number of particles (b) 
over the course of a one hour simulated granulation process for different granulation recipes. 
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Recall that the spreading coefficient (A) need not always be positive. But a positive A 
indicates spontaneous spreading of the liquid over the solid substrate. In this case. A3 < 
A2 < A1. Thus, the binder NDBS provides better wetting of the powder when compared 
to either cases 2 or 3. This is already a known contributory factor in promoting better 
granulation (Iveson et al., 2001). Better wetting of the powder by the binder enables a higher 
proportion of powder particles to be coated with a liquid film allowing them to coalesce more 
easily. Note also that the contact angles for each of the binders in cases 1-3 are similar. This 
implies that low contact angles, although necessary, is by no means sufficient in predicting 
the granulation performance. Other indicators such as the spreading coefficient must also be 
used. This result clearly corroborated the experimental findings of Thielmann et al. (2008), 
which was described in Section 3.5.2. 
In Figure 5.2(a), the time profile of the mean diameter of nuclei particles is shown, with 
supporting information that the lactose-NDBS recipe is indeed the better candidate for gran- 
ulation, as nucleation occurs at a much faster rate with corresponding larger nuclei particles 
being formed with a diameter of 109.7µm. In contrast, in case 3 with the lowest spreading 
coefficient, smaller sized nuclei particles are formed (88.7 hum), with an associated rate of de- 
pletion of primary particles being the least i. e., fewer primary particles are participating in the 
creation of a granule nucleus and thereby it takes longer to deplete all the primary particles 
(see Figure 5.2(b)). A consequential implication of an inappropriate choice for granulation 
recipes, for example the selection of an inappropriate binder with a particular powder, will 
have the effect of increasing the granulation end time. This is better exemplified in Figure 
5.1(a), which shows for the attainment of a particular average granule size different binder so- 
lutions granulated with lactose will exhibit different endpoint times. Considering for the case 
of lactose-NDBS recipe, which takes 2 min of granulation before achieving a mean granule 
size of 110 µm. Comparing this to the formulations whereby lactose is granulated with PEG 
200, a granulation time of 9 min is needed in order to obtain an equivalent average granule 
size of 110µm. Similarly, for the case of granulating glass ballotini with water, a longer time 
of 11 min is required. The end-point granule size distribution is shown in Figure 5.3 for the 
four different granule formulations. The end-point GSD is the same for cases 1-3, indicating 
that the path does not affect the end result. Nevertheless, these findings show the effects of 
formulation properties on the transient behaviour of granulation, and that there is scope for 
the addition of binder additives to the binder formulation that will enable granulation times 
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Figure 5.2: Profile of the average nucleus diameter (a) and the total primary particlc. s (b) for 
different granulation recipes. 
The effect of the powder bed porosity was also considered as an important factor governing 
the behaviour of granule growth. Litster and Waters (1988) studied different iron ore blends 
with varying moisture holding capacities, and concluded that obtaining granule particles 
of a particular size was largely determined by the amount of liquid absorbed by the feed 
material. In light of this, the porosity of the powder was also used as a controlling parameter 
for the granulation process, determined by the feed material used for granulation. Figure 
5.1(a) showed results of granulating a lactose-HPC formulation with an effective porosity of 
Ee ff=0.61 (see Table 5.1), which is significantly higher than the other lactose formulations 
used. In the lactose-HPC recipe, a significantly reduced mean granule size is evident. The 
results are in alignment with the finding made by Litster and Waters (1988), in that a much 
higher amount of liquid is needed for reaching liquid saturation of the feed before liquid is 
available for granulation (i. e. liquid appearing on the surface of the particles in the form of 
a liquid film). 
In order to isolate the effects of the powder bed porosity on the b anulation behaviour. 
a glass ballotini-PEG 200 recipe was simulated with prescribed values of Ee ff=0.07 and 
Ee ff=0.2 with a starting primary particle size of 85.3, tm. In addition, a case whereby 
for the same granulating recipe. an Ee ff=0.07 and a smaller initial primary particle size 
of 65.4µm was used. to see if the size of the constituent particles have any effect on the 
resultant granule size. In Figure 5.4(b), larger nuclei particles are formed over the course of 
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of the end-point granule size distribution for different formulations 
used as the granulation recipe for a one hour batch processing time. 
the nucleation period with a lower effective powder bed porosity (Ee ff=0.07) compared to 
a more porous powder (eeff = 0.2). 
The maximum granule nucleus formed were 119µm and 104µm for the corresponding 
cases where the powder bed had an effective porosity of 0.07 and 0.2, respectively. The effects 
on the development of the nuclei particles, due to the different amounts of liquid that can 
be absorbed by the powder feed, is translated into the average granule size (shown in Figure 
5.4(a)) attainable within the one hour granulation period. For the case where the porosity 
of the powder was maintained at 0.07 but with smaller primary particles of size 65.4 tcm, 
Figure 5.4(b) shows that there is a significantly faster rate of nucleation as reflected by the 
rapid increase in the size of the nuclei particles when compared to the case with ee ff=0.07 
and 85.3µm primary particles. The results from this study on the effect of the powder bed 
porosity on the granulation behaviour are in agreement with the findings made by Litster 
and Waters (1988). In their study, Litster and Waters (1988) observed that the granulation 
effectiveness was significantly higher for a sinter feed with a lower porosity compared to sinter 
feed comprised of various ore blends with higher moisture absorbing capacities. 
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Figure 5.4: Profile of the average granule size (a) and of the evolution of the average gran- 
ule nucleus (b) for a granulation formulation of glass ballotini-PEG 200. Effective powder 
porosities of Ee ff=0.2 and Leff = 0.07 were used, where in both cases, the initial primary 
particle size was 85.3 µm. A further case was studied where, for the same granulation recipe. 
smaller constituent particles were used with a size of 65.4 pm and with f t- = 0.07. 
5.2.2 Effects of feed size distribution 
The initial feed size distribution is investigated in order to determine its effects on the growth 
of granules and providing comparison with the observations made by experimentalists ill 
carrying out similar studies (Litster and Waters, 1988; Adetayo et al., 1995; Scott et al.. 
2000). The granulation recipe used for this study consists of water as the acting hinder 
and glass ballotini as the powder substrate with a bed porosity of 0.2. Three variations 
of the feed size distribution was studied: monosized particles, 85.3µm: two-sized particles 
that are equally distributed, concentrated at 85.3 qcm and 95.3 µm: four-sized particles that 
are equally distributed, with particle sizes of 65.4µm, 75.3 pm, 85.3 pm and 95.3 pni: in all 
three cases, the amount of granulating material used was the same. 1 kg. The binder flow 
rate used in the simulations was set at 2x 10-6 m3/s, and the duration of binder spray 
for cases 1,2 and 3 were 96 sec, 104 sec and 112 sec. respectively. In addition. the process 
condition in which the granulator is operating in assumes that the bed turnover relative to the 
drop penetration is adequate for complete drop penetration i. e., the size of the entire droplet 
volume will contribute towards the size of a single granule nucleus. Under these circumstances 
the powder bed is moving with a velocity of 2.1 m/s with a corresponding spray flux value of 
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ý« = 0.08, which in part fulfills the criteria for ensuring droplet controlled regime within the 
granulator and that each liquid droplet constitutes a single granule nucleus. 
The time profiles for the mean granule size is shown in Figure 5.5(a) for the three variations 
in the feed size distribution. The feed distribution consisting of four particle sizes indicates 
rapid granule growth at i2 min, with the average granule size of 130 pm. The rate of growth 
can also be seen in Figure 5.5(b) where there is a steeper gradient for the size evolution of 
the nuclei particle for the four-sized particle size distribution in the initial material feed. 
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Figure 5.5: Time profiles for the evolution of the average granule size (a) and the nuclei 
particle size (b) for a glass ballotini-NDBS formulation. 
The mean primary particle size within each of the initial feeds are 80.3 µm, 90.3 uni 
and 85.3 pm for the four-sized, two-sized and mono-sized particle distributions. With this 
knowledge a plausible explanation for the faster growth rate exhibited by the feed containing 
four particle sizes can be made. 
In the powder feed consisting of four-sized primary particles. the presence of dissimilar 
sized particles, the powder bed will have a more compact bed as the smaller sized particles 
will be able to pack in between the gaps of larger particles. Thus. during the nucleation 
process as the droplet lands on the powder bed, it is able to capture a higher proportion of 
primary particles into the formation of a nuclei particle. Thus. the primary particles within 
the four-sized feed are rapidly depleted compared to either of the two different sized feeds as 
seen in Figure 5.6. However. an unexpected result for the two-sized feed is seen. in which the 
depletion of the two-sized primary particles is lower than the nlono-sized particles. which 
is 
also reflected in the nucleus diameter. This could be 
because, for the particular choices of 
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the two sizes, there is in fact an increase in the packing porosity compared to the mono-sized 
feed, than a decrease is seen for the four-sized feed. This is also borne out by the larger nuclei 
diameter of 
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Figure 5.6: Time profile of the depletion of primary particles within each type of initial powder 
feed consisting of mono-sized. two-sized and four-sized powder feed during the nucleation 
period. 
5.2.3 Manipulation of process conditions 
The droplet size have been studied to probe their effects on the granulation process. In 
particular, this case study will demonstrate that the present PB model should he able to 
capture these process changes and their effects on the mean granule size attainable. 
As mentioned earlier in the chapter outline of objectives, the droplet size represents a 
key operation parameter for granulation process. The droplet size is considered an important 
parameter as a number of researchers have observed that the initial size of a newly formed 
nucleus is dependent on the droplet size (Butensky and Hyman. 1971; Waldie et al., 1987: 
Waldie, 1991). The simulation results were based on a glass ballotini-water formulation and 
an effective porosity of 0.2 for the powder bed. 
Intuitively, one would expect that as the droplet size increases, the granule nucleus would 
be larger as the droplet is able to capture a larger number of constituent particles. Figure 5.7 
shows that indeed a larger droplet size will facilitate the formation of larger granules. which 
is initiated by the creation of larger nuclei particles as seen in Figure 5.8(a). Figure 5.8(b) 
reveals that as the droplet size increases, the depletion of primary particles is faster than the 
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case of smaller droplets. 
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under varying droplet sizes. 
The evolution of the granule size distribution for varying time instances is presented 
in Figure 5.9(a)-(e). At 0.6 min a bimodal distribution is already occurring for the case 
corresponding to the larger droplet size of 83.7 pm. indicating that larger droplets constitute 
towards the formation of larger nuclei particles, which in turn are responsible for the rapid 
growth of larger granules as seen by the early appearance of the second peak in the size 
range 110 pni-180 pm. In contrast. for the droplet size of 55.8µm. a small shoulder begins 
to appear only by 2 min into the operation. For the larger 83.7 pni droplet case. the GSD 
remains clearly bimodal with the large size peak increasing in magnitude. In contrast. the 
I--- droplet size 83.7 µm 
droplet size 55.8 µm fý 
i 
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55.8µm droplet indicates that the distribution has only undergone a minor growth compared 
to the feed particle. Figure 5.10 shows a comparison of the end-point granule size distribution 
in the two-dimensional representation. A higher proportion of smaller sized particles remains 
ungranulated in the initial peak for the 55.8 pm droplet case, whereas a lower proportion 
remains for the 83.7 µm droplet case. This analysis has demonstrated that binder droplet 
size used in granulation will have an impact on both the granule trait and on the operation of 
the process (Gluba, 2003), such as an increase in the granulation time. Gluba (2003) found 
in their study that, changes in the droplet binder size will affect both the granule size and 
prolonged granulation time. In the former case Gluba (2003) established a relationship in 
the form of a power function for determining the granulation time as a function of the mean 
droplet size and the average particle size of the feed particles. The present model will serve 
to complement such empirical relationships by providing a predictive tool. 
5.3 Summary 
In this chapter, the controllability of the granulation process was assessed drawing supporting 
observations that were similarly made in past experimental studies (for examples see Holm 
et al. (1983), Litster and Waters (1988) and Waldie et al. (1987)). In particular, a model of the 
granulation process incorporating mechanistic representations for the nucleation phenomenon 
and the aggregation phenomenon was used in performing simulation based case scenarios. 
The ability of the model to reproduce the dependencies and effects, reported in the literature 
based on experimental studies, was analysed. 
The series of case scenarios undertaken in this chapter has shown that the population bal- 
ance model, whilst it has predominantly been used as a tool for furthering our understanding 
of the process, has now taken the next step towards being applied to engineering purposes. 
A number of realistic process conditions, which have been known to directly influence the 
granulation behaviour, have been tested using the present population balance model. These 
can be categorised as those relating to the fundamental material properties of the granulating 
mixture and those pertaining to the granulation process. Model predictions were made with 
population balance model using the surface tension and the contact angles of different 
binder 
liquids on various powder substrates. A small collection of process handles, which included 
varying the droplet size of the binder, the feed particle size distribution, and powders of 
varying moisture absorbing capacities (porosities) were considered in this study. 
The results 
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gathered from the simulation studies indicate that it is possible to feed into this mechanistic 
based population model, the formulation properties as well as some aspects of the granulating 
conditions in providing an a priori prediction of the granulation behaviour. Further insight 
into the granulation mechanisms and the influences upon the granulation mechanisms are 
revealed, and comparisons made between the PB model and experiments to ensure the valid- 
ity of particular modelling assumptions. The model will serve as a valuable tool enabling: a 
priori predictions of the granulation behaviour for new formulations: reduction in the number 
of trial experiments; and providing a useful tool for scale-up. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusions and recommendations 
In this thesis, a mechanistic description for the modelling of the nucleation phenomenon liiiti 
been presented within a three-dimensional population balance framework. A summary of 
the main findings from this work is given, with recommendations for possible direction", that 
warrant further investigation. The population balance modelling approach, whilst serving as 
an invaluable tool for improving our understanding of the granulation process. a future goal 
is to evolve this model to the extent that it may prove useful for making a priori pi 'dictions 
for new formulations and to facilitate scale up for granulation processes. 
6.1 Conclusions 
Dynamic model development: 
In the current state of the field of granulation. there is still the need to be able to predict 
the granulation behaviour for new formulations based on the materials' fundamental prop- 
erties with the granulation process operating conditions. Numerous experimental studies 
have been carried out in the past, elucidating the potential granulation variables and their 
associated impacts on the process. From these experiments, the various influences upon the 
granulation process have been identified, and their effects on the process have been elucidated 
on a qualitative basis. However, at the core of granulation research, there still remain, the 
question of exactly how to manipulate these granulation variables on a quantitative Kl, i, 'ucli 
that the effects on the granulation behaviour can then be translated into the end producr 
granules with the desired attributes. The emergence of mechanistic based descript. ioilý, for 
the underlying granulation phenomena (e. g. nucleation and aggregation) have provide( Ia 
14. -) 
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starting point from which to make quantitative predictions based on the underlying physics 
of the granulation phenomena, the formulation properties and the effects imparted by the 
granulation conditions. 
Mechanistic kernels: 
A novel mechanistic description for the nucleation phenomenon accounting for the phys- 
ical process of liquid binder droplets landing on an area of the powder bed surface, and 
the subsequent penetration of the droplet into the powder resulting in the formation of the 
granule nucleus has been presented. The process of nucleation has been recognised as be- 
ing dependent on both the wetting kinetics and the nucleation thermodynamics (Hapgood, 
2000). The introduction of key physicochemical properties pertaining to the liquid binder 
and the powder into the nucleation kernel allows for the possibility of discerning the granu- 
lation behaviour for different granulation formulations, which would not have been possible 
if adopting other traditional approaches to model the kernel, such as empirical correlations. 
The process conditions that are known to influence nucleation have been explicitly accounted 
for in the model form of the nucleation kernel. This will allow for the effects influenced at the 
process level and at the formulation stage to be captured by the model, thereby providing a 
more accurate representation of the physics involved during the nucleation of fine powders. 
Experimental validation: 
An important next step in the model development cycle is to ensure that the assumptions 
made in the model are valid. Thus, laboratory scale batch granulation experiments were per- 
formed under different moisture levels and varying amounts of powder charged into the drum 
granulator for a calcite and polyvinyl alcohol formulation. The model was able to provide 
partial validation for the granule properties with regards to the average granule porosity, size 
and fractional binder content. In addition, the population balance modelling has proved itself 
suitable for granulation processes with heterogeneous distributions of the granule properties 
(e. g. size, porosity and fractional binder content) across the particle population. These pre- 
liminary results are promising for mechanism based population balances, for the prediction 
of the granulation behaviour. Simulations were also performed on the population balance 
model in order to assess the controllability of the process by varying granulation conditions. 
The results show that for the cases considered the feed particle size distribution, 
droplet 
size, powder bed porosity and different feed formulations the model was able to replicate 
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the qualitative trends as seen in the literature experimental studies. Thus. the model could 
potentially be used to predict the granulation effectiveness for new formulations but to also 
tailor different operating conditions to determine the best operating policy to implement. A 
concise schematic representation of the interactions between important granulation phenom- 
ena with process influences and the effects of the fundamental material properties on the end 
granule properties is depicted in Figure 6.1. See also Ramachandran et al. (2008). 
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Figure 6.1: Schematic illustration of the multi-scale links in the granulation process, with 
important granulation interactions linked to process operations and formulation properties 
to the end granule properties (Ramachandran et al.. 2008). 
6.2 Recommendations 
The mechanistic description for the nucleation phenomenon has incorporated sound knowl- 
edge of the drop penetration mechanism, which has been thoroughly studied. However. there 
is further scope for model improvements that will enable a better tracking of certain dis- 
tributed granule properties. This includes the incorporation of the droplet size distribution, 
which will affect the size of nuclei formed. with subsequent influences imparted on the granule 
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size distribution owing to the template behaviour it has on future granule growth. 
In this thesis, the granule strength has been shown to be strain rate dependent. Thus. 
an attempt to determine the relevant strain rates under the prevalent conditions in the 
granulator will facilitate prediction of the granulation behaviour for different formulations 
(Iveson et al., 2002). This additional piece of information will prove valuable for model 
validation in particular for particle coalescence used in the population balance model. 
Further studies exploiting the properties of new formulations should be undertaken. Pri- 
marily, further use of the present model by testing more powder-liquid combinations should 
be performed in order to elucidate granulation behaviour of different granulating materials, 
under process conditions relevant to those frequently encountered in practice. The objec- 
tive of these studies is to provide validation that will encompass a larger spectrum of feed 
granulation recipes. 
Undoubtedly, there are some aspects of the model where simplifying assumptions have 
been made that can be replaced with a more rigorous description. For example, a rigorous 
model is needed for the partition of the liquid binder in an attempt to account for possible 
binder transfer between particles that encounter one another yet without aggregating, 
Another potential improvement to the model is a more rigorous capturing of the droplet- 
powder interaction. For example, Hapgood (2000) observed that the drop release height, 
droplet impact velocity with the powder surface, and angled-drop impacts with the powder 
surface were all important in determining the drop penetration time into the powder bed, 
although no firm conclusions could be made due to data scattering. Developing models 
ascribing to each of the observed effects on the droplet penetration time, and incorporation 
into the PB model, may enable the elucidation of the droplet penetration mechanism in 
greater detail in tandem with the influences imparted by the granulator operating conditions. 
A further avenue that warrants additional research effort given the widespread use of 
multi-dimensional population balances is the inclusion of modelling the composition of gran- 
ules that consist of multiple solid components, as is typical in the pharmaceutical 
industries. 
This will mean developing kernels that can accommodate these additional internal coordinates 
in the principal size changing mechanisms (e. g. aggregation). Iveson et al. 
(2002) presented 
a population balance model, which included two solid components as 
internal coordinates. 
But, this study alone represents a deficit in the granulation field into the extension of 
PB 
models that track the evolution of the distribution of multiple components across 
the granule 
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size distribution. The incorporation of at least some of the indicated points raised above 
would further lend support to the current mechanistic based PB model and its modelling of 
the physics used for the underlying granulation phenomena. In particular, the integrated PB 
model would facilitate scale up of granulation processes through accurate predictions made at 
the small scale, and facilitate the reduction of labour-intensive and costly trial experiments. 
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Appendix A 
Dimensionless spray flux derivation 
A. 1 Dimensionless spray flux 
The spray flux ( a) is an equipment-independent dimensionless group based on the proce. ss, 
operating parameters. The spray flux provides a quantitative indication of the preferential 
mode for nucleation given the set of equipment operating conditions employed it the time 
of granulation. There are many influences that will affect the particle size distribution of 
nuclei particles. These can be broadly categorised as the physicochemical properties of both 
the liquid binder and the powder solid substrate (i. e. interfacial surface tension, solid-liquid 
contact angle, etc. ), which predominantly affects the kinetics of nuclei formation as this is 
concerned with the penetration of the drop into the powder bed (Litster et al.. 2001). The 
other category is related to the process variables such as the spray characteristics (i. c. droplet 
size, wide or narrow droplet size distribution and spray location), the powder flux passing 
through the nucleation zone also referred to as the `wetting zone' (Schaafsma et al.. 1999) 
and the flux of drops landing on the exposed powder surface as it passes through the spray 
zone, which are determined by the equipment level parameters. 
In summary, the spray flux represents the ratio of the wetted area covered by the droplets 
delivered by the spray nozzle onto the surface of the powder to the powder area flux (A), 
which is defined in Equation (A. 1) 
A=vx w (. \. 1) 
Where, v is the velocity of the powder bed passing through the spray zone and it, i> tli(, width 
of the powder bed (see Figure A. 1). Thus. one may consider the spray- flux as a na asure of 
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the density of droplets landing on the exposed powder area as it passes beneath the binder 
spray. A high 'a, indicates that there will be a large portion of the droplets that will land 
on top of each other thereby increasing the likelihood of droplet overlap. Similarly, a low 'a 
value indicates that each droplet that lands on the powder surface are likely to be separated 
from each other with minimal droplet overlap. 
The implications of the extent of droplet overlap is an important consideration to taken 
into account during nucleation since, this will affect the nuclei characteristics. By having 
distinct droplets that are well-spaced without overlap on the powder surface will increase the 
probability of a single droplet forming an individual nucleus. provided that the bed turnover 
is sufficient such that complete drop penetration into the powder bed is permitted without 
residual unpenetrated droplet volume still remaining on the powder surface. 
Spray nozzle 
I; 
Figure A. 1: Illustration of the powder surface passing through the spray zone. The shape of 
the spray is depicted as line spray, which can be carried out using a flat fan nozzle configura- 
tion. The width of the powder bed is w moving through the spray zone with velocity L'. The 
powder flux is defined as A=vxw (m2/s). 
In deriving the spray flux, and bearing in mind that the spray flux is the ratio of the 
projected area of droplets to the powder flux, the number of droplets (lid) produced from the 
spray nozzle with a liquid flow rate Q is given by Equation (A. 2) with the assumption that 
the droplets are spherical. 
_Q ýzd _s Dd3 ) 
i_ý. 2ý 
The projected area of a single droplet onto the powder surface is given by Equation (A. 3) 
i. e., the cross-sectional area of a spherical drop. Thus. the total projected area of all the 
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droplets onto the powder surface is given in Equation (A. 4). 
7r 2 ad =4 DP (A. 3) 
adT=Ad xad 
&dT = 
3Q 
2D (A. 4) d 
The spray flux is then formally defined in Equation (A. 5). 
= 
wetted area projected by droplets ýa 
powder flux 
. '. 'Qa = 
3Q 
(A. 5) 
2ADp 
A. 2 Model extension of the dimensionless spray flux 
The concept of the dimensionless spray flux may be extended, to determine the fraction of 
droplets that are sprayed onto the powder surface that will result in single droplets given as 
a function of the process parameters i. e., powder velocity. This is done using the Poisson 
distribution function to represent the random pattern of droplets landing on the powder 
surface and the assumption of complete spatial randomness (Diggle, 1983), which proposes 
that the a random event is independent of all previous occurrences within the same subregion. 
In the context of this study, a droplet is likely to land on a region of the powder surface 
irrespective of previous droplets that may have landed on the same subregion of powder. 
Thus, the number of events (i. e. occurrences of droplet landing on the powder) on an area of 
powder (A) will follow a Poisson distribution with the mean number of events occurring on 
the area of powder A being given by Equation (A. 7). Here, (D represents the mean number of 
events (N) per unit area and is defined by Equation (A. 6) and is also known as the intensity 
of the distribution. 
4) =Ä (A. 6) 
PP(A) = exp(-(DA) 
(fin (A. 7) 
The probability of a single droplet landing on the powder surface without overlapping 
with other neighbouring droplets can be expressed as shown in Equation (A. 8) by using 
Equation (A. 7), setting n=0i. e., zero droplet overlapping and specifying that the minimum 
center-to-center distance between droplets be Dd from other neighbouring droplets. The area 
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A in Equation (A. 7) will be a circular area, A= 7rD2 with radius Dd (Hapgood, 2000). 
Probability of single drop = fsinyle = exp(-4irDd 
168 
(A. 8) 
Relating the intensity of the distribution to the dimensionless spray flux using Equation 
(A. 9) enables us to define a relationship specifying the probability of a single droplet landing 
on the powder surface as function of the equipment operating parameters. Substituting 
Equation (A. 9) into Equation (A. 8) with 2rd = Dd results in Equation (A. 10) (Hapgood, 
2000). 
a= 
nd ad 
= )7rr2 (A. 9) 
, 
single = exp(-4'I/a) 
(A. 10) 
Appendix B 
Analytical techniques 
B. 1 Particle size analysis 
The product granules produced from batch granulation experiments were dried in an oven It 
110°C, which resulted in the removal of the liquid binder without any reduction in the iiiass 
of calcite granules. The granule size distribution was subsequently obtained through the use 
of sieves using a fourth-root-of-two progression series of sieves (Endecotts Ltd). The Retsch 
sieve shaker was set for 5 mins at 30% amplitude. 
B. 2 Porosimetry 
The granule porosity was determined for each size fraction corresponding to the sieve trays 
previously employed for determining the granule size distribution. The porosity of the sample 
was determined via pycnometry by firstly measuring the true density (gabs) of the granule 
sample and then the bulk density (pbulk) of the sample. The true density and bulk density 
were measured using the Accupyc 1330 and the GeoPyc 1360, both by Micromeritics. The 
porosity is then found by using Equation (B. 1). 
=1-Pbuik (B. 1) 
Pabs 
B. 3 Fractional binder content determination 
An outline of the procedure used in determining the fractional binder content in granlii(,:, is 
provided below. beginning with the preparation of the binder solution to which a colour dye 
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is added in order to quantify the binder content, inferred from the amount of coloured dye 
present in the granules. 
During the formulation stage of the binder solution in preparation for the granulation 
experiments, a blue coloured dye was mixed into the binder solution of polyvinyl alcohol 
2.5% w/w (PVOH). The final solution was well mixed with a final colour dye concentration 
of 8.9 g/L. During the granulation experiments, the binder along with the colour dye will be 
incorporated into the agglomerate. The addition of the colour dye into the binder solution 
did not appear to modify the binder surface tension when compared to the binder solution of 
polyvinyl alcohol (2.5% by mass) without the colour dye, based on contact angle comparisons. 
B. 3.1 Calibration curve 
A preliminary scan was performed over the absorption spectrum between 300 nm to 1000 nm 
for various solution strength of the working standard. The results of the preliminary scan 
is shown in Figure B. 1 with the optimum wavelength corresponding to the maximum peak 
absorption, which occurs at 630 nm. Repeatability tests were carried out on five separate 
working standards of 2% solution strength with a relative standard deviation (RSD%) of 0.7 
(see Table B. 1). 
Table B. 1: Repeatability tests on working standard with a 2% solution strength. 
Sample ID AU 
1 0.6560 
2 0.6615 
3 0.6694 
4 0.6637 
5 0.6600 
Average 0.6621 
RSD% 0.7 
*AU = absorption unit 
Prior to the determination of the fractional binder content within the granules, it is 
necessary to first establish a linear range between the concentration of the 
dye and the 
measured absorbance corresponding to the dye component by means of a calibration curve. 
Firstly, a working standard containing the colour dye was prepared with a concentration of 
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I 
AU 
a 
2 % 
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Figure B. 1: Absorption spectrum for the blue dye component for solution strengths varying 
from 0.05%-2%. The optimum peak absorption for the dye occurs at a wavelength of 630 imi. 
A standard solution of dye with a concentration of 8.9 g/L represents 100% solution strength. 
8.9 g/L. Having prepared 1L of this working standard serving as the stock solution, standard 
solutions of different concentrations were also prepared by dilution from the stock solution. 
The various solution strengths with concentrations of the colour dye ranged from 0.3% to 2%. 
The working standard with a dye concentration of 8.9 g/L represents a solution strength of 
100%. Deionised water was used as the diluent for all cases when preparing the solutions. The 
working standards containing the dye with solution strengths ranging from 0.3% to 2% were 
transferred into a cuvette for measurement on the spectrophotometer (Lambda 40, Perkin 
Elmer Instruments). The generated calibration curve is shown in Figure B. 2. The regression 
curve is given in Equation (B. 2) with a correlation coefficient (R2 = 0.9998). 
AU = 0.3181 x Cdye B. 2) 
Where, AU is the absorption unit and relates to the amount of colour dye present in the 
granule sample. Cdye can be interpreted as the concentration of colour dye related to the 
solution strength of the working standard. 
3wa =M=®®mm im vs mmm- +®a 
Wavelength, nm 
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Figure B. 2: Calibration curve. 
B. 3.2 Procedure for binder content determination 
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The procedure used in determining the fractional binder content of tlic granule sample is 
detailed in the following and also shown in Figure B. 3. 
1. Sample approximately 1 gram of sample and dissolve in 10 mL of deionised water into a 
centrifuge tube. Shake well to ensure that the colour dye is leached out of the granule 
and into the surrounding fluid medium. 
2. The resultant solution prepared in the previous step is centrifuged (accuSpinT'I40O 
Fisher Scientific) for 5 mins at 5000 rpm. 
3. The Supernatant is carefully extracted (dispersed particles will interfere with the ab- 
sorption readings) and transferred into cuvettes for absorption measurement using the 
spectrophotometer (lambda 40. Perkin Elmer Instruments). The samples are diluted 
where necessary with deionised water in order to obtain absorption measureriieiitý, 
within the pre-established linear range. Equations (B. 2) and (B. 3) are then io 
determine the binder content of the granule sample. 
1 ý1t' LS% p, = 100 0.3181 _lh 
B. 3) 
0.5 1 1.5 2 
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Figure B. 3: Schematic of the binder content measurement procedure. 
Appendix C 
Material properties 
C. 1 Liquid binder property measurements 
C. 1.1 Binder-substrate contact angle 
The contact angle formed between a liquid and the solid at the solid-liquid Mtei-fwv provides 
a useful parameter for characterising the behaviour of different solid-liquid interaction,,. Iii 
general, when a liquid droplet exhibits a high contact angle (0 > 90°) then it is seid that the 
liquid exhibits hydrophobic characteristics towards the solid surface. T1ie droplet nitteiIlI>ts 
to minimise the contact area with the solid surface, resulting in a high contact angle beiil 
formed. The wettability is poor for that particular solid-liquid pair. In contrast, a lo c oI1tac t 
angle (0° <0< 90°) provides good wetting of the solid with a high «wcork of w1liesion. 'I lie 
liquid exhibits hydrophilic characteristics when placed on the solid surface. 
The measurement technique used for determining the contact angle between the liquid 
binder (polyvinyl alcohol 2.5%w/w. Elvanol T-66. DuPont) and the solid substrate (liiilE'- 
stone, UQ) was carried out using a contact anglometer (-Model 1501, Micromerit ics). This 
technique is based on measuring the maximum height attainable by the liquid droplet that is 
deposited onto the horizontal powder surface. The maximum height is indicated by the i i. "e 
of a precision micrometer. Firstly, a powder cake is formed using the supplied base p:; tT(% 
guide and plunger. Secondly. the mass of the cake is determined (i. e. mass difference } )f , - 
tween the base plate containing the formed powder cake and the empty base, plate prior to 
the preparation of the powder cake). Finally. the cover is screwed into the base }> me forming 
an enclosure over the cake. The precision micrometer is attached to the centre of the cover 
in a fixed position above the cake. a side hole in the corer permits sessile n oip> of liquid to 
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be deposited gently onto the cake surface using a hypodermic syringe. A schematic set up of 
the contact anglometer is shown in Figure C. 1. -Measurement with the precision micrometer 
in determining the height corresponding to the flat surface is taken as the reference mark. 
which will later be used for determining the maximum height of droplet at the end of the 
procedure. Successive liquid droplets are deposited onto the cake surface in increments with 
the use of a hypodermic syringe. At each instance after depositing a drop. the hei ht of the 
drop is carefully measured. 
4 
Guide 
Plunger 
Loose powder bed 
Eia' c plate 
Over - 
Compressed 
powder bed 
f. tý linýti plate _, -' 
(a) (h) 
Figure C. l: Schematic of the contact anglometer (a) preparation of the compressed powder 
bed; (b) and the introduction of the droplet onto the powder surface via a hypodermic syringe. 
The contact angle is determined using Equations (C. 1)-(C. 3). which is valid for con- 
tact angles measured between 0° and 90° (Micromeritics. Instruction manual. Catýilogue No. 
150/00000/00). 
Bh2 
cos 0=1- ((C. 1) 
3 (1 B2M 
B= Pi'9 (C. 2) 
2, ýLv 
overall volume - actual volume _ 
(Dý %7H, ) /4 - TV /P. 5 
Ecake - overall volume (D?;, Hc) /4 
(C. 3) 
Where. 9 is the contact angle measured in degrees, hn is the measured maximum height of 
the droplet, pl is the liquid density, g is the acceleration due to gravity (- 9.8 m/s2), 7LV is 
the liquid surface tension. Ecake is the cake porosity. D, is the cake diameter (- 5.080 cm ). 
HH is the cake thickness. IV is the mass of the powder composing the cake. p, is the particle C 
density of the powder (- 2743 kg/m3) . 
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C. 1.2 Binder viscosity 
The viscosity of the liquid binder for a solution of polyvinyl alcohol with a concentration of 
2.5% w/w (PVOH) was measured using an AR-G2 magnetic bearing rheometer (TA Instru- 
ments) with a reported value for the viscosity of 5.2 mPa-s. The measuring device comprised 
of two parallel stainless steel plates with the PVOH solution poured into the spacing separat- 
ing the two plates (approximately 1000µm). The equipment setting was configured with a 
strain sweep set in the range of 0.01% to 10% strain at a frequency of 1 Hz. The measurement 
of the sample was performed at a room temperature of 22°C. 
Appendix D 
Dynamic strength - axial 
compression test methodology 
D. 1 Preparation for axial compression 
The methodology outlined in this section was adopted from Smith (200`ß) at, the Uiiivcr. sit v 
of Queensland. Prior to the formation of the granular pellets, the CaC03 pow (lcr ýIlld PV")I1 
binder solution were hand-kneaded together in a sealed plastic bag until a uniform coniýt ('micv 
of the mixture was achieved through visual inspection (Iveson et al.. 2002). Demoiiti-; ttional 
results are shown for binder-to-solids ratios of 0.10 and 0.14. Approximately 100 g of po v li'r 
was used for each binder-to-solid case. during the hand-kneading stage where the liquid binder 
was mixed with the powder. The amount of liquid used for each case was approximately" 10,,, - 
and 14g corresponding to binder-solid ratios of 0.10 and 0.14. respectively. The cylindrical 
pellets were formed using the pellet press and the pellet cast as shown in Figure D. I. .1 
stainless steel spacer bar was fitted between the pellet press and the pellet cast. allowing for 
pellets with dimensions of 25 mm (height) and 20 mm (diameter) to be formed correctly. 
Axial compression tests on the granular pellets were carried out on a load franse (Model 
8841, Instron DynamiteTNI) capable of performing high compression velocities. Platen 
locities used in this study were 0.1 mm/s, 1 mm/s. 10 mm/,,. 100 mm/, and 2011 IIiIII/s. The 
platens were Teflon coated, which were also smeared with a thin layer (2 0.5 inm) of lubricant 
(molybdenum disulphide grease. Castrol. LMM Grade) in order to mininii e lateral friction. 
Figure D. 2 shows a schematic of the arrangement for pellet compression tests. 
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Figure D. 1: Schematic of the pellet press and the pellet cast both niaüufactiired fronistain1e!, s 
steel. Adapted from Smith (2008). 
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Figure D. 2: Schematic of the granular pellet undergoing axial co mpressio n. Adapted r, )ril 
Iveson et al. (2002). 
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D. 2 Dimensional analysis with Str* and Ca 
The data obtained from the axial compression tests on the granular pellets of varying frac- 
tional binder content are reported in the form of pellet height at the corresponding load. 
conducted at a given platen velocity. These measurements are then used to compute the nat- 
ural strain (() given in Equation (D. 1); the applied stress (Q) corresponding to the amount 
of compression that the pellet has undergone, which is related to the reduced pellet height 
determined by Equation (D. 2) the volume of the pellet is conserved with each pellet deform- 
ing as a perfect cylinder. Thus, the cross-sectional area (A) of the pellet at any compression 
height of the pellet is given by Equation (D. 3); and the strain rate (E) is given by Equation 
(D. 4). 
1n 
H° (D. 1) 
Fload 
(D. 2) 
A 
°p (D. 3) H0 ýD 
2 
H4 
_1 
dH 
_ 
Vplaten (D. 4) 
H dt H 
Where, Dop is the original pellet diameter, Ho is the initial height of the granular pellet, 
H 
is the pellet height (mm) at a particular time instance after the pellet 
has undergone some 
axial compression, Fl°ad is the applied force on the pellet at the corresponding 
time instance 
and vptaten is the velocity of the platen (mm/s). 
Results for pellets with a binder-to-solids 
ratio of 0.10 and 0.14 for stress versus natural strain profiles at varying platen velocities 
and 
profiles for the peak flow stress versus strain rate are shown 
in the Figures D. 3 and D. 4, 
respectively. The peak flow stress 
(up) (determined as the maximum stress corresponding to 
a particular platen velocity obtained 
from Figure D. 3) and the strain rate (Figure D. 4) are 
made dimensionless using Equation 
(D. 5) and Equation (D. 6), respectively. The profiles of 
the Str* versus Ca is shown in Figure 
D. 5. 
Str* = 
u_Dr (D. 5) 
lyLV cos 0 
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Appendix E 
Batch granulation data 
Batch granulation experiments were carried out on a laboratory scale batch drum rotary 
granulator. The granulation recipe consisted of limestone powder (Aglime, Landmark, Aus- 
tralia) with a binder solution of 2% polyvinyl alcohol (PVOH) (Elvanol T66, Du Pont, USA). 
Granulation experiments pertaining to each of the binder-to-solids ratio and the amount of 
powder loaded into the drum granulator were performed on a single basis. For each of the 
experiments, steps were taken to ensure that for cases where the same amount of powder was 
to be granulated (i. e. varying only the binder-to-solids ratio whilst keeping the amount of 
powder used for granulation fixed). A calibrated balance was used to weigh 1.5 kg and 1.75 kg 
of powder for each experiment. The delivery of the liquid binder was via a pressure pot ar- 
rangement attached to a flat-fan spray nozzle. Consistency with respect to maintaining the 
pressure was determined by the laboratory supply taps. The choice in using a binder solution 
with concentration of 2.5% w/w provided a good balance in terms of providing continuous 
spray without incurring nozzle blockages and granulation. 
A scoop sampling procedure was used in the experiments. The method involves plunging 
a scoop into the tumbling powder bed and extracting the sample. A particular feature of 
this method that was not conducive to accurate sampling was, to ensure an equal likelihood 
of all particles in the tumbling powder being sampled. It was observed via visual inspection 
that, larger granules tended to move towards the periphery of the drum interior whilst smaller 
granules remained near the center of the powder bed. To account for for this, six sub-samples 
were taken from different locations on the powder bed (see Figure E. 1). These six sub-samples 
were pooled together to form representative sample of the powder bed for a particular time 
instant. Processing conditions pertaining to the granule samples after extraction from the 
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drum granulator, such as the drying time in the oven and the duration on the sieve shaker 
were maintained for all granulation experiments. The consistency in the procedures used 
for the granulation experiments pertaining to the sampling method. binder flow rate. drum 
filling and the post analysis of the samples helped to ensure minimising errors. In retrospect. 
a minimum of three experiments would need to be carried out for each granulation condition 
for demonstration of reproducibility. 
rý 
, 
ti 
yRI 
"ýJ V 
/PIN 4 
ier bed 
Figure E. 1: Illustration of the locations of the six sample locatioýiis. 
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Table E. 1: Normalised GSD for binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 and 1.5 kg of powder-Set 1. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=3 min t=5 min t= 10 min t= 15 min 
1 < 250 0.746 0.713 0.598 0.518 
2 250 - 300 0.081 0.078 0.095 0.091 
3 300 - 355 0.021 0.021 0.025 0.021 
4 355 - 420 0.017 0.008 0.015 0.015 
5 420 - 500 0.015 0.015 0.014 0.015 
6 500 - 600 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 
7 600 - 710 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010 
8 710 - 850 0.002 0.002 0.021 0.020 
9 850 - 1000 0.080 0.120 0.172 0.170 
10 1000-1180 0.004 0.013 0.035 0.122 
11 1180-1400 0.006 0.004 0.001 0.003 
12 1400 - 1700 0.005 0.003 0.001 0.002 
Table E. 2: Normalised GSD for binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 and 1.5 kg of powder-Set 2. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=3 min t=5 min t= 10 min t= 15 min 
1 < 250 0.778 0.717 0.603 0.503 
2 250 - 300 0.073 0.084 0.097 . 0101 
3 300 - 355 0.019 0.019 0.029 0.018 
4 355 - 420 0.010 0.011 0.012 0.017 
5 420 - 500 0.012 0.012 0.018 
0.013 
6 500 - 600 0.012 0.010 0.016 
0.011 
7 600 - 710 0.008 0.012 0.011 
0.012 
8 710 - 850 0.001 0.004 0.028 
0.023 
9 850 - 1000 0.077 0.112 
0.157 0.166 
10 1000-1180 0.002 0.013 0.027 0.129 
11 1180-1400 0.005 0.002 0.001 0.004 
12 1400 - 1700 0.003 0.004 0.001 
0.003 
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Table E. 3: Normalised GSD for binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 and 1.5 kg of powder-Set 3. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=3 min t=5 min 
- 
t= 10 min 
o -- r .. --- 
t= 15 min 
1 < 250 0.764 0.699 0.589 0.509 
2 250 - 300 0.080 0.085 0.088 0.093 
3 300 - 355 0.021 0.021 0.022 0.020 
4 355 - 420 0.015 0.015 0.017 0.015 
5 420 - 500 0.015 0.014 0.015 0.016 
6 500 - 600 0.013 0.011 0.013 0.013 
7 600 - 710 0.010 0.014 0.014 0.012 
8 710 - 850 0.002 0.002 0.031 0.020 
9 850 - 1000 0.067 0.104 0.170 0.169 
10 1000-1180 0.002 0.028 0.039 0.125 
11 1180-1400 0.006 0.005 0.001 0.005 
12 1400 - 1700 0.006 0.002 0.001 0.003 
Table E. 4: Granule norosity for binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 and 1.5 kg of powder-Set 1. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=3 min t=5 min t= 10 min t= 15 min 
1 < 250 0.149 0.146 0.139 0.139 
2 300 - 355 0.148 0.145 0.139 0.139 
3 420 - 500 0.147 0.144 0.136 0.135 
4 500 - 600 0.146 0.141 0.134 0.129 
5 850 - 1000 0.141 0.136 0.131 0.125 
6 1180-1400 0.138 0.134 0.128 0.122 
Table E. 5: Granule porosity for binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 and 1.5 kg of powder-Set 2. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=3 min t=5 min t= 10 min t= 15 min 
1 < 250 0.149 0.145 0.139 0.139 
2 300 - 355 0.148 0.145 0.138 
0.139 
3 420 - 500 0.146 0.144 
0.135 0.135 
4 500 - 600 0.145 0.140 
0.134 0.130 
5 850 - 1000 0.140 0.136 0.130 
0.125 
6 1180-1400 0.137 0.135 0.127 0.121 
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Table E. 6: Granule porosity for binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 and 1.5 kg of powder-Set 3. 
No. Sieve fraction (Mm) t=3 min t=5 min t= 10 min t= 15 min 
1 < 250 0.149 0.145 0.140 0.139 
2 300 - 355 0.148 0.144 0.138 0.139 
3 420 - 500 0.147 0.144 0.136 0.135 
4 500 - 600 0.145 0.140 0.133 0.129 
5 850 - 1000 0.140 0.136 0.131 0.125 
6 1180-1400 0.137 0.135 0.127 0.122 
Table E. 7: Fractional binder content of granules for target binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 with 
1.5 kg of powder-Set 1. 
No. Sieve fraction (pm) t=3 min t=5 min t= 10 min t= 15 min 
1 < 250 5.6 8.3 6.1 5.9 
2 250 - 300 6.4 9.3 7.7 6.7 
3 300 - 355 7.5 - 8.1 - 
4 355 - 420 7.7 10.6 8.3 7.4 
5 420 - 500 - 10.7 8.4 7.9 
6 500 - 600 6.8 10.4 7.9 7.8 
7 600 - 710 7.9 11.1 8.4 9.3 
8 710 - 850 8.1 11.2 8.9 8.9 
9 850 - 1000 7.3 11.5 - 8.2 
10 1000-1180 7.8 12.2 - 9.1 
11 1180-1400 8.3 11.1 9.4 8.8 
12 1400 - 1700 8.2 11.6 9.4 
8.9 
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Table E. 8: Fractional binder content of granules for target binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 with 
1.5 kg of powder-Set 2. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=3 min t=5 min t= 10 min t= 15 min 
1 < 250 6.2 8.0 6.4 6.2 
2 250 - 300 6.4 9.6 7.5 6.4 
3 300 - 355 7.0 - 8.3 - 
4 355 - 420 7.8 10.0 8.6 7.2 
5 420 - 500 7.0 10.5 7.9 7.5 
6 500 - 600 7.2 10.2 8.1 8.0 
7 600 - 710 8.3 10.9 9.0 8.7 
8 710 - 850 8.0 11.2 8.4 8.8 
9 850 - 1000 8.1 11.3 8.6 8.7 
10 1000-1180 7.9 11.8 - 9.1 
11 1180-1400 8.0 12.0 8.7 9.0 
12 1400 - 1700 8.4 11.8 9.3 9.2 
Table E. 9: Fractional binder content of granules for target binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 with 
1.5 kg of powder-Set 3. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=3 min t=5 min t= 10 min t= 15 min 
1 < 250 5.8 7.9 6.7 6.0 
2 250 - 300 6.3 8.8 7.7 6.5 
3 300 - 355 6.9 9.0 8.3 7.0 
4 355 - 420 7.2 10.4 8.5 7.2 
5 420 - 500 - 10.7 8.0 7.8 
6 500 - 600 7.6 11.0 8.0 
7.7 
7 600 - 710 7.4 11.3 8.6 
9.2 
8 710 - 850 8.1 10.9 8.7 
9.0 
9 850 - 1000 8.0 11.1 
9.1 8.7 
10 1000-1180 7.5 11.8 - 8.8 
11 1180-1400 8.2 11.5 9.0 9.2 
12 1400 - 1700 8.4 11.7 
9.1 9.2 
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Table E. 10: Normalised GSD for binder-to-solids ratio of 0.12 and 1.5 ka of now der. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=3 min t=5 min t= 10 min 
o -- 
t= 15 min 
1 < 250 0.530 0.432 0.363 0.212 
2 250 - 300 0.074 0.073 0.073 0.073 
3 300 - 355 0.025 0.024 0.024 0.025 
4 355 - 420 0.015 0.015 0.014 0.015 
5 420 - 500 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.025 
6 500 - 600 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.023 
7 600 - 710 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010 
8 710 - 850 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 
9 850 - 1000 0.100 0.100 0.130 0.200 
10 1000-1180 0.170 0.270 0.310 0.350 
11 1180-1400 0.027 0.027 0.027 0.046 
12 1400 - 1700 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 
Table E. 11: Granule porosity for binder-to-solids ratio of 0.12 and 1.5 kg of powder. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=3 min t=5 min t= 10 min t= 15 min 
1 < 250 0.149 0.145 0.138 0.138 
2 300 - 355 0.147 0.143 0.138 0.138 
3 420 - 500 0.147 0.143 0.135 0.135 
4 500 - 600 0.145 0.140 0.133 0.129 
5 850 - 1000 0.138 0.135 0.129 
0.126 
6 1180-1400 0.137 0.133 0.127 0.121 
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Table E. 12: Fractional binder content of granules for target binder-to-solids ratio of 0.12 with 
1.5 kg of powder. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=3 min t=5 min t= 10 min t= 15 min 
1 < 250 6.4 8.7 9.1 11.1 
2 250 - 300 12.5 10.0 10.9 12.5 
3 300 - 355 9.0 13.1 11.2 13.3 
4 355 - 420 - 12.9 11.5 13.0 
5 420 - 500 8.5 12.6 11.6 12.9 
6 500 - 600 8.8 12.1 11.7 9.9 
7 600 - 710 8.8 12.4 11.6 9.9 
8 710 - 850 9.5 12.4 11.6 12.5 
9 850 - 1000 9.5 12.6 11.7 12.3 
10 1000-1180 8.5 12.0 11.9 11.7 
11 1180-1400 8.6 12.0 12.1 10.1 
12 1400 - 1700 7.9 12.1 12.3 9.4 
Table E. 13: Normalised GSD for binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 and 1.75 kg of powder. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=3 min t=5 min t= 10 min t= 15 min 
1 < 250 0.719 0.688 0.581 0.481 
2 250 - 300 0.101 0.091 0.100 
0.097 
3 300 - 355 0.020 0.021 0.025 
0.021 
4 355 - 420 0.015 0.014 0.013 
0.015 
5 420 - 500 0.014 0.014 
0.013 0.016 
6 500 - 600 0.012 0.012 
0.011 0.013 
7 600 - 710 0.010 0.013 
0.010 0.010 
8 710 - 850 0.002 0.011 
0.018 0.020 
9 850 - 1000 0.100 0.002 
0.200 0.210 
10 1000-1180 0.002 0.013 0.027 0.112 
11 1180-1400 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.003 
12 1400 - 1700 0.002 0.002 
0.001 0.003 
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Table E. 14: Granule porosity for binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 and 1.75 kg of powder. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=3 min t=5 min 1= 10 min t= 15 min 
1 < 250 0.142 0.138 0.133 0.136 
2 300 - 355 0.141 0.137 0.133 0.136 
3 420 - 500 0.140 0.136 0.129 0.132 
4 500 - 600 0.137 0.132 0.128 0.126 
5 850 - 1000 0.132 0.128 0.125 0.122 
6 1180-1400 0.130 0.127 0.122 0.119 
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Table E. 15: Fractional binder content of granules for target binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 with 
1.75 kg of powder. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=3 min t=5 min t= 10 min t= 15 min 
1 < 250 - 8.7 9.1 11.1 
2 250-300 7.5 10.0 10.9 12.5 
3 300 - 355 8.6 13.1 11.2 13.3 
4 355 - 420 7.7 12.9 11.5 13.0 
5 420 - 500 - 12.6 11.6 12.9 
6 500 - 600 9.7 12.1 11.7 9.9 
7 600 - 710 8.7 12.4 11.6 9.9 
8 710-850 9.0 12.4 11.6 12.5 
9 850 - 1000 9.4 12.6 11.7 12.3 
10 1000-1180 - 12.0 11.9 11.7 
11 1180-1400 - 12.0 12.1 10.1 
12 1400 - 1700 10.1 12.1 12.3 
9.4 
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Table E. 16: Normalised GSD for binder-to-solids ratio of 0.13 and 1.5 kg of powder. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=5 min t= 10 min 
- --o - 
t=1.5 min 
1 < 250 0.157 0.124 0.091 
2 250 - 300 0.042 0.034 0.028 
3 300 - 355 0.016 0.020 0.022 
4 355 - 420 0.019 0.013 0.014 
5 420 - 500 0.031 0.047 0.044 
6 500 - 600 0.027 0.027 0.022 
7 600 - 710 0.081 0.120 0.053 
8 710 - 850 0.072 0.118 0.027 
9 850 - 1000 0.128 0.135 0.095 
10 1000-1180 0.089 0.054 0.028 
11 1180-1400 0.060 0.038 0.016 
12 1400 - 1700 0.075 0.043 0.019 
13 1700 - 2360 0.074 0.052 0.025 
14 2360 - 2800 0.027 0.024 0.034 
15 2800 - 3350 0.024 0.022 0.046 
16 3350 - 4000 0.019 0.023 0.046 
17 4000 - 4750 0.020 0.012 0.050 
18 > 4750 0.038 0.092 0.342 
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Table E. 17: Normalised GSD for binder-to-solids ratio of 0.14 and 1.5 kg of powder. 
No. Sieve fraction (tim) t=5 min t= 10 min 
---o - 
t= 15 min 
1 < 250 0 - - 
2 250 - 300 0.001 - - 
3 300 - 355 0.001 - - 
4 355 - 420 0.002 - - 
5 420 - 500 0.002 - - 
6 500 - 600 0.002 - - 
7 600 - 710 0.004 - - 
8 710 - 850 0.004 0.022 - 
9 850 - 1000 0.003 - - 
10 1000-1180 0.006 - - 
11 1180-1400 0.008 - - 
12 1400 - 1700 0.012 - - 
13 1700 - 2360 0.030 - - 
14 2360 - 2800 0.028 - - 
15 2800 - 3350 0.042 - - 
16 3350 - 4000 0.060 0.010 - 
17 4000 - 4750 0.102 0.040 - 
18 > 4750 0.692 0.929 1 
* Sieve fractions (1-15) were combined in this size range at 
t= 10 min. 
** For sieve fractions (1-17) there were no granules in this 
size range at t= 15 min. 
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Table E. 18: Normalised GSD for binder-to-solids ratio of 0.13 and 1.75 kg of powder. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=5 min t= 10 min t= 15 min 
1 < 250 0.189 0.081 0.051 
2 250 - 300 0.026 0.024 0.017 
3 300 - 355 0.019 0.012 0.010 
4 355 - 420 0.015 0.016 0.011 
5 420 - 500 0.028 0.023 0.020 
6 500 - 600 0.033 0.030 0.028 
7 600 - 710 0.046 0.036 0.035 
8 710 - 850 0.060 0.054 0.048 
9 850 - 1000 0.086 0.082 0.068 
10 1000-1180 0.082 0.109 0.109 
11 1180-1400 0.098 0.114 0.120 
12 1400 - 1700 0.082 0.100 0.118 
13 1700 - 2360 0.099 0.134 0.137 
14 2360 - 2800 0.038 0.046 0.052 
15 2800 - 3350 0.034 0.040 
0.043 
16 3350 - 4000 0.029 0.039 
0.041 
17 4000 - 4750 0.015 0.027 
0.029 
18 > 4750 0.021 0.033 0.063 
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Table E. 19 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=5 min t= 10 min t= 15 min 
1 < 250 0.045 - - 
2 250 - 300 - - - 
3 300 - 355 - - - 
4 355 - 420 - - - 
5 420 - 500 - - - 
6 500 - 600 - - - 
7 600 - 710 - 0.028 - 
8 710 - 850 - - 0.012 
9 850 - 1000 - - - 
10 1000-1180 0.006 - - 
11 1180-1400 - - - 
12 1400 - 1700 - - - 
13 1700 - 2360 0.015 0.002 - 
14 2360 - 2800 0.016 0.008 - 
15 2800 - 3350 0.038 0.032 - 
16 3350 - 4000 0.063 0.064 0.021 
17 4000 - 4750 0.123 0.105 0.094 
18 > 4750 0.694 0.760 0.874 
Normalised GSD for binder-to-solids ratio of 0.14 and 1.75 kg of powder. 
* For sieve fractions (2-9) and (11-12) there were no 
granules corresponding to t=5 min. 
** Sieve fractions (1-12) were combined corresponding to 
t= 10 min. 
*** Sieve fractions (1-15) were combined corresponding to 
t= 15 min. 
Appendix F 
Population balance model 
F. l Determination of phenomenological kernel paranieters 
In this section, an outline is given for the procedure adopted in this , tudy for dctcri>>iniii, - 
the adjustable parameters present in the model expressions for the considered t r, liiiilaticºii 
phenomena. In addition, a suggested method is given which proposes thmmt an ()j 1111N; It iu, n 
criterion be used in determining these unknown parameters. 
The model that has been developed for the granulation process ºuech; u1i, - 
tic representations for the nucleation phenomenon and the aggregation phcno, ii enorn «1ý:. 1 
an exponential relationship is employed for describing granule consolidation. 'I'lic ºntt hoed 
adopted in determining the sensitivity of the adjustable parameters. I>ertaiiiing to eaeIi of 
the considered rate processes was based on the examination of the ii i-iii ild(ý of tli(, chalig 
in the response variable (i. e. particle size). This was computed using a finite-difhreiice ap- 
proximation and is defined in Equation (F. 1) in which small pert iirbatioils an º11, «l(, ro the 
parameters required to be determined for different time instances. Tliis process 
for each perturbation and for each of the parameters under considerai ion. 
DY(t) 
-y 
(t; x+ Oxi) - Y(t; x) 
axi Oxi 
Where, y is the response variable, x= [A0 cl c]T i the vector of tlºf Iitlder 
consideration (i. e. Ao corresponds to the parameter present 
in the nuc', ;,! i(iI1 :: f .. t 
corresponds to the parameter present in the aggregation 
kernel and c writ ýý! )ý )l: ' l` " <) t l14. 
parameter present in the exponential relation for granule (-O: l o. 
idat loI1) and x, i, Iº« " Ii 
element of x. 
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Table E. 6: Granule porosity for binder-to-solids ratio of 0 11 and 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=3 min t=5 min 
- -- --- 
t= 10 min 
-o -- r-" ---- 
t= 15 min 
1 < 250 0.149 0.145 0.140 0.139 
2 300 - 355 0.148 0.144 0.138 0.139 
3 420 - 500 0.147 0.144 0.136 0.135 
4 500 - 600 0.145 0.140 0.133 0.129 
5 850 - 1000 0.140 0.136 0.131 0.125 
6 1180-1400 0.137 0.135 0.127 0.122 
Table E. 7: Fractional binder content of granules for target binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 with 
1.5 kg of powder-Set 1. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=3 min t=5 min t= 10 min t= 15 min 
1 < 250 5.6 8.3 6.1 5.9 
2 250 - 300 6.4 9.3 7.7 6.7 
3 300 - 355 7.5 - 8.1 - 
4 355 - 420 7.7 10.6 8.3 7.4 
5 420-500 - 10.7 8.4 7.9 
6 500 - 600 6.8 10.4 7.9 
7.8 
7 600 - 710 7.9 11.1 8.4 
9.3 
8 710 - 850 8.1 11.2 
8.9 8.9 
9 850 - 1000 7.3 11.5 - 
8.2 
10 1000-1180 7.8 12.2 - 9.1 
11 1180-1400 8.3 11.1 9.4 8.8 
12 1400 - 1700 8.2 
11.6 9.4 8.9 
kg of pow der-Set 3. 
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Table E. 8: Fractional binder content of granules for target binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 with 
1.5 kg of powder-Set 2. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=3 min t=5 min t= 10 min t= 15 nein 
1 < 250 6.2 8.0 6.4 6.2 
2 250 - 300 6.4 9.6 7. 6.4 
3 300 - 355 7.0 - 8.3 - 
4 355 - 420 7.8 10.0 8.6 7.2 
5 420 - 500 7.0 10.5 .9 7.5 
6 500 - 600 7.2 10.2 8.1 8.0 
7 600 - 710 8.3 10.9 9.0 8.7 
8 710 - 850 8.0 11.2 8.4 8.8 
9 850 - 1000 8.1 11.3 8.6 8.7 
10 1000-1180 7.9 11.8 - 9.1 
11 1180-1400 8.0 12.0 8.7 9.0 
12 1400 - 1700 8.4 11.8 9.3 9.2 
Table E. 9: Fractional binder content of granules for target binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 wit h 
1.5 kg of powder-Set 3. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=3 min t=5 min t= 10 min t= 15 min 
1 < 250 5.8 7.9 6.7 6.0 
2 250 - 300 6.3 8.8 7.7 
6.5 
3 300 - 355 6.9 9.0 
8.3 7.0 
4 355 - 420 7.2 10.4 
8.5 7.2 
5 420 - 500 - 10.7 
8.0 7.8 
6 500 - 600 7.6 11.0 
8.0 7.7 
7 600 - 710 7.4 
11.3 8.6 9.2 
8 710 - 850 8.1 
10.9 8.7 9.0 
9 850 - 1000 8.0 
11.1 9.1 8.7 
10 1000-1180 7.5 11.8 - 8.8 
11 1180-1400 8.2 11.5 9.0 9.2 
12 1400 - 1700 8.4 
11.7 9.1 9.2 
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Table E. 10: Normalised GSD for binder-to-solids ratio of 0.12 and 1.5 kg of powder. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=3 min t=5 min 
-- 
t= 10 min 
- ---v -- r- 
t= 15 min 
1 < 250 0.530 0.432 0.363 0.212 
2 250 - 300 0.074 0.073 0.073 0.073 
3 300 - 355 0.025 0.024 0.024 0.025 
4 355 - 420 0.015 0.015 0.014 0.015 
5 420 - 500 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.025 
6 500 - 600 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.023 
7 600 - 710 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010 
8 710 - 850 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 
9 850 - 1000 0.100 0.100 0.130 0.200 
10 1000-1180 0.170 0.270 0.310 0.350 
11 1180-1400 0.027 0.027 0.027 0.046 
12 1400 - 1700 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 
Table E. 11: Granule porosity for binder-to-solids ratio of 0.12 and 1.5 kg of powder. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=3 min t=5 min t= 10 min t=1.5 niiii 
1 < 250 0.149 0.1-15 0.138 0.138 
2 300 - 355 0.147 0.143 
0.138 0.138 
3 420 - 500 0.147 0.143 
0.135 0.135 
4 500 - 600 0.145 0.140 
0.133 0.129 
5 850 - 1000 0.138 
0.135 0.129 0.126 
6 1180-1400 0.137 0.133 0.127 0.121 
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Table E. 12: Fractional binder content of granules for target binder-to-solids ratio of 0.12 nit h 
1.5 kg of powder. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=3 min t=5 min t= 10 min t= 15 min 
1 < 250 6.4 8.7 9.1 11.1 
2 250 - 300 12.5 10.0 10.9 12.5 
3 300 - 355 9.0 13.1 11.2 13.3 
4 355 - 420 - 12.9 11.5 13.0 
5 420 - 500 8.5 12.6 11.6 12.9 
6 500 - 600 8.8 12.1 11.7 9.9 
7 600 - 710 8.8 12.4 11.6 9.9 
8 710 - 850 9.5 12.4 11.6 12.5 
9 850 - 1000 9.5 12.6 11.7 12.3 
10 1000-1180 8.5 12.0 11.9 11.7 
11 1180-1400 8.6 12.0 12.1 10.1 
12 1400 - 1700 7.9 12.1 12.3 9.4 
Table E. 13: Normalised GSD for binder-to-solids ratio of 0.11 and 1.75 kg of powder. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=3 min t=5 min t= 10 min t= 15 min 
1 < 250 0.719 0.688 0.581 0.481 
2 250 - 300 0.101 0.091 0.100 0.097 
3 300 - 355 0.020 0.021 0.025 0.021 
4 355 - 420 0.015 0.014 0.013 
0.015 
5 420 - 500 0.014 0.014 0.013 
0.016 
6 500 - 600 0.012 0.012 0.011 
0.013 
7 600 - 710 0.010 0.013 
0.010 0.010 
8 710 - 850 0.002 0.011 
0.018 0.020 
9 850 - 1000 0.100 0.002 
0.200 0.210 
10 1000-1180 0.002 0.013 0.027 0.112 
11 1180-1400 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.003 
12 1400-1711100 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.003 
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Table E. 16: Normalised GSD for binder-to-solids ratio of 0.13 and 1.3 kg of powder. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=5 min t= 10 min t= 15 min 
1 < 250 0.157 0.124 0.091 
2 250 - 300 0.042 0.034 0.028 
3 300 - 355 0.016 0.020 0.022 
4 355 - 420 0.019 0.013 0.014 
5 420 - 500 0.031 0.047 0.044 
6 500 - 600 0.027 0.027 0.022 
7 600 - 710 0.081 0.120 0.053 
8 710 - 850 0.072 0.118 0.027 
9 850 - 1000 0.128 0.135 0.095 
10 1000-1180 0.089 0.054 0.028 
11 1180-1400 0.060 0.038 0.016 
12 1400 - 1700 0.075 0.043 0.019 
13 1700 - 2360 0.074 0.052 0.025 
14 2360 - 2800 0.027 0.024 0.034 
15 2800 - 3350 0.024 0.022 0.046 
16 3350 - 4000 0.019 0.023 0.046 
17 4000 - 4750 0.020 0.012 0.050 
18 > 4750 0.038 0.092 0.342 
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Table E. 17: Normalised GSD for binder-tn-snl; dg ratio ., f n 1.1 ,,, a 1 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=5 min t= 10 min t= 15 min 
1 < 250 0 - - 
2 250 - 300 0.001 - - 
3 300 - 355 0.001 - - 
4 355 - 420 0.002 - - 
5 420 - 500 0.002 - - 
6 500 - 600 0.002 - - 
7 600 - 710 0.004 - - 
8 710 - 850 0.004 0.022 - 
9 850 - 1000 0.003 - - 
10 1000-1180 0.006 - - 
11 1180-1400 0.008 - - 
12 1400 - 1700 0.012 - - 
13 1700 - 2360 0.030 - - 
14 2360 - 2800 0.028 - - 
15 2800 - 3350 0.042 - - 
16 3350 - 4000 0.060 0.010 - 
17 4000 - 4750 0.102 0.040 - 
18 > 4750 0.692 0.929 1 
* Sieve fractions (1-15) were combined in this size range at 
t= 10 min. 
** For sieve fractions (1-17) there were no granules in this 
size range at t= 15 min. 
5 kg of powder. 
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Table E. 18: Normalised GSD for binder-to-solids ratio of 0.13 and 1.75 kg of powder. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=5 min t= 10 min t= 15 min 
1 < 250 0.189 0.081 0.051 
2 250 - 300 0.026 0.024 0.017 
3 300 - 355 0.019 0.012 0.010 
4 355 - 420 0.015 0.016 0.011 
5 420 - 500 0.028 0.023 0.020 
6 500 - 600 0.033 0.030 0.028 
7 600 - 710 0.046 0.036 0.035 
8 710 - 850 0.060 0.054 0.048 
9 850 - 1000 0.086 0.082 0.068 
10 1000-1180 0.082 0.109 0.109 
11 1180-1400 0.098 0.114 0.120 
12 1400 - 1700 0.082 0.100 
0.118 
13 1700 - 2360 0.099 0.134 
0.137 
14 2360 - 2800 0.038 0.046 
0.052 
15 2800 - 3350 0.034 0.040 
0.043 
16 3350 - 4000 0.029 
0.039 0.041 
17 4000 - 4750 0.015 
0.027 0.029 
18 > 4750 0.021 0.033 0.063 
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Table E. 19: Normalised GSD for binder-to-solids ratio of 0.14 and 1.5 kg of powder. 
No. Sieve fraction (µm) t=5 min t= 10 min t= 15 nun 
1 < 250 0.045 - - 
2 250 - 300 - - - 
3 300 - 355 - - - 
4 355 - 420 - - - 
5 420 - 500 - - - 
6 500 - 600 - - - 
7 600 - 710 - 0.028 - 
8 710 - 850 - - 0.012 
9 850 - 1000 - - - 
10 1000-1180 0.006 - - 
11 1180-1400 - - - 
12 1400 - 1700 - - - 
13 1700 - 2360 0.015 0.002 - 
14 2360 - 2800 0.016 0.008 - 
15 2800 - 3350 0.038 0.032 - 
16 3350 - 4000 0.063 0.064 0.021 
17 4000 - 4750 0.123 0.105 0.094 
18 > 4750 0.694 0.760 0.874 
* For sieve fractions (2-9) and (11-12) there were no 
granules corresponding to t=5 min. 
** Sieve fractions (1-12) were combined corresponding to 
t= 10 min. 
*** Sieve fractions (1-15) were combined corresponding to 
t= 15 min. 
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Population balance model 
F. 1 Determination of phenomenological kernel parameters 
In this section, an outline is given for the procedure adopted in this study for determining 
the adjustable parameters present in the model expressions for the considered granulation 
phenomena. In addition, a suggested method is given which proposes that an optimisation 
criterion be used in determining these unknown parameters. 
The model that has been developed for the granulation process incorporates niechanis- 
tic representations for the nucleation phenomenon and the aggregation phenomenon whilst 
an exponential relationship is employed for describing granule consolidation. 'I'he method 
adopted in determining the sensitivity of the adjustable parameters, pertaining to each of 
the considered rate processes was based on the examination of the magnitude of the changes 
in the response variable (i. e. particle size). This was computed using a finite-difference ap- 
proximation and is defined in Equation (F. 1) in which small perturbations are made to the 
parameters required to be determined for different time instances. This process 
is repeated 
for each perturbation and for each of the parameters under consideration. 
y(t; x+Lxz) - Yet; X) 
äxi ~A xi 
(F.! ) 
Where, y is the response variable, x= [A0 cl c]T is the vector of the parameters under 
consideration (i. e. Ao corresponds to the parameter present 
in the nucleation kernel. cl 
corresponds to the parameter present in the aggregation 
kernel and c corresponds to the 
parameter present in the exponential relation for granule consolidation) and 
r, is the nth 
element of x. 
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The minimisation of the sum of squared errors (4ý (x)) is used as the optimisation criterion 
and is defined in Equation (F. 2). 
Nt N9 
2 
(D (x) =ZZ 
(Nt, 
i - 
1Vt, i (x)ý 
t=i i=1 
(F. 2 
Where, Nt, z and 1Vt, i are the experimental and model predicted values for the number of 
particles in particle size class i at a time instant of t, N, is the maximum number of particle 
size classes and Nt is the total number of time instances used for sampling, the vector of 
the unknown parameters x. The criterion given in Equation (F. 2) is based on minimising 
the sum of squared errors between the model prediction and the measured output quantity 
obtained from experimental measurements. Solving this optimisation problem whereby, the 
aim is to minimise the objective function, the overall sum of squared error can be performed 
by using Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) method. Providing an initial value for 
the parameters in the vector x will be an important first step and information providing 
engineering insight of the process will aid in this regard, in addition to literature values as 
a guide if available. Testing the sensitivity of the objective function on each of the initial 
parameter values before, commencing optimisation can be performed by perturbing cac h 
value separately by an arbitrarily small value such as 1% and observing the difference in the 
objective function whether it is greater than the optimisation tolerance (t . g. 
1x 10-3). 
F. 2 Population balance model degrees of freedom 
Granulation processes poses a particular challenge to control as there are a 
limited number 
of potential manipulated variables, available to use by the operator. 
The liquid flow rates 
represent prime candidates as manipulated variables, owing to the sensitivity of 
the granule 
size distribution to the moisture content. 
In the present study, the population balance model used utilises 
three manipulated vari- 
ables which correspond to the three liquid binder 
flow rates for each spray nozzle placed in 
different locations along the granulator. The population 
balance model is formulated with 
respect to the three internal coordinates, namely the volume of solid, 
the volume of liquid 
and the volume of gas in the granules. Thus, each granule 
is considered to be comprised 
of the three aforementioned component volumes. 
A more meaningful interpretation of the 
granule behaviour is to consider instead, the particle size, granule 
liquid binder content and 
the granule porosity (relation to bulk density) which can 
be determined from knowledge of 
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the three volumes making up the granule (see Figure 3.2). The rate of aggregation i, partic- 
ularly affected by multiple particle properties of which. the granule size and the liquid binder 
content exert a strong influence on particle growth. Hence, during experimentation collecting 
data based on these measurable quantities will prove helpful in controlling the quality of the 
granules, whilst minimising the the production of out-of-spec granules. 
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